
-we big at the studio where nsync is recording and down the hall abckstreet is 
also recording- 
 
Levi: tra-la-la-la-la 
 
-Chris's girlfriend is sitting around outside in the hall reading- 
 
-levi si leaning against the wall staring at howie singing- 
 
Brian: levi zip it will ya? 
 
Howie: Go easy on him Brian he's just a kid. 
 
Brian: i know but still it bugs me. the kid who is a year younger than justin 
timberlake has a bigger ego 
 
Levi: i do not! 
 
-sticks out tongue- 
 
Kevin; Yes you do squirt. 
 
-levi pouts and goes out intot eh hall- 
 
Levi: i want drink who else wants some drink? 
 
Howioe: water! 
 
Brian: no thanks 
 
Kevin: Coffee. 
 
Nick: beer, i mean pop! 
 
AJ: none thank you though buddy 
 
Levi: okay so water pop and coffee 
 
-levi shuts the door and goes down the hall- 
 
-Becca's leg is sticking out while she's reading and she is not paying any 
attention- 
 
Levi: shit! -he trips over her legs not paying attention either- 
 
-he does a face plant- 



 
Becca; Oh my gosh I'm so sorry! 
 
-levi groans into the ground- 
 
Levi: i feel down stairs once before. i felt worse -he says it into the ground- 
 
-Becca gets up and helps him into a chair- 
 
Levi: thanks -rubs his nose- my perfect nose is ruined! 
 
Becca: My boyfreind broke his nose once. It still looks good. Don't worry. 
 
Levi: i'm just jokin'. your chrissy's girl aren't you? 
 
Becca; Yeah. But don't tell himyou called him Chrissy. As fat as he knows i'm the 
only one who calls him that. And that's only when we're alone. 
 
Levi: oh i always call nsync nicknames. everyone knows that! want to hear them 
all? 
 
Becca: Oh do tell. 
 
Levi: in our last interveiw i told them that nsync is made up of 'chrissy juju joshy 
poofu and fat one' 
 
Becca: heheh. They only call each other that when they're teaseing each other. So 
are you guys gonna be at that event tomorrow night? 
 
Levi: of course we are the backstreet boys! 
 
-lei throws his hands in the air and giggle- 
 
Becca; Yeah. Chris and the guys are gonna be performing so I pretty much have 
to be there. 
 
Levi: i have a surprise for them. i had the bsb guys agree. you'll enjoy whats in 
store for the pperfformance 
 
Becca: As long as it dosen't leave them in a bad mood I'm fine with it. 
 
-levi grins and leaves- 
 
-he stops however- 
 
Becca; What's wrong? 



 
Levi: in nsync boys in this room? -points at the door across from becca- 
 
Levi: nothing i just want to know 
 
Becca; Chris and lance right now. The ohter guys are gonna be here later today to 
work on thier parts. 
 
-levi giggles and reaches for the door knob- 
 
-he throws it open- 
 
Levi: ELLO NSUCK! 
 
Lance: Aggh! 
 
Lance; What the hell you little punk! 
 
Chris: attack! 
 
-chris jumps levi pinning him to teh floor- 
 
Becca; Chirs go easy on him1 
 
Levi: backstreet help! nsync is tackling your youngest member! 
 
AJ: we can't hear you 
 
Hwoie: Not until you get us our drinks. 
 
chris ticckles levi who begins to giggle like a school girl- 
 
Chris: haha now you sucks? 
 
Becca; Wow Chris I only thought you did that to me. 
 
Lance; Becca please no bedroom stories. 
 
-levi laughs at that- 
 
-levi pushes chris off of him and tackles lance- 
 
brb keep writeing. play my charries if you need to. 
 
Levi: hi poofu miss your little rival? 
 



-lance has his face in the ground and his arms pinned behind him- 
 
Chris: wow he's strong for being a shimp 
 
Levi: i'll let you know i am 6 foot. i'm taller then both of you so meh! 
 
Levi: also i am lean and bendy but have very strong legs arms and -grunts trying 
to hold down the squirming lance- and nice chest the ladies want to lick sweat off 
of 
 
Lance: I can't imagine why. 
 
Becca :I would but I'm off the market. 
 
Howie: Stop flirting with them Levi. Now hurry and fetch our drinks! 
 
-levi getss off of lance and gets the drinks running abck to teh room giggling- 
 
Levi: i am levi hear me roar! -he meows- 
 
Lance: he's a weird one. Cute but weird. 
 
Chris: dude that guy its cool, i must admit. just like justin 
 
howie: And you don't have to put up with him on a daily basis. 
 
Lance: That's the last thing we need. Two justins. 
 
-they go back to recroding- 
 
-the next night- 
 
-nsync is on stage singing bye bye bye- 
 
-Becca is standing backstage drink in hand- 
 
levi grabs and mic and sets it up standing back stage. bsb groans and becca looks 
at him funny- 
 
Becca: What's up with him?> 
 
AJ: you don't want to know 
 
-levi suddenly sings the lyrics with nsynfc sounding terrible. chris looooks 
around on stage- 
 



Chris: what was that?! -the crowd laughs- 
 
Becca: it's Levi! 
 
Lance: That little! 
 
Justin: jc's voice croaked 
 
Jc: No it didn't! 
 
-levi starts singing again horribly- 
 
-the crowd laughs and cheers- 
 
Lance: Ladies and gentleme nwe're expirenceing some technical difficulties 
please hang on for a bit. 
 
Chris: don't cheer for him he sucks!~ 
 
-levi runs on stagfe- 
 
Lance: You dick! 
 
Levi: hi everybody! 
 
Jc: Thanks alot Levi! 
 
-the crowd gasps- 
 
Levi: your mic is still on 
 
Jc; You trashed the whole thing! 
 
-joey is laughing- 
 
Chris: joey do not suport hiom! 
 
Lance; Jc chill. Now that I think about it is kinda funny. 
 
Justin: heh you have to admit that was funny right? -looks at thecrowd who 
cheers- 
 
Jc; This isn't funny! Grr! 
 
-chris groans but pats levi's back- 
 



-levi goes over to jc- 
 
-Jc looks like he's about to blow a vein- 
 
-levi laughs and begins to sing tearin up my heart acapella really good- 
 
Chris: uhg. 
 
Levi: come on guys this is YOUR song 
 
-slowly the guys join in even Jc who's still pissy- 
 
-the music starts up and levi leaves the stage letting nsync sing tearin up myu 
heart- 
 
Becca; Wow..... 
 
Levi: i cna't believe i made lance bass say dick in front of a crowdf like that! -
laughs taking off hte microphone- 
 
Howie; I'm suprised Jc didn't kill you. 
 
Kevin; Yeah. He looked about ready to murder someone. 
 
Levi: he probably will after what i do later 
 
AJ: and i'm doing it with him! 
 
Nick:" same here. this will be fun... 
 
Kevin: I call dibs on Levi's head. 
 
-levi hooks up himself and aj and nick waiting till chris is talking to the crowd 
before they start to sing acapleela one of their songs back stagfe- 
 
Lance; Oh here we go again! 
 
Chrios: and i - great not agaon! 
 
Jc; grrrrrrRRRRAAAAAAGGGHHH! 
 
-levi aj and nick run onstage- 
 
Justin:f okay now i am angry 
 
-Even Becca cracks up laughing at Jc's face- 



 
Lance; Not funny anymore guys! 
 
-levi sings in jc's face dnacing around him- 
 
Jc: don't want you back! 
 
-aj sings around lance- 
 
-nick dances around justin- 
 
-Becca looked pretty annoyed by this point. and the audience is no longer 
impressed- 
 
Levi:alright we'll elave 
 
-they stop singing and kevina nd howie get onstage and brian- 
 
Brian: okay guys come on we're being mean 
 
Kevin: Sorry about that guys. 
 
Chris: grrrrr! 
 
-chris wants to strange kevin making the motions around his head- 
 
Inner Becca; Chris is gonna need some serious action tonight. 
 
Brian: levi come -grabs his arm yanking him off the stage- 
 
AJ: bye guys, and for the recrod levi hyponotized us into this 
 
Howie: Lets go! -grabs Aj and Nick and drags them- 
 
-he and nick run off with howie following them shunning them- 
 
Chris: okay sow aht was i talking about? 
 
-backstage- 
 
Levi: that was too funny 
 
Becca: I'm sorry that happenedto you baby. -kisses Chris.- 
 
Nick: uhg they got mad and even the audience didn't like it 
 



-levi is grinning- 
 
Howie; You went to far Levi. 
 
Kevin; You should seriouly apologize to the guys. 
 
Levi:w aht can i say i'm a juvinile 
 
-jc wants to punch out levi's lights- 
 
Howie/ You won't be in a couple months. 
 
Jc: You are such a dickhead! 
 
Levi: love you too joshy 
 
-that puched jc over the edge right there- 
 
Joey: jc man breath 
 
Jc: That's IT! YOU'RE A DEAD MAN! 
 
-Jc charges but is held back by Joey and Lance- 
 
-levi steps back- 
 
Levi: dude its a joke. even if i said sorry you'd still hate me 
 
Kevin: Listen guys we're sorry Levi did this. 
 
Chris: we don't hate you guys, we just hate levi. why is he even in the group?! 
 
Lance; Jayce you've had a long day. Lets just get you to the hotel. 
 
AJ: um... i can't remember 
 
howie: Because he has talent. 
 
Kevin; And we needed someone for the higher notes now that nick's voice is 
cracked. 
 
Nick: HEY! 
 
Kevin; Hey I can't control when nature decideds to make you hit puberty. 
 
Chris: dude if it was up to me i wouldn't have that dick in my damn groupo. you 



guys are fine with just five -and with that he takes jc to the car- 
 
-levi stares at the ground- 
 
Justin: god lets go -leaves with joey- 
 
Becca; Look on the bright side. -whispersto Levi- Now Chris gets lots of action. 
More than he would have if you didn't get involved. -goes with the others- 
 
Levi: why should i care about that?! 
 
AJ: levi face it you screwed up 
 
-Becca just grins- 
 
-levi grabs his stufff- 
 
kevin; That girl is scary. 
 
Kevin; Lets go. 
 
-levi grabs and mic and goes onstage- 
 
Howie: Yeah. 
 
Kevin; Now what is he doing!? 
 
Levi: hey yal. i guess i should apologize for my action. nsync is a great band and i 
really do look up to them. i'm the baby of BSB here, so i ahve ALOT of rollmodels. 
 
Kevin; Okay. now we won't have to kick his ass too badly. 
 
Levi: i'ms orry to jc and justin and chris and joey and lance. be glad i won't do this 
at their concerts. later yal, got to roll 
 
-later that night- 
 
Chris: dude  you gonna be okay? 
 
Jc; That idiot! he has to ruin everything! We;re gonna lose everything if he keeps 
this up1 
 
Chris: no we won't. did you see the news? 
 
Lance: Jc. Chill. It's gonna be okay. 
 



Becca; He apologized publicly. 
 
Jc; Still I'd appriciate it if he apologized to my face. 
 
Chris: he looks up to us and i know that the truth. he's younger then justin by a 
year 
 
-there is a knock on the door- 
 
Lance; Jc I think you need to just go to sleep. 
 
Becca; Come in. 
 
-levi walks in only in sweats. they were staying the floor above- 
 
Jc: What do you want? 
 
Becca: Jc be nice. 
 
Lance; Hey Levi. 
 
Levi: i wanted to say sorry. i shouldn't have gone that far. the firt time was funny 
for all, but i shouldn't have done it the second time... 
 
-chris looks at jc- 
 
Joey; We forgive you man. Sorry Jc freaked out on you. We've all been pretty 
stressed with the new album coming out so yeah. 
 
Jc: What? 
 
Levi: same here we have a new oone were working hard on and i'm freaking out 
cause on of the songs i worte is finally going to be oput on it 
 
Jc; Congrats. 
 
Becca: Wanna hang out for a bit? We were just gonna put amovie in. 
 
Levi: oi have to head back. brian is punishing me and the others agree with him 
 
Joey; Tell I said for them to go easy on you. 
 
Jc; Same here. 
 
Lance; Ditto. 
 



-levi nods- 
 
Becca: Later Levi. 
 
Chris: ehh i wish i could see the punishment 
 
-levi sticks his tongue out at chris and leaves skipping out of the room- 
 
Chris: got to give that boy some credit. he's young and in the music buisness 
 
Becca: yeah. So you still up for tonight Chris? Or do you want to just watch the 
movie and get to bed? 
 
lance; Oh geeze not in here guys. 
 
-chris grins at becca dragging ehr into the other room- 
 
Justin: have fun 
 
Joey; Do those two ever stop? 
 
-eamnwhile- 
 
-brain and kevin are yelling at levi- 
 
kevin: You idiot! 
 
Brian: god now we can lose alot because of what you did! 
 
AJ: hey he apologized to their face and publicly 
 
Kevin: You not only have made it look like the rivalry between the two groups is 
real but it now looks like we're feuding! 
 
Kevin; Brian. What's his sentance? 
 
Brian: i don't know yet. 
 
Nick: come on guys he siad sorry and you yeled enough 
 
Kevin; i'm in no mood to be dealing with this. I need a little space. We'll talk later. 
 
Brian: you two joined in on the second one! 
 
-brian heads to bed- 
 



-Kevin does the same- 
 
Howie: I think we all just need to head to bed and try to calm down. 
 
Nick: sorry levi 
 
-he and aj head to bed- 
 
-Howie stays in the room- 
 
-levi strares at the ceiling- 
 
Levi: its hard howie 
 
-howie is looking out hte window at the other floors- 
 
Howie: What is? 
 
Levi: being where i am. i feel everything i do i'm screwing up 
 
Howie: It's part of being that age. 
 
Levi: what about the part of being on tv every other secoond and having 
everyoone wanting to see when perfect levi is a jerk or horny or whatever 
 
Howie: it's hard I know. It's one of those weird things in life. 
 
-levi scoffs- 
 
Levi: i'll be on the roof, or am i grounded to my bed? 
 
Howie: Go ahead. I won't tell. 
 
-levi heads up there. lying down he stares at the sky and listens to the traffic and 
the town below- 
 
-Howie is looking in the windows of various rooms and he thinks he can see Chris 
and Becca- 
 
Howie: that does not look comfortable. 
 
-in the morning- 
 
-levi fell asleep on the roof- 
 
Howie: Come on Levi. We gotta get going. 



 
-howie looks into levi's room- 
 
AJ: where is he? 
 
Howie; I let him up on the roof last night. He needed some space. 
 
AJ: he must have fell asleep up there 
 
Howie; I'll go get him. -leaves room- 
 
-on the roof- 
 
Howie: Levi? You there? 
 
-levi rolls over- 
 
LEVI: Meh. roofs aren't comfy 
 
Howie: Didn't think so. Come on we gotta get going. 
 
-levi stands up and follows him- 
 
Levi: hwoie can you keep a secret? 
 
Howie: Sure. 
 
-they walk into the elevator- Levi: i think i'm gay -the door shuts- 
 
Howie; Okay. 
 
Levi: i know i have a girlfriend 
 
Howie; This isn't going to be easy for her. 
 
Howie: But i'm starting to suspect she's only dateing you for the money. 
 
Levi: she dates me for the money cause she always wants to be next too me 
whenever cameras are around and wants me to buy her random things and 
coonstantly wants me to fuck her 
 
Levi: going onf ro a few years now 
 
Howie: She's an attention seeker. You need to end it with her. 
 
-levi sighs- 



 
Levi: i don't know how -the door opens and his girlfriend heather jumps on him- 
 
Levi: heather! hi when did yoou get here? 
 
Howie; Hey Heather. 
 
Heather: I get here just now! It's so good to see you Levi! 
 
-levi hugs her kissing ehr cheek- 
 
Levi; its great to see you too. come on lets head back 
 
Heather: So where are we going to? 
 
Howie: For now the studio and then to a press meeting. 
 
Heather: ohh. Can I come levi? Pretty please? 
 
Levi: we have an hour or so to get ready -they get to their suite- sure you can i 
just hav eto shower. i slep on the roof 
 
Heather: That sounds so cool. We shuld totally do that. -grins- And that was so 
cool how you dissed those guys last night. 
 
-She goes over and gets ready- 
 
Levi: well it was funny the foirst time but the second time i ffeel bad about it 
 
-levi goes into the bathroom stripping and leaving hte door open out of habit- 
 
-he had his own bathrooma dn room in the suite- 
 
heather: Don't feel bad about it. They totally had it coming. Especially that Chris 
guy. Him and his little slut of a girlfriend. 
 
-levi doesn't respond, just stares the shower. he goes oer nad brushes his teeth, 
seeing heather saring at his ass- 
 
Heather: You've been working out haven't you. 
 
Levi: guilty -he says it with a mouth full of tooth brusha nd paste- 
 
Heather: I'm gonna have to fight to keep you aren't I. -she goes over to him and 
kisses him- 
 



-levi spits and rinises out his mouth- Levi: i don't know 
 
-he smiles at her turning around- 
 
Heather: You're acting diffrent Levi. Is something wrong? 
 
Levi: just tired. i slept on the roof remember? 
 
-he stretches out and she moans- 
 
Heather: Lets spend some time together after your meeting kay? 
 
Levi: okay doll. can i shower now? 
 
Heather; Okay. 
 
-he gets in the shower. he comes back into his room with the towela round him 
and heather groans at him- 
 
Levi: what? -he rusna nd hand through his damp hair- 
 
Heather: Oh my god You're so freakin hot! 
 
Levi: so are you! -he takes off his towel drying his hair more- 
 
Heather: I can't wait! -takes off her shirt- Lets do this. 
 
inner levi: okay dick do your stuff 
 
-levi goes over to her kissing her- 
 
-Heather's bra,skirt, and barely there underware fall to the ground- 
 
-levi pushes  her to teh bed rubbing her- 
 
-he sucks her shoulder- 
 
-heather arches back and moans- 
 
-levi grabs for a condom but she stops him- 
 
Heather: We don't need them. 
 
Levi: i know you hate kids, so you sure you want to get pregnate?! 
 
-levi keeps rubbing her- 



 
Heather: I'm on the pill. 
 
-levi groans, it comes out sexily but not meant that way,a nd slams into her 
gaspsing- 
 
Heather; Oh god Levi! Yes! 
 
-levi moves fast- 
 
inner levi: she use to turn me on so bad, but now its just......... i have to forse 
myself into  cumming for her 
 
-Heather's moaning is high pitched and is really annoying. as she climaxes she 
lets out a loud squeal- 
 
-levi groans and buries his fac ein ehr neck orgasming- 
 
Levi: damn always so good -it was forsed- 
 
Heather: I know right. Now lets get going. We're gonna be late. 
 
-they dress and go out. in the car nick whipsers to him- 
 
Nick: loud enough man? 
 
Levi: its her okay? 
 
Heather; Oh you're just jelus. 
 
-Howie says nothing- 
 
-levin grins and puts an arm around her- 
 
Inner howie; This girl is bad news. He needs to get rid of her. 
 
Nick: yeah i'm jealous i can't squeal like that 
 
-Heather looks angry but dosen't say anything- 
 
inner levi: i don't love her any more,a dn i know she jsut wants me for my money. 
uhg - i can't dump her, i'm lost enough rigfht now 
 
-levi kisses her cheek- 
 
Kevin: We're here guys. 



 
Levi: i love your squeals -he gets out- 
 
inner levi: okay that hasn't been true for years 
 
-the studio session goes normally. the nsync guys are there but they're not really 
paying much attention to the bsb guys. Heather is constantly shooting dirty looks 
at Becca- 
 
Chris: hey you okay becca? 
 
-levi tries to keep heather ocupied- 
 
Becca; it's that heather brat again. 
 
Becca: It's obvious she's a total gold digger. I don't know why but she keeps on 
shooting dirty looks at me. 
 
Chris: honey don't let her get to you. she's a bitcha dn we ALL know it. even levi i 
think 
 
-levi is kissing ehr neck while she giggles- 
 
Becca: then why is he still with her? 
 
Chris: that i do not know 
 
Becca; I just want to get on the road with you and the guys. 
 
Chrfis: you will don't worry -kisses her nose nad goes back to working his studio 
magic- 
 
Lance; How's she holding up? 
 
Chris: good. i just want to get heather the hell away from her 
 
Lance: I wish i knew what exactly that girl had against her. 
 
-a while later heather goes out in the hall while levi is recording and looks at 
becca. duh duh DUH 
 
-Becca is reading- 
 
Becca; What do you want? 
 
Heather: You know damn well what you little whore! 



 
Becca: Seriously Heather are you still all ben't out of shape about things that 
happened when we were kids? 
 
Heather: The game is still going on Rebecca. Why is it that you got all the good 
stuff and i get nothing! You ugly little crybaby! 
 
Becca: I'm not that little girl who you used to pick on heather. i grew up. You 
should do the same. 
 
Heather: You bitch! -slaps Becca- 
 
-chris comes out into the hall- 
 
Chris: what the fuck?! 
 
Becca; I still draw the line at physicaly contact Heather. Leave me alone. This is 
my last warning. 
 
-levi comes out as well grabbing heather- 
 
Heather: i hate you! 
 
Levi: what the hell heather? what did you do? 
 
Becca: You just think you do.I'm sorry for you. I'm sorry you can't move on. 
 
Levi: what happened heather? -drags her down the hall- 
 
Heather: That bitch had it coming! She's an ugly stupid weird little crybaby! She 
gets everything and i don't get a thing! 
 
-chris poulls becca aside checking ehr face with kisses- 
 
-This drives Heather insane and she screams with frustration- 
 
Levi: um... you have alot of things. a house, a college education,a dn a good job. 
 
-Heather wrenches herself out of Levi's grasp and runs out- 
 
Howie: What the hell was that? 
 
becca: Just a mild confrontation. Nothing more. 
 
-levi groans and hits his head on the wall running after her- 
 



Chris: come on becca your going to be with me 
 
-takes her into the studio- 
 
Becca; Okay. -She waits till the door is shut and no one can hear her before she 
starts crying- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Levi: heather stop! 
 
-he grabs her arma dn she struggles in his grasp- 
 
Heather: No!  
 
Levi: you have so much, she has so much. be happy what you have 
 
Heather; Let go of me! i can't stand being near her! 
 
Levi: your not near her! 
 
Heather; But I don't have what she does. He loves her. You don't. At least not 
anymore. Don't think i haven't seen you. 
 
-levi sighs- 
 
Heather: We're done aren't we? 
 
Levi: i do love you - ic are about you so much! 
 
Levi: but... heather i'm............... gay 
 
-levi lets her goo- 
 
Heather; i wish you had told me sooner. When you first lost your feelings for me. 
I'll take the bus. I have some relatives nearby. I can stay with them. Don't worry 
about me anymore.  
 
-levi kisses her anyways- 
 
Levi: seriously drop the damn grudge 
 
Heather: Why? it's never going to be over till there's a clear winner. I'm not going 
to give up till I beat her. 
 
Levi: your a good person. you really are, you just don't see a good thing when you 



get it 
 
Levi: you'll find someoone someday that will love you and you'll return that 
 
Heather: I wish I could belive you Levi. But I think that right now I just need to 
spend some time alone. Bye. -she walks off- 
 
-levi leans against the wall- 
 
-he stays there staring at  the floor. mainly at his shoes- 
 
-Howie comes out- 
 
Howie: You gonna be okay Levi? 
 
Levi: i guess....... 
 
Howie: I think we saw a side of her we didn't know existed. She has a lot of 
growing up to do but she'll be okay. Come on. We've still got work to do. 
 
Levi: she needs someone to love her and i can't give that to ehr! i can't give that 
to any woman anymore... 
 
Howie: And that's a bad thing because? 
 
Levi: i've been told all my life that when your in this business you have to please 
more then just yourself. -he goes back into the studio and back to recroding his 
part- 
 
-Becca heads off to the bathroom and washes her face off. he makeup smeered 
from crying- 
 
-Nsync finishes up recording and they head out to lunch. Becca goes with them 
leaving bsb in thier room- 
 
-the next week levi heads out to a club. the next month its offical he has a new 
girlfriend- 
 
Levi: i'll miss Heather but we both moved on -he quotes in a recent interveiw- 
 
Howie: Dude. You need to come out! 
 
Levi: no i don't. 
 
-levi is combing his hiar, girlfriends tracy asleep in bed- 
 



Howie; How are you going to handle being with a girl if you aren't even attracted 
to her!? 
 
Levi: i'm attracted to her. she has a hot body and she has a great personality. the 
important thing is i orgasm -he leaves the bathroom waking up tracy with kisses. 
howie groans and leaves- 
 
-meanwhile nsync...- 
 
-in several cities away- 
 
-in a different state actually- 
 
Chris: Levi Wood came out a week ago about his new girlfriend Tracy who is a 
model for Donna and Cabanna 
 
CHris: he quotes, 'i miss heather alot but we both moved on. she's happy where 
she is and so am i. tracy is a fresh start'. 
 
Justin: a backstreet boys and a model dating. wow 
 
Chris: dude your dating Britney Spears. don't be a hypocrite 
 
Justin: at least she is in the same business as me. i'm just saying tis sort of clitche 
 
Becca: It's true Justin. 
 
lance; They won't last. 
 
Chris: i give them six monthes 
 
Lance: One year tops. 
 
Justin: i'll bet less then that 
 
Joey: It'll be maybe a month. 
 
Chris: 100 bucks? 
 
Joey; 200 
 
Lance; 300 
 
Jc; I'm not getting involved in this.  
 
Becca: Chris please don't throw away money. 



 
Chris: alright we'll bet on how long levi wood will be dating. the winnder gets 
everything. i bet 100 on six months 
 
Lance: I'm saying for 300 they'll be togehter about a year. 
 
Justin: 250 for three monthes 
 
Joey; 200 that they'll break up before then. 
 
Chris: okay jc you hold ontot eh money and write down our bets 
 
Jc: Will do. -takes the money and writes it down- 
 
Justin: what happens if they go over a year? which it won't but what? 
 
Becca; I get the money. 
 
Jc; Okay then. 
 
Becca: If it goes over a year Jc and I split the cash between us. 
 
-BSB makes the same bet- 
 
Kevin: So if all of us are wrong who gets the money? 
 
Brian: i get it 
 
-he isn't betting- 
 
kevin: alright. 
 
AJ: i'm gonna win 
 
Nick: no you won't 
 
AJ: yes i will 
 
Howie: I'm gonna win! 
 
Nick: no you won't 
 
AJ: yes 
 
Nick: no 
 



Howie; No! 
 
Brian: shut up! 
 
-brian leaves- 
 
Kevin: Please guys be quiet. 
 
-Kevin follows Brian- 
 
-one month later bsb and nsync have challenge for the children stuff- 
 
Levi: yay b-ball! my least favortie sport 
 
Becca; Knock em dead tiger. -kisses Chris- 
 
-levi aj nick chris and lance are on one team- 
 
-the others are on the other one- 
 
Levi:w e will kick your asses! -points at justin- 
 
Justin: bull shit we'll kick your ass 
 
-levi and justin begin to argue back and forth with random insults- 
 
Lance; Guys Less talkng more ball playing! 
 
Levi: i'll play your balls -he says it to lance out the door. chris cracks up- 
 
Lance; Sure! 
 
Chris: dude so wrong so wrong! 
 
Lance; What? I wouldn't care. I'm not picky. 
 
Nick: ew ew ew ew ew 
 
AJ: oh yeah your bi. saww you makeing out with a guy in a club before. that was a 
double take 
 
-they ehad out- 
 
-Becca is in the audience cheering- 
 
-along with tracy- 



 
Becca; This is so awesome! Every year they do this and it's always fun watching 
them fake fight. 
 
-rebecca stares at tracy, levi's girlfriend- 
 
Tracy: Really? I'm not used to the whole celebrity thing so I wouldn't know. 
 
Becca: That's right you're new to modeling. Well anywyas these events are a lot of 
fun. 
 
Tracy: I'll take your word for it. 
 
-on the court- 
 
-levi and justin keep stealing the ball from each other- 
 
Lance: You two stop that and actually play! 
 
Jc; Let them wear eachother out. 
 
Chris: pass me the damn ball! 
 
-levi steals it backa nd passes it to chris- 
 
-chris catches it and scores- 
 
Howie: Traitor!.-playfully- 
 
-levi bumps his hips against howie- 
 
Howie: We still love you. 
 
Levi: OH YEAH PARTY ON THE RED TEAM PARTY ON THE RED TEAM! 
 
-levi shakes his butt at the crowd and girls screa along with tracy- 
 
Commentator: Three points for Red team! 
 
-levi dances around justin who pouts. girls keep screaming- 
 
Justin: you suck 
 
Levi: you wish i did 
 
Lance; Stop it you two. 



 
-levi sticks his toongue out at justin then they start up again- 
 
-thei time levi steals the ball from justin and does a slam dunk- 
 
Commentator: Three points to the red team. 
 
-levi smiles at tracy who giggles- 
 
Justin: you are going down Wood 
 
Jc: Okay. Now we need to really step it up. 
 
Levi: i don't think so... Timberlake 
 
lance: lets do this! 
 
Becca: KNOCK EM DEAD CHRIS! 
 
-at the end of the game they are tied and levi has the ball. lance stands there by 
the hoop- 
 
Lance: Good game wood. 
 
-the crowd chants shoot it shoot it- 
 
Levi: here ya go bass. shoot -he tosses the ball to him- 
 
Chris: YOU IDIOT WE ARE SCREWED! 
 
-Lance blocks it- 
 
-nevermind. Lance catches it and puts it through the hoop- 
 
-chris is stunned- 
 
Lance; What? 
 
Chris: he amde a basket. WE WON THE GAME THANKS TO BASS MAN! 
 
-chris hugs him and levi runs over- 
 
Levi: you won the game! -he gives him a sloppy kiss on the cheek- hell yeah he 
goes over to jsutin teasing him- 
 
Lance; ummmmm. 



 
Chris: dude levi wood.... kissing your cheek..... my mind is wacked 
 
Lance: It wasn't that bad. 
 
-the after party- 
 
Levi: did you enjoy the game Tracy? 
 
-Becca and Chris are in one of the bathrooms F***ing like bunnies- 
 
Tracy: Yeah. It was fun. Becca was right. 
 
-levi smiles and chugs his 'coke'- 
 
tracy: So how long have you known the guys? 
 
Levi: well, i've know nick most of my life. he was the one who helped me into bsb 
 
Tracy: That's soo cool.  
 
Levi: i met nsync when they got back here from germany 
 
-tracy is confused because levi kisses alot of the fans and sighed some of their 
boobs- 
 
Tracy; Why do you do that? 
 
-she is also lost with the lance kiss- 
 
Levi: do what? 
 
Tracy: You flirt with the fans. And on top of that i think you like Lance. 
 
Levi: um... i don't flirt Tracy. and adrenaline rush with lance. i kiss all the guys on 
the cheek 
 
Tracy; Okay. I'm just being paranoid.  So were Becca and Chris a couple when you 
met them? 
 
-levi nods- 
 
Tracy; They seem happy. a little strange but happy. 
 
levi nods and drags tracy out to the dance floor- 
 



-lance watches from where he is sitting in a booth- 
 
Justin: what are you doing Bass? 
 
Inner Lance: It was just adrenilane. I don't have feelings for him. Do I? 
 
Lance: Nothing. But I think Levi is hideingng something. 
 
JUstin: yeah. his hard on. he's got a hot girlfriend! -justin was drunk already- 
 
-briteny was off in a caorner making out with soem guy and justin didn't notice- 
 
Lance: No. Those pants are pretty tight and I can't see a bulge. I think he may not 
be into her in that sense. And you might want to steal Brit back. 
 
-justin turns around- 
 
Justin: het thats my girl! -he walks over somehow- 
 
-levi drags tracy down the hall and pushes her against a wall- 
 
Tracy: Levi what are you doing? 
 
-levi kisses her neck- 
 
Levi:w hat do you think? 
 
Tracy: Levi I don't know if this is a good idea. 
 
-levi sucks on her neck- 
 
Levi: why? 
 
-Tracy can't speak now. It just comes out as a wimper and she lifts her skirt up 
and pulls her underware out of the way- 
 
-levi moves his hand there and slips a finger inside of her- 
 
inner levi: come on thois has to be hot 
 
-Tracy gasps and digs her fingers into him- 
 
-levi drops to his knees sucking on her mooving is finger against ehr walls- 
 
-tracy lets out a moan that is only covered by the loud music in the other rooms- 
 



inner levi come oon damn it get hard 
 
Tracy: Is something wrong Levi? 
 
-levi stands up kissing her pulling out his cock- 
 
Levi: not at all. 
 
-tracy falls to her knees and begins sucking- 
 
-at this pont please inser song get it up- 
 
-levi was getting a blow job from tracy and trying to 'get it up'- 
 
-Tracy looks up at him worried- 
 
Tracy: Am I doing this right? -she says it with a full mouth so it's kinda muffled.- 
 
Levi: yes your -he sighs- your fine its me 
 
-She stands up- 
 
Tracy: What's wrong? 
 
-levi leans against her putting his fface into her neck- 
 
Levi: i'm thought it was heather but its all women 
 
Tracy; You mean you're...Ohhh. That makes sense. Okay. 
 
Levi: i'm sorry. and wait it makes sense?! 
 
Tracy: Yeah. With every ohter guy I've been with they were up like that unless 
they were gay. -snaps fingers- 
 
Tracy: That and i kinda had a feeling. 
 
-levi chuckles and tucks himself back in- 
 
Levi: again i am sorry. uhg i should have figured this out sooner. denial i guess 
 
Tracy: It's okay. There was this one guy who just couldn't get it through his head. 
I had to take him to a gay bar to get him to face the truth. That was akward. 
Anyways I hopw you find a nice boy. You deserve the best. 
 
-levi kisses her osftly- 



 
Levi: you too 
 
-aj and joey stand at the bar high fiving- 
 
Tracy: Later gator. -smiles- we're still friends right? 
 
AJ/Joey: WE WON THE BET! 
 
Levi: totally! 
 
-inser abba song money money mon ey- 
 
Levi: but i'm about to kill ALL the guys for betting on us dating 
 
Tracy: Nah. Leave that to me. -she smiles and leaves- 
 
-levi goes back to the bar getting another 'coke'- 
 
Howie: Damn1 
 
Kevin: Ahh the perils of gambleing. 
 
Jc; Waaaaahhhhh! 
 
Levi: shut. up. no one NO ONE says anything about this okay? i'm not ready for 
thios stuff....... 
 
-levi chugges the whole drink- 
 
Inner Joey; Money money money! 
 
Becca: We should get going. It's late. Come on Chris you're getting buzzed. 
 
-levi grabs his jacket standing outside waiting for a cab- 
 
Chris: heh-heh -giggles- 
 
Becca: Yes Baby I know. Now lets get you to bed. You've had enopugh excitement 
for one day. 
 
-they leave chris giggling. levi leans against the wall outside- 
 
-the others roll out as well- 
 
AJ: hey you coming levi? 



 
Nick: come on 
 
Kevin; You okay? 
 
Levi: just give me a break here okay? i'll catch up someday 
 
Kevin: Okay. See ya at the hotel. 
 
-they roll out- 
 
Justin: see ya Levi man -pats his shoulder getting in a cab with nsync- 
 
-lance stays- 
 
Lance; are you sure you're okay? 
 
Levi: yeah see ya. good game! 
 
Levi: i need air... or a mental  change 
 
Lance; -pats his shoulder- Good game. Take it easy. -gets in cab- 
 
-levi watches as he drives away with his arm hanging out- 
 
Levi: dear god i'm crushing on Lance Bass............... 
 
-next day- 
 
Chris: uhg we can go home finally and work there 
 
Becca; No because if that happens you won't get any work done. Remeber last 
month? 
 
Joey: Don't remind us. 
 
Lance; Look on the bright side. The album is almost out. We keep this up and we'l 
have it out in less than a month. 
 
Justin: thats right! come on lets get to teh airport. hey bass i have good news for 
ya 
 
Lance; Oh do tell. 
 
jc: finally good news. 
 



Justin: Backstreets gonna be on our plane, and i hear the very stright levi wood 
is single -justin giggles and leaes the room to opack his bags- 
 
(nsync doesn't know he's gay) 
 
Lance: I don't know...Something dosen't seem...Ah forget it. I'm just being stupid. 
Lets get going guys. 
 
Chris: dork -goes to pack his bags- 
 
-at airport- 
 
AJ: i hate hangoovers 
 
Becca; I can't stand hungover boyfriends. Even if the sex last night was great. 
 
Nick: just remember you suffered the consiquences for drinking ALOT last night 
 
-levi isn't at the airport yet- 
 
Kevin; Hey Becca. Nsync here already? 
 
Brian: hwere is the nut ball? 
 
Becca: Yeah. Where's Levi? 
 
Howie: No idea.  
 
Nick: he had to get somethin 
 
Kevin: If we end up haveing to stop the flight for him. 
 
Nick: he left early to get it too 
 
-soon a use to be red head with blod hair but now black haired levi wood comes 
walking in- 
 
Levi: morning -he is grasping his coffee- 
 
Becca: Woah. Love the new look levi. 
 
Kevin: Wow... 
 
Howie: Nice man. Really cool 
 
Nick: dude thats cool. now your have skiy hair and not comb over! 



 
AJ: sexy -groans from headache- 
 
Becca; it's hot. I gotta get going. Chris probably need me to get him some more 
water. Hungover bad. -she smiles and goes back over to the others- 
 
-lance is trying hard not to stare- 
 
Nick: you have soomeone watching you 
 
Levi: huh?! 
 
-he looks around thinking fans- 
 
Becca: -whispers to Lance- You're allowed to look you know. Everyone knows 
you're bi. 
 
Lance; But I....Oh whatever. -stares at Levi. 
 
AJ: come on he's bi your gay........ -whispers it to him- 
 
Kevin; If you just ask it won't hurt. The worst that'll happen is he'll say no. 
 
Levi: no one but you guys know i'm gay and i want to keep it that way 
 
Kevin: People are gonna find out eventually. 
 
Howie: It's only a matter of time. 
 
-levi sticks his tongue at them and stares back at lance creepy like, making a 
funny face nad cringing his fingers- 
 
Levi: BLEHHHHHHHHHH! 
 
Chris: what are you staring - HOLY SHIT! 
 
Lance; Weirdo. -rolls his eyes and smiles- 
 
-crhis falls over a bit- 
 
Becca; Take it easy baby. 
 
-levi cracks up laughing pointing at chris- 
 
Levi: MOMMY LOOK AT THE FUNNY FAT MAN STUMBLE OVER HIMSELF! 
 



AJ: ow too loud 
 
Jc; Our flights here. Becca help your boyfriend onto the plane. 
 
Nick: -school girl giggle- 
 
-brian drags the giggling babies ontot eh plane- 
 
Kevin; Can we borrow herguys? We need someone to babaysit AJ here. 
 
-Becca rolls here eyes and helps Chris onto the plane- 
 
-aj slabs kevin's head getting on the plane. levi slides his sunglasses on in teh 
tunnel- 
 
kevin: It's your falut for getting wasted. 
 
-levi presses himself agaisnt the wall doing the pink poather theme- 
 
Nick: that looks liek fun 
 
-he joins levi slinking along the wall- 
 
Howie; Come on guys. We need to get going! 
 
-they cruack up and run off into teh plane- 
 
Levi: I GET FRONT SEAT! 
 
Nick: NO YOU GOT IT LAST TIME! 
 
Kevin; Remind me again why I haven't killed them yet? 
 
AJ: i am screwed 
 
Brian: because we need their voices.... sadly 
 
howie: May I remind you kids that there is someone here who is sensitive to 
sound! 
 
-nick and levi make shushing sounds at each oother, starting to giggle again- 
 
Levi: sorry uncy aj -he falls to his knees hugging aj and pretend crying. nick falls 
down laughing so ahrd- 
 
AJ: get this thing off of me! 



 
-brain prys him off- 
 
Howie; I have a sleeping mask and earplugs if you want AJ. 
 
Brian: alright you two are seperated! 
 
-nick and levi cry- 
 
Nick/Levio: BUT DADDY! 
 
Kevin; Do not make me gound you both. 
 
-meanwhile nsync is staring in totaly shock- 
 
Becca; Justin times two. 
 
Jc; Shhh! 
 
-nicka nd levi poout going into first calss. they were lucky no oen else was on- 
 
-levi sits down int ehf ront stretching out- 
 
Levi: SO SOFT! 
 
Kevin: Quiet. 
 
-nick is forsed a few rows back on the other side- 
 
NIck: you suck brian -he sits next to hoim- 
 
Brian: shut it. its for your own good 
 
-nsync sits down along with the other bsb- 
 
-Becca sit's with Chirs who is totally out of it. Jc is already starting to dose off- 
 
-a while alter in the air- 
 
-levi drops his seat all the way backa nd looks up seeing lance staring down at 
him- 
 
Levi: um............ ello 
 
Lance; Enjoying yourself? 
 



Levi: no shit sherlock 
 
-levi waves his hand back and forth in teh air- 
 
Lance: Mind if I sit next to you? Jc snores. 
 
Levi: kiss me i'm dreaming - lance bass wants to sit next to me! -levi pretends to 
hiperventalte- okay go ahead. -levi sends his seat fflying back up- 
 
Levi: WEEEEEE! 
 
Lance: You're got to much enrgy for someone your size. 
 
Levi: i'm leana dn bendy, 6 foot, and have a muscular body. i don't have enough 
energy 
 
Lance; Point taken. By the way nice hair. 
 
Levi: thank you its the new style -brishes his hand over it sounding like a prep- 
 
Lance; Uh huh. Now if someone would explain that to Chris. His braids are getting 
a little old. It's amazeing that Becca's been able to put up with all his hairstyles. 
 
Levi: hios braids are smexy -levi turns his head staring at lance- why were you 
staring at me so creepy lik eailer? 
 
Lance; Why not? 
 
Lance; Do i need a reason? 
 
Levi: why not stare at Levi Wood. good point 
 
Lance: So you broke up with Tracy? Sorry to hear about that man. 
 
-levi shrugs- 
 
Levi: so what is NSYNC gonna do when they get back to our home state 
 
Lance; I'm gonna relax. Jc is gonna write. Joey's gonna hang with Kelly. justin is 
gonna probably wanna hang out with us. And Chris is gonna probably be fucking 
Becca like a rabbit. 
 
Lance; yeah tmi I know but it's true. 
 
Levi: i don't know what i'm gonna do. hang with nick loike always 
 



Lance; If you want you can hang with me. 
 
Lance; both you and nick. I spend alot of time out of the house. I hate being alone. 
 
Lance: I don't want to seem akward. I mean it might be wried haveing some new 
guy around you two when you've been friends since god knows when. 
 
Levi: get a girlfriend. i seem to not be able to hold onto mine 
 
Lance; Same here. 
 
-the rest of the flight is in scilence. Lance can't help but feel like Levi is giving him 
the cold shoulder- 
 
Flight Attendant: Liquor sir? 
 
Jc; Oh god please no. 
 
Levi: me? i'm only 18 sir 
 
Flight Attendant: Okay then. 
 
Becca: None for me. -looks at Chris- Or him. 
 
-lance can't believe levi is that oung- 
 
Inner Lance: I must have a thing for younger guys. 
 
Inner Lance: I'm a couger....Wait no that wouldn't work. I'm not that much older 
than him. 
 
Levi: you shocked i'm only 18? justin is 19 and your 21. you two years older then 
him and three more then me 
 
Lance; Well a little I won't lie. 
 
-the plane lands and levi grabs his stuff- 
 
Lance; Well I'll see you around? 
 
levi nods and walks off instatly giggling with nick who runs up jumping on him- 
 
Nick: ello man its was forever sicne i saw you! 
 
Levi: i know right dude? 
 



kevin: You two are so grounded. 
 
Brian: we are externally screwed 
 
Lance: Have fun you guys! 
 
Justin: hey lance you okay? 
 
Lance: I guess.  
 
Jc: You seem kinda down. 
 
Justin: hey its gonna be okay 
 
Lance: Yeah. I'm just gonna call it a night. 
 
-justin noods and they head off to their homes- 
 
-the next day Lance is sitting around in the park wondering what to do with the 
day- 
 
-levi and nick are walking through too and lance hides abit listening in for no 
aparent reason- 
 
Inner Lance; i'm being so weird. 
 
Nick: is anyone even in thsi park? 
 
Levi: no 
 
Nick: can i do soomething real fast? 
 
Levi: it depends -levi grins evilly- are you going to destry civilazatioon on earth? 
 
Inner Lance: Typical. 
 
-nick leans over kissing levi's cheek slowly- 
 
Levi: um... 
 
Inner lance; Woah...Levi it would make sense but Nick of all people? I know 
they're close but byt that much? 
 
Nick: i sid i wanted to do something quick 
 
Inner lance: Should I stick around of leave and risk getting caught? 



 
Levi: well i did't really think you would doo soemthing like that 
 
Nick: can i admt to the fact i've sort of liked you more then a ffriend for some 
time? 
 
-nick falls to the ground- 
 
-Lance slowly starts to sneak off being sure to stay hidden- 
 
Levi: guess i - HEY BASS MAN WHAT UP! 
 
-nick and levi sti up smiling- 
 
Lance: Hey. -stands up.- I'm good. Youguys? 
 
Nick: we are frying in the sun 
 
Lance: Same here. I'm thinking about a tan. 
 
Levi: hey we wre gonna head to lunch. want to join our crazy trian? 
 
Lance: Sure thing. 
 
-they head over to hima nd go to lunch- 
 
Lance; So what ahve you guys been up to? Dumb question i know but still. 
 
Nick: we hae been picking flowers and braiding each other's hair 
 
Levi: what hair thats the question -arches his eye brows seductivly- 
 
Lance; Well I guess it's a healthier activity than some other kinds. 
 
Levi: true. hey did you guys know my parents are scotish? 
 
lance: No. Cool. 
 
Levi: born and raised in scotland then moved here a few years before me and my 
twin were born 
 
Lance: Oh really? Cool. 
 
Lance: my family is all from mississippi. 
 
Levi: yep i'm pure scotish bred -says it scotish- 



 
Nick: southern boy and scotlish lad. how wonderfful 
 
Lance; heheheh. Yeah. Odd group that's for certain. 
 
-after lunch lance heads home. levi and nick go back to the park- 
 
Levi: so what do we do now? 
 
-nick pushes lei against a tree kissing him long and softly- 
 
Nick: i've always wanted to know what the was like 
 
Levi: yeah that was nice -he grabs nick kissing him back. they make out aganst a 
tree then head back to nicks place where they have exotic movie sex in the 
bedroom- 
 
Nick: was that great or what? 
 
Levi: yeah that was hot 
 
Nick: you know, i don't really want to date you. i like the fucking though 
 
Levi: heh we are friends who fuck. i like that. its good for me because..... it hard to 
explain but i love you but don't love you but want to ffuck you 
 
Nick: i fee the same. lets sleep that was fun 
 
-levi nods and goes to sleep- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Jc: You've got it bad for him Bass. 
 
Lance; Yeah. He's not interested though. 
 
JUstin: you do. and how is he not interested? 
 
Jc: Why don't you just talk? 
 
Lance; Lets see...Everytime i talk to him he gives me the cold shoulder and he's 
always hanging with his other friends. He's in denial and refuses to come out of 
the closet and on top of that i think he may already have started something with 
someone. 
 
Joey: Just tell him how you feel. Get it off your chest. 



 
Justin: i'm lsot here 
 
Chris: same here 
 
Lance; Forget it. Hey Jim! -bartender- Another beer! 
 
Justin: Levi Wood is possibly bi with his abupt ends with girlfriends 
 
Jim: Sure. -hands it over to him- 
 
Lance; I can't help but feel attracted to him but when I talk to him he acts like he's 
the straightest thing on earth. 
 
Justin: soudns to me he isn't ready to come out yet 
 
Lance; I doubt he ever will. We all know that kid is more stubborn than a mule. 
 
Chris: just talk too him dude okay? promise me you will 
 
Lance; Fine fine. 
 
Chris: thank you 
 
-week later bsd and nsync are in the studio finishing up their albums- 
 
bsb 
 
Howie: Finally! I thought it was never going to end! 
 
Levi: praise the ffrucking lord 
 
fucking 
 
Brian: dude thats harsh right there 
 
Kevin: Amen to that. 
 
Kevin: Let him have his fun Brian. 
 
-brian shrugs and goes back to singing. levi and nick head off to get some water- 
 
-"water"- 
 
Chris: come on Bass i need a water buddy -tugs at lance's shirt- please? 
 



Lance; You're a big boy. You can do it yourself can't you? 
 
Chris: no. come on -tugs harder- 
 
Lance; Fine you big baby. -goes with Chris- How the hell does Becca put up with 
you? 
 
CHRIS: i don't know -they go down the hall and they hear moaning- oohhh some 
people are getting oit on. lets spy bass 
 
Lance; Fine. Pervert. 
 
-they duck into a corner and watch- 
 
-nick has levi against a wall grinding against him. levi is kissing him grabbing at 
his hair- 
 
Chris: oh my god -covers his eyes- 
 
lance; See what i mean? 
 
Chris: i'm sorry man. nick and levi........ well wow 
 
-levi moans and shakes. nick grabs his arms sucking on his neck shaking as well- 
 
-Lance nudges Chris to go and get his water because he wants him to hurry up so 
they can get back to the studio- 
 
Chris: hold oon i want to see the rest of this! 
 
-levi runs his hands down nick's back- 
 
Levi: damn 
 
Nick: yeah damn is right 
 
Lance: -whisper- come on stop spying on them. Chris you wouldn't like it if 
someone watched you and Becca at it? 
 
Chris: maybe... 
 
-nick licks levi's neck then gets off of him getting a soda from the machoine- 
 
lance; Only if you guys were getting paid I bet. Go into porn already. 
 
Levi: heh. sometime you and i need to go to a club or gay bar ad find some hot 



guys 
 
-levi gets and soda and they head back- 
 
Chris: okay water time 
 
Inner Lance: I know where I'm spending my weekend. 
 
-chris gets his water- 
 
Lance; Finally. i'm suprised Jc hasn't sent a search party after us. 
 
-chris chuckles and they get back into their studio room- 
 
Justin: what took you so long! 
 
Lance; Chris was talking about porn. 
 
Chris: we watched porn 
 
Chris: no really we watched these two guys get it on by the soda machine 
 
Justin: who was it? tell me all the gossip 
 
Joey; Invite me next time.  
 
-justin looks at chris opretending to flip his hair back but he doesn't have any 
thing to flip- 
 
Joey; Waht are you doing? 
 
Chris: well, don't say anythoing... but Levi Wood and NIck Carter are at least bi 
 
Jc; Gossip? Ohhh. 
 
Jc: Nice.... 
 
Justin: holy crab NICK?! 
 
Joey: oooooh. 
 
Justin: dude.............. 
 
Jc: Levi I can understand but Nick of all people? 
 
Chris: i know i know! lance nearly cried that his love interest is humping another 



guy -chris says it like he's gay- 
 
Joey; Yeah I'm suprised. I mean there's nothing wrong with that it's just that he's 
the last person I'd expect that to come from. 
 
Lance; Shut it Chris. Unless you want Becca to be dissapointed tonight and forall 
eternity. 
 
-suddenly the door burst oopena nd nsync and becca were hit with water guns, 
held by howie levi and aj- 
 
Levi: HA HA EAT WATER! 
 
Becca: Ack! 
 
Chris: ahhh! -he is trying to cover his face- 
 
Joey; We're under attack! 
 
Jc; Noo! My hair! 
 
-the three water gun people ahve goggles on- 
 
Lance; fmaothrt hoagha r 
 
Howie; Mwahahahahahaha! 
 
-levi giggles and they run off- 
 
AJ: WE ARE HTE CHAMPIONS! -he sings- 
 
Becca: Awww. My dress is soaked. 
 
Jc; Like you have room to talk. My hair! 
 
Justin: thats it - this is war -justin's hair is flat on his head- 
 
Joey; I dunno. I kinda thaought it was funny. 
 
Lance; Ummmm........ 
 
-he gets many glares- 
 
Joey: What? 
 
hris: just think lance, your wearing a white shirt. levi got to see your chest 

C



 
-lance's shirt was now flat against him and see through- 
 
Lance; Yeah. I guess you're right. 
 
Becca: Damn boy you're ripped. 
 
Chris: what about me?! 
 
Joey: Careful Chris you're girl frined thinks lance is hot! 
 
Becca: Don't worry Chris. I still love you. -hugs him soaking wet. Her dress is blue 
with white stripes and the wtie stripes are see through now.- 
 
-htey all go down the hall to the backstreet boys studio rooom. levi is recording 
the call- 
 
-they've never seen levi record before- 
 
Becca; Wow... 
 
Lance: he's good... 
 
Jc: I don't care. Justin? Ready? 
 
-levi had his eyes shut and was sort of acting it out in there- 
 
Justin: ready 
 
Jc: On a count of three. One...Two...THREE! 
 
-they launch thier attack- 
 
Joey: Charge! 
 
-levi screams like a girl when lance burst open the door and sprays his with his 
own squirt gun- 
 
-joey tackles nick- 
 
Nick: i didn't do anything! 
 
-Jc attacks howie- 
 
AJ: uh oh -justin tackles him with his water bottle- 
 



-Lance jumps on AJ- 
 
Levi: AHHH! 
 
-briana nd kevin are laughing- 
 
Lance; Give us the three responsible! We need them for questioning and torture! 
 
-nick is being sat on by joey- 
 
Nick: HELP! 
 
-brian lets them take aj howie and levi away- 
 
Kevin; Sure. Sorry Nick.  
 
Brian: we don't need them at this very moment 
 
NIck: uhg. i'll miss you lefvi 
 
Levi: I WILL NEVER SURENDER! 
 
Howie; Bye guys, 
 
Kevin; AJ and Levi I can understand but Howie? Damn you really needed to let 
your inner child out to play more. 
 
-they drag them back- 
 
Brian: meh -he goes ina nd records- 
 
Levi: what will you do to me? 
 
AJ: to you WHAT ABOUT ME?! 
 
Lance: Tie you up and gag you all and then have you listen to our stuff on loop for 
twelve hours...Maybe have some of us teaseing you. 
 
Chris: well justina dn jc are the most pissed off 
 
Levi: goody 
 
-they begin to tie them up- 
 
Jc; How bout a makeover...-grins evily- Maybe a shave? 
 



Levi: PLEASE NO SHAVE! wait you mean my crotch? 
 
Jc: No stupid. Your face! 
 
AJ: levi doesn't ahve hair anywhere on his body except his head 
 
Howie; Oh crap. He's gone sweeny todd on us. 
 
Jc; That's the idea! He's gonna get the worst hair day of his life. 
 
Levi: i swear you shave my head i sue your fuckin' ass 
 
Howie: We had it coming gusy. 
 
Levi: no i am serious do anythign to my hair your going to fuckin die. you can do 
anything else but SHAVING MY FUCKING HEAD IS UN CALLED FOR! 
 
AJ: don't do it. 
 
Joey: No Jc. No physical harm. Just poke them and ticke for a few hours then 
leave them be. 
 
Jc; Eyebrows? 
 
Justin: nah i want to tie them up 
 
-he gets some rope- 
 
Joey: Okay you can wax thier eyebrows. 
 
Jc: Goody! 
 
-levi whimpers- 
 
Lance: Oh god. I'm so sorry guys. 
 
-Jc grins evily and grabs the waxing strips- 
 
AJ: bull shit! -he squirms as justin ties him up. justin tossed lance some rope- 
 
Justin: tie up your lover 
 
Lance; Sorry Levi. 
 
-levi laughs at howie- 
 



Levi: wait ME?! 
 
Howie: Oh man...This is gonna hurt. 
 
-a very long struggle and levi is tied up- 
 
Lance; I wanted to tell you but I never really got the chance. 
 
Levi: you enjoyed touching my crotch didn't you? 
 
Jc: Levi goes first. 
 
Lance; i did? sorry. 
 
-levi is pissed- 
 
-Lance leaves the room embarrassed- 
 
-Jc waxs Levi's eyebrows- 
 
-levi whimpers more- 
 
Levi: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! 
 
-nick winces- 
 
Nick: poor levi.......... he will sue them i think 
 
Jc: Okay you can go now. -smiles- Now it's howie's turn. 
 
Brian: ehh whatever they'll all get the same punishment 
 
-bye bye bye go the howie brows- 
 
-they let levi go who runs out intot eh abthroom- 
 
Howie: Owwwwwww! 
 
Levi: god that burned 
 
Brian: ouch! 
 
-Howie come out rubbing his forehead- 
 
Jc; And last but not least.....-Grins at AJ- 
 



-levi splashes cold water in his face nadf lance comes out of a stall- 
 
AJ: ooh GOD NO! 
 
-rrrrriiiiiip!- 
 
AJ: GOD MOTHER FUCKER! 
 
Jc; Have a nice day! And drive safely. 
 
-they let AJ out- 
 
Levi: god i ahte you all you guys all fuckin suck 
 
Lance; I'm sorry. I should have told Jc no. 
 
Levi: your all dead meat you hear me!? -levi screams it going home- 
 
Nick: oh boy you are screwed now 
 
Lance; Yeah. Figured. 
 
AJ: yes DEAD! 
 
Howie: I dunno. I feel kinda pretty. 
 
-that night levi and aj sneak into justin's house and shave him bald. that is how 
justin timberlake became blad- 
 
-Howie stayed home- 
 
-he was whimpering over the loss oof his eyebrows- 
 
-a month or so later- 
 
Levi: finally they are back. glad no one saw it 
 
-justin is extremly pissed offf at levi wood- 
 
Joey: Justin chill. 
 
Lance; Didn't brit say she liked the new look? 
 
Justin: still LEVI WOOD SHAVED ME BALD! 
 
Becca: If I wasn't dateing Chris i'd say it was hot. 



 
Chris: you shaved his eyebrows man 
 
Chris: you just did -pout- if i shaved my head would you like it? 
 
Jc: That was me. And i waxed. 
 
Becca: Chris baby you look better with hair. 
 
Chris: thank god i don't want to be bald and oold 
 
Becca; You're not old baby. You're ten months older than me. 
 
-brian comes over to chris's studio- 
 
Brian: hello. bsb is gonna have a party and we want you too come over. its at my 
house so don't worry about any pranks 
 
Lance; Okay. I might not come but i'll keep it in mind. 
 
Justin: sounds nice. i trust brian, unlike levi 
 
Becca: Lets go. It'll be fun. 
 
Justin; iff bass goes i'll go 
 
Lance: Fine fine. 
 
Chris: when is it brian? 
 
Brian: friday night at 8 
 
joey; Okay. 
 
Justin: we will be there 
 
Brian: later -he leaves- 
 
Becca: Finally. We could use some time to relax. 
 
Lance; I just hope Levi dosen't get mad at me. 
 
-that friday- 
 
NIck: he is always the last one to parties. 
 



-all bsbs and nsync are there except for levi- 
 
AJ; he likes to make a grand entrance oor somethin 
 
Howie: Yeah. His loss though. All the food will be gone by the time he gets there. 
 
http://foreveramber.typepad.com/photos/uncategorized/2007/12/11/christmas
party.jpg 
 
Becca: That's Levi for ya. 
 
-the door opens and levi comes in. he is wearing TIGHT leather pants that hung 
low oon his hips, a white wifebeater and a leather jacket. he took his motorcycle- 
 
Levi: I'M HERE! 
 
Nick: hot damn 
 
Kevin: Finally! 
 
Lance; woah... 
 
-chris is still staring at becca- 
 
Jc: Holy crap! 
 
Becca: Love the look Levi! 
 
Levi: ya like? 
 
Levi: i can do leather 
 
Nick; damn its tight 
 
Becca; Yeah. How did you get those pants on? 
 
Levi: actually i had to skip the underwear part so they can come on and off- 
 
-nick groans into his beer- 
 
Becca; That usually works. I should know. 
 
-Lance bluses a little but hides it- 
 
-chris moans, nearly sucking on ehr neck already- 
 



Justin: chris come on! 
 
Becca: Keep it in your pants hun. Wait till we get home. 
 
-chris pouts- 
 
-later into the party- 
 
Jc; Where are Chris and Becca? 
 
Joey: One of the guest rooms probably. 
 
-levi was having a donce off with justin in the middle of the floor and nick and jc 
were judging- 
 
Brian: glad i have plenty 
 
-Lance was downing another daquri- 
 
Nick: coem on jc this is ahrd. who won? 
 
Jc: Justin. 
 
Justin: yay! 
 
Nick: i think levoi 
 
Levi: hell yeah 
 
Jc: Tiebreaker round then. 
 
Nick:we need someone who likes them both equally. BECCA! 
 
Joey; Probably naked. 
 
Jc: Does anyone want to drag her out here? 
 
Nick: LANCE YOUR GAY GET HER OUT HERE! 
 
Lance; Fine fine. And It's bi just so you know. 
 
-He goes up and opens the door without knocking- 
 
Nick: whatever you have a crush on a backstreet boy your gay 
 
Lance; Becca you're needed. 



 
Chris: dude! 
 
Becca; Kya! 
 
Lance; Nice ass Chris. Anyways Becca we need you to break a tie. 
 
Becca: Okay. Fine. -she dresses as best she can and goes down- 
 
Becca: So what am i needed for? 
 
Jc: Who dances better. 
 
-chris pouts- 
 
Nick: justin and levi 
 
Justin: come on becca you like me 
 
Becca; Stop pouting Chris i'll be up in ten minutes. 
 
Levi: no she likes me better! 
 
Nick: okay put on the music and lets see 
 
Becca: We'll both of you dance a bit so I can tell which is better. 
 
-they both dance- 
 
Nick; well? 
 
Becca; Justin.  
 
Lance; Figures. 
 
-levi gorans- 
 
Levi: no one likes me 
 
Nick: i like you 
 
Becca: Can i go back to my pouting boyfriend now? And I like you Levi. And so 
does Lance. 
 
Levi: yeah well lance has a crush on me and nicka nd i sleep together so...... -
everyone stops dead in their tracks and stare at levi and nick- 



 
-Becca shrugs and sits down.- 
 
Lance: Your point? 
 
Chris: BECCA! 
 
Brian: wait you two are fucking?! 
 
AJ: dude wtf 
 
Nick: i'm gay okay? 
 
Becca; Your point?  
 
Becca; What do you want Chris? 
 
Chris: MY HARD ON IS DYING DOWN! 
 
Levi: -shudders- 
 
Justin: a very open man 
 
-nick grabs levia nd drags him into the kitchen- 
 
Becca; You're telling me. she goes back upstairs- Chris you can get that thing 
back up in a second if you wanted to. 
 
Lance; Sorry for makeing this so akward Brian. 
 
Chris: so i wanted to get u back up here 
 
Becca: Fine. -kisses him- 
 
Brian: we had this coming i guess 
 
Howie: Well at least it wasn't boring. 
 
-meanwhile they can hear levi and nick arguing- 
 
Levi: come on they would ahve figurede it out 
 
Kevin: We should let those two argue it out. 
 
Nick: dude its not something you just yell out to the world 
 



Levi: so? were friends and we fuck. your just gonna get horny soona nd pin me to 
a wall 
 
Nick: do you hate me or something? do you feel you have a responacilitie to fuck 
me just becaus ei'm your friend? 
 
Levi: no. i like the sex but now that Bass out there has a huge ass crush on me.... 
 
Nick: so? do you like him back/ 
 
Levi: how should i know?! he's lance bass any gay man or stright woman would 
be falling at his knees. 
 
Nick: uhg your pissing me off 
 
Levi: and mkaing your horny? 
 
Nick: okay lets see how weel these damn pnats get off of you....... 
 
Justin: holy crap............. can we go downstairs and party? 
 
Brian: yes lets 
 
Jc: Yes please. 
 
Lance: If you guys don't mind I think I'm gonna call a cab and head homw. 
 
Joey; Okay man. 
 
Justin: want joey to go with you? 
 
Lance; Please. 
 
Joey; Okay. i'll see you guys later kay? 
 
Brian: lance can i tell you something? 
 
lance; sure. 
 
Brian: levi is a crazy kid. you really have to talk to him about this and not just let 
him push you around. he can do wel in relationships, but can be a dick outside of 
them 
 
Lance; Even if I try to talk to him he just gives me the cold shoulder. 
 
Kevin: He's just weird like that. Talk to him alright? 



 
Lance; Okay. 
 
Brian: actually talk to him and not the way you have been. i saw how you were 
talking to him on the plane, you really weren't trying to be on his level. its hard it 
took me a while to learn how to communicate with him! 
 
Brian: night bass. we have a tour coming up really soon. maybe get a ticket and 
come to one of them, hang out with levi 
 
Lance: Okay. 
 
Joey: Come on lets get you home Bass. 
 
-Joey calls a cab and gets Lance home- 
 
-the party continues late into the night and they all eventually head home.- 
 
-a few weeks or so later- 
 
(my plan is coming into action) 
 
(okay) 
 
-Chris and Becca and everyone else is on tour. Joey is watching tv and lance is 
takeing a nap- 
 
Joey: Umm...Chris. Becca...You migt want to have a look at this. 
 
Becca: What is it? 
 
Chris: is it bad? 
 
new repoter: In pop culture news chris Kirkpatrick and his longtime girlfriend 
writer Rebecca Cerridwyn are knwon for being particularly outspoken about 
thier personal lives but have they gone too far? Recently a sextape was release d 
onto the internet and has been appearing in some adult stores. The popstart has 
yet to comment on this. And now for the weather. 
 
Becca: WHAT!? 
 
Chris: oh dear god 
 
Justin: holy shit! 
 
Joey; Yeah....This is bad. 



 
Jc: Hey guys! Look what I found on the internet. 
 
Chris: JC DON'T! 
 
-he scrambles over- 
 
Jc: Oh.....My.....God......Damn Chris you bagged a wild one. 
 
-chris slams the computer screen off- 
 
Chris: DON'T WATCH THAT! 
 
Jc: When did Becca get a tattoo? 
 
Lance; What's going on? 
 
CHris: SHUT UP! 
 
-chris is ffreaking out- 
 
-Becca just lookes scared and worried- 
 
-the phone rings- 
 
Lance; Seriously what happened? 
 
Joey: I'll get it. -answers- Hello? 
 
Brian: hey we um... heard about chris and becca 
 
-in the backround there is levi laughing- 
 
Joey: Shit. You guys too? none of you guys saw it did you?> 
 
Joey; Chris is haveing a heart attack right now. 
 
Brian: well..... um....... 
 
in the backround levi: HOT DAMN CHRIS YOU HAVE SOME MOVES! 
 
Joey: Just give me the names so i know who to keep Chris away from. 
 
Brian: levi found it and stuff 
 
Joey; levi's a dead man. 



 
Becca: WHAT!? I'M GOING TO KILL HIM! 
 
Brian: no one else is watching it though 
 
AJ: HOLY SHIT BECCA! 
 
bRIAN: make that levi and aj 
 
Joey: Good try to keep it that way. We're calling our agent. We needto find out 
who's behind this. 
 
Brian: well if you want to know levi is staring at chris and aj becca 
 
Joey; So Levi and AJ are gonna die. Do you want me to call thier families? 
 
Brian: alrighty then. i'm really sorry about this 
 
Levi: DUDE THIS WAS AT OUR HOTEL! 
 
Joey: It's not me you should be apologizeing to. 
 
-the phone fumbles and brian is screaming something- 
 
Levi: DUDE DUDE REMEMBER THAT NIGHT I MESSED WITH YAL ON STAGE AT 
THE THINGY?! 
 
-the phone fumbles yet again and levi is laughing- 
 
Howie: I'm sure they remeber. Guys turn that thing off. They don't need to be 
embarrassed anymore. 
 
AJ: YOU GUYS ARE IN YOUR ROOM RIGHT? CAUSE LEVI SAID HE WENT IN 
THERE AND STUFF TO APOLOGIZE AND THE PLACE LOOKS FAMILAR! 
 
Jc; -on nsync bus- I didn't know Becca could bend like that. 
 
-the phone fumbles again and levi has it- 
 
Joey; I'm putting this on speaker. 
 
Levi: DUDE ITS YOUR ROOM! AT THE BEGINNING OF IT A CART IS GOING INTOT 
EH ROOMA ND YOU SEE -HEH- LANCE ASEEP ON THE COUCH. I THINK IT WAS 
PUT IN THERE EALIER! 
 
Levi: i'll quit yelling 



 
Jc: And from what I saw it wasn't the only camera. There had to have been at 
least three. Maybe even more. 
 
Levi: you see chris is dragging becca into the room and stuff 
 
Becca: This is humiliateing. 
 
Lance; Levi please just turn your computor off.  
 
Levi: do you know who your room dude was? like, whats its name, the house 
keepr or whatever. 
 
AJ: the maid? 
 
Levi: YES THE MAID! 
 
Becca; No. All we know is the room number. 306. 
 
Levi: heh. chris? you have a nice dick 
 
-chris screams and wants to break the phone. levi laughs more- 
 
-Becca and Chirs looks like they're going to kill Levi- 
 
Joey; You're risking your life and dick Levi you know that. 
 
Levi: but yeah you guys have fun over there! ta-ta! ps - aj likes becca's moves -the 
phone clicks off- 
 
Chris: HE'S DEAD THE WHOLE WORLD IS DEAD FOR WATCHING THAT DAMN 
VIDEO! 
 
Becca; I get to kill AJ you can have Levi's head. -she is pissed- 
 
Jc: I'm calling Johnny right now and we're getting the police involved. This isn't 
good. 
 
JUstin: breath chris -takes him into the back- 
 
Becca: Ya think? Hang on. -answers cell then throws it to the ground- And I'm 
already getting offers from directors! 
 
Lance: Do you think this is going to affect the tour? I mean with our younger 
fans? 
 



-jc groans- 
 
Jc: um.... ah ' thsi si the work of the hotel creeps' 
 
Becca: I'm going to find the person who did this and they're going to get hurt! 
 
-jc shuts offf his laptop- 
 
-justin comes from the back- Justin: do you believe that your love interest is a 
porn watcher? 
 
Becca; Chris and I wath the stuff all the time. But the diffrence is that it's legal. 
 
Lance; Wait are you talking about me? 
 
Justin: who else am i talkiong about?! 
 
Lance; Well knowing Levi it's really not supriseing. 
 
JUstin: i bet you 100 bucks lance that iff you got drunk with levi he'd fuck you 
 
Lance: -grin- Well at this point I'd be willing to try anything. 
 
Joey; Well you'll get yout chance soon. We're gonna be performing at the same 
arena as them this week. alternateing days. 
 
-next concert- 
 
-Nsync performs well and the crowd is awesome but there's still a slightly akward 
feeling in the air- 
 
-afterwards a gaud comes to their door- 
 
Gaurd: you have someone who wants to visit you guys, a fan 
 
Joey; Send them in. 
 
Guar: they have a backstage apss 
 
Jc; Okay.  
 
Lance; We've got time. 
 
-the guard nods and a few moments later- 
 
LEVI: ELLO YAL! -he bursts in wearing.. a skirt and wife beater- OMG IS NSYNC 



ITS NSYNC ITS NSYNC! 
 
-Becca is off in a corner watching tv- 
 
-he jumps up and down hyperventalting- 
 
Lance; Hello levi. 
 
Becca; You've got guts showing your face here. 
 
-chris was lgaring- 
 
Levi; just trying to cheer you up. for pete sakes i'm wearing a skirt! 
 
Joey; Guys don't kill him. He's not a t falut here. 
 
Becca; It's not your color. 
 
-levi comes over and sis down crossing his legs. he does have bare legs- 
 
Justin: dude you do have no hair 
 
Levi: want to know something? i shave 
 
Jc: Wow... 
 
Lance; Really? 
 
Levi:a ctaully just for this time. i am wearing a skirt, and lance and special treat 
for you - no undoies 
 
Lance; Oh my.....Um...Thanks. 
 
-levi grins and walks over to chris- 
 
Levi: want me to flash you guys? 
 
-chris growles- 
 
Becca: Chris let him live. 
 
Levi: come on cheer up you'll catch the perfert -levi spins sending his skirt flying 
around. his legs are really built- 
 
Chris: leave 
 



Levi: no i am not doing anything wrong 
 
Chris: leave now 
 
Levi: no christopher sticks out his tongue- 
 
Becca; Levi don't argue with him when he's in this mood. 
 
-levi blows and rasberry and instatly chris stands up punching him in the face- 
 
Chris: i said LEAVE! 
 
Joey: Chirs! Calm down! 
 
-Joey restrains Chris and Lance goes over to Levi- 
 
Lance; Come on. I'll help you out. 
 
-levi shoves him away standing up- 
 
Levi: yeash i try to cheer you guys up and i WOULD have told you something 
about who video taped you but just suffer now you dick 
 
Lance; Levi please. let me help. 
 
-levi rips off the skirt showing his has shorts on under neath- 
 
Jc: You have infromation!? 
 
Levi; catch! 
 
-he throws his skirt in lance's face nad leaes- 
 
-Lance follows Levi out- 
 
Justin: NICE GOING CHRIS! 
 
cHRIS: HE PISSED ME OFF! 
 
-Becca get up leaving the room. She goes back to the bus and makes sure she's 
completely alone before she starts crying- 
 
Joey; But you could have held your temper back enough so that we could have 
found out who it was who did this! 
 
-chris goes into the bathroom swearing- 



 
Levi: quit following me Bass 
 
Lance; i'm sorry Levi. I should have stopped Chris. 
 
Levi: yeah right! 
 
-levi's nose begins bleeding- 
 
Lance; I am really! Why the hell won't you belive me!? -he takes out a 
handkechief and puts it to levi's nose- 
 
-levi groans and stares at a wall while lance cleans him up- 
 
Levi: the hotel creeps is a porn company. they were going to pretend they were 
filming a couple who agreed to the tapes. they cancelled at the alst minute and 
you guys took their spot. they didn't know and set up the camera anyways. they 
got chris and becca and ONE of their emplyees realsed it without them knowing. 
they don't know who 
 
Lance; Okay. Listen Levi. I'm sorry Chris over reacted liek that. I'll try to make it 
up to you. If you want we can go to this club downtown. It's supposed to be really 
nice. 
 
Levi: they are a respectable company and they think the guy who set up the 
cameras knew they cancelled before hands. the company got a call later that they 
weren't able to make it the day of the shooting but it was too alte, chris and becca 
had been taped already 
 
Lance; Well they'll be happy to know it was an accident. 
 
Levi; that one guy is behind it alla nd they don't know who okay? aj and i watch 
their video's alot so... wait it wasn't an accident it was sent out. it was an accident 
it was tapoed 
 
Levi: i called up the company and they told me everything about it since i am levi 
wood. theya re gald i'm a fan of their gay pron 
 
Lance: Either way. At least we know it wasn't someone tryint to frame them or 
something. 
 
Levi: once they find the guy they will know more. he might just want to frame 
them or soemthing i don't know. they'll find out more.... hopefully -lance pulls the 
cloth away from levi's nose- 
 
Lance: Feeling any better? 



 
Levi: yeah i guess 
 
-lance had the skirt still in his hands- 
 
Lance; Want to go to that club? or do you want to go back to your bus? 
 
Levi: later bass -he kisses him hard on the lips and runs back to his car- 
 
-Lance blushes a little then goes back to the guys where he tells them everything- 
 
Jc: Chris and Becca will be gad to hear that. 
 
Joey; Now we just need to get Chris out of the bathroom and find Becca. 
 
Lance; Lets just give them some space for a while. They've had enough stress for 
one day. 
 
JUstin: she's on the bus. lets get chris out of the bathroom and head oout- 
 
Joey: I'll do it. 
 
-Joey goes into the bathroom and a few minutes later comes out with Chris- Joey: 
Lets go. 
 
-they roll out- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Nick: did you take care of it? 
 
Levi: yeah i did 
 
Nick: good. dude your nose! 
 
-nick starts to cleans off the dry blood- 
 
Levi: chris punched me 
 
Nick: figures 
 
-levi pouts- 
 
Levi: lance went after me when i left with the information and cleaned up my 
nose. i told him everything... then kissed him 
 



Nick: you kissed im? bravo 
 
Levi: your not mad? 
 
Kevin: Planning on going out with him? 
 
Nick: no. you like lance and he likes you. were friends, i just like fucking you too -
grin- 
 
-Kevin goes to bed- 
 
-levi smiles- 
 
Levi: i don't know. i might 
 
-nick kisses levi- 
 
Nick: you should -kisses him again- 
 
Levi: mmmmmm. maybe, fuck me and i might 
 
-nick pins levi to teh ground and kisses him, pushiong hois hand down his shorts- 
 
-levi moans- 
 
-after a very long nice fuck- 
 
Kevin: Just keep the noise down. some of us are trying to sleep. 
 
Levi: alright i'l ask bass out 
 
NIck: good -slaps his bare ass, dressing- 
 
Levi: he better be good at sex 
 
Nick: its LANCE BASS! he's gonna be good 
 
-the next day- 
 
-backstreet boys are now performing and lance is in the audience- 
 
-the nsyc guys and Becca are all on the bus- 
 
Lance; Dance boy dance! 
 
-levi doesn't know lance is in the audience. one of his things on tour os he rips off 



his shirt throwing it out. aj follows his lead and they shake their asses- 
 
-lance Catches Levi's shirt much to the dismay of a fangirl who's dissapointment 
is evaporated when she catches AJ's shirt- 
 
-lance catches levi's shirt and the girls around hiom pout- 
 
Fangirl: ah man you - OH MY GOD AJ'S! 
 
Lance: AJ's is sweatier. So it's better. 
 
-after the show- 
 
Levi: that was fun. some guy caught my shir thtis time 
 
AJ: and the girl next to him caught mine. she was happy 
 
Kevin; Looked like lance. But I could be wrong. 
 
Howie: I thought that girl was gonna we t herself. 
 
Levi: Lance Bass? a a BSB concert?! 
 
Howie; Why not? 
 
-levi laughs- 
 
Levi: yeah i go to NSYNC concerts, but i wouldn't even picture NSYNC at a BSB 
concert 
 
Guard; There's someone here to see you guys. 
 
Levi: let the fan in! 
 
-enter Lance- 
 
-levi stretches out, stil with no shirt on- 
 
Lance; I think you dropped this. 
 
Levi: AHH NSYNC ALERT NSYNC ALERT! 
 
-levi hides behind nick- 
 
Levi: they are the emimies, don't come near ememy 
 



Brian: levi cut it out. hey bass. so you were the guy who caught his shirt 
 
-Lance laughs and holds out Levi's shirt- Lance; Lets call a truce for now kay? 
Just thought you'd want your shirt back. 
 
Lance: Yes indeed. 
 
Levi: nah keep it you probably jerked off to it already 
 
-nick shoves levi who laughs- 
 
Lance: Thanks. By the way Levi my offer still stands for that date. Well I'll see 
you guys later. And by the way. Chris and Becca were grateful for the info. And 
even though he won't admit it Chris is sorry for hitting out. -he leaves- 
 
-nick whipsers something to levi- 
 
Levi: do i have to? 
 
Nick: yes now go -slaps his as and levi runs after lance- 
 
Levi: bass wait! 
 
Lance; Still want your shirt? 
 
-levi looks around to make sure no one is watching. he presses lance against the 
wall- 
 
Lance: Yes? 
 
Levi: i think i want your shirt instead -he lifts off lance's shirt kissing his neck- 
 
Lance; did i forget to mention that you looked hot on stage? 
 
-levi grins- 
 
Levi: its ovious 
 
Lance; So tomorrow afternoon around seven? I'll pick you up? 
 
-levi nods puttign on lance's shirt- 
 
Levi: damn you are built 
 
-Lance puts Levi's shirt and grins- 
 



Lance; I work out. 
 
Levi: you know your dating a minor. your 21 and i'm 18 
 
inner levi: i just told him we are dating 
 
Lance: eighteen. You're an adult. Besides when did are ever stop you? 
 
Inner Lance; did he just say we're sateing? 
 
Levi: true -levi kisses lance some more sliding his tongue into his mouth. he 
moves it around then pulls away smiling- and i guess we are dating now since you 
aksed me on a date and i said yes and we both have the hots for eachother 
 
Lance; That works fine for me. -grins- You taste good. 
 
Levi: so do you -levi licks his nose and goes back to the dressing room- 
 
-Lance grins and gets back on the bus- 
 
Joey; So how was it? 
 
Justin: yeah tell us all the gossip -again witht eh hair flip thing- 
 
Lance; it was good. Levi and I are going out tomorrow. Thank god it's out day off. 
 
Jc: Good. Have fun. 
 
Justin: praise the lord -throws his hands in the air sounding gay again- 
 
-more like sounds like a grown black woman- 
 
-Becca comes out of the back room. Her eyes are puffy and red and she looks 
tired- 
 
Becca: What's all that noise? 
 
joey: Sorry Becca. Didn't mean to wake you. 
 
-chris looks at her. he pulls her down into his lap hugging her- 
 
Chris: its okay baby. lance finally got a date 
 
Becca; that's nice. 
 
-the rest of hte night and next day went smoothly. still nothing on the tape but 



they were able to get it off the internet and out of stores- 
 
-and they managed to get an agreement out of the company so that it didn't have 
to go to court...yet- 
 
-not until they find the culprit- 
 
-that night lance goes to pick up levi- 
 
Levi: so where are we going? 
 
Lance; Theres this really nice resturant downtown. I was thinking we could go 
there. 
 
Levi: maky. sounds hot enough for a gay celebrity couple 
 
Lance; Okay. lets go. 
 
-they get there and are led to a table where the waiter gives them the wine list.- 
 
-they go and have a great time. lance is able to talk to levi about alot of things and 
levi is serious about them too. lane also finds out mroe about levi's tiwn sister- 
 
lance; So tell me about her. 
 
Levi: she has schizophrenia 
 
Lance; that's hard. 
 
Levi: my parents weren't able to take care of her. i started to get as many jobs as i 
could and when nick said he was going to get into a band i tried my ahrdest to get 
into it too. thats one of the reasons why i'm doing this whoole thing - oi'm doing it 
for my sister, fufilling ehr dreama nd gaining money for treatment to help her out 
 
Lance: You're a good brother. 
 
Levi: yeah i guess so 
 
Lance: So how's she doing now? 
 
Levi: all our detications and stuff in our albums i write a paragrpah to her. my 
mom is always reading it too her. she is really struggling but is getting better 
 
Lance; That's good. If there's anything i can do to help let me know okay? 
 
Lance; Really levi if there is anything I can do to help you and your sister out just 



say the word. 
 
Levi: well, there is one thing. see, she listens to nsync and backstreet boys alot. 
she met backstreet before but she is always telling me about how she wants to 
meet nsync. i told her it would be hard but i keep promising her 
 
Lance; Of course. The guys would be okay with that for sure. 
 
Levi: she wants to go to a concert too but my panrets don't want her to elave 
home 
 
Lance; We can come to her then. 
 
Levi; our birthday is coming up. both of us will be 19. maybe you guys can 
perform at her party? -levi drinks his water- if you could i would love you forever 
and ever! 
 
Levi: i wouldn't prank you either 
 
Lance; Of course. The guys will do it. I'll do it. We're gonna make your sister's day. 
 
-levi leans over kissing lance quickly then going back to his food- 
 
-one month later is their birthday- 
 
-they still haven't caught the culprit, but the ews about the videoo is dying down 
for sure- 
 
Lance; Okay guys this is really important to levi's sister so we need to not screw 
this up okay. 
 
JUstin: aye aye captain 
 
Joey: Lance you've been reminding us constantly all month. 
 
Lance; we're on in five minutes. 
 
-levi shows up- 
 
Levi: hey gys. thank you SO much for doing this for her 
 
Lance: Happy birthbay levi. And you're welcome. 
 
Jc: No prob. Anything for a fan in need. 
 
-levi smiles- Levi; just follow my lead okay? 



 
Joey: Yes sir. 
 
-they go around the house and levi ahs them wait by the house until he calls them 
out- 
 
Levi: hey guys! 
 
Jordyn: LEVI! 
 
Guests: Hey Levi! 
 
-jordyn runs out and jumps into his arms. she had really short hair and is a 
tomboy- 
 
Levi: oh i missed my sissy 
 
people: awwwww. 
 
-jordyn lets go of him. she jumps upa nd down all giddy and jumpy stightly 
twitching- 
 
Jordyn; i missed my borhter i missed him i missed him! 
 
Levi: i missed my isssy i missed you i missed you! -he swings her around and 
dances all over hte place with her. the guys wath- 
 
Justin; wow. she seems sweet 
 
Justin; she acts like chris 
 
Chris: hey! 
 
Jc: -whisper- They're so close. 
 
Joey; We love you for it man. 
 
Levi: hey i got you a present okay? 
 
Jordyn: asome whaat is it! 
 
-levi sits down jordyn covering ehr eyes- 
 
-she giggles and twitches some trying to sit still- 
 
Levi: hey guys come out! 



 
-jordyn giggles and laughs squirming- 
 
lance; Lets go! 
 
-the guysrun out- 
 
Levi; oaky look! 
 
-levi lets jordy see and she screams- 
 
Joey; Happy birthday girlie! 
 
JORDYN: ITS NSYNC OH MY GOD YOU GOT ME NSYNC MY BROTHER GOT 
NSYNC OH MY GOD YOUR NSYNC! 
 
Jc: That we are m'lady. 
 
Justin: hey Jordyn 
 
lance; Happy birthday. 
 
-justin counts to three and they sing i thought she knew- 
 
-jordyn gets tears in ehr eyes and levi sits next to her- 
 
-they finish singing and they look at her- 
 
Joey: again happy birthday. 
 
Jordyn; that was so sweet. were they singing to me Levi? 
 
Levi: yep all for my sissy. by big sister 
 
Justin:w ait big sister? 
 
Jordyn; DUH! levi is an three hours younger then me! 
 
Levi: i'm the baby 
 
Jordyn; can i hug them? 
 
Levi; go ahead they don't bite. 
 
Jc: Sure. 
 



Joey: Hugs! Yay! 
 
-jordyn runs over and hugs them all very tightly- 
 
Lance: Good grip girl. 
 
-she kisses chris on the cheek- 
 
Jordyn: your my favorite 
 
Chris: yay someone likes me more then Justin! 
 
Justin: meh. she likes me too 
 
Joey: He's taken hun. 
 
Joey; Jc's single. 
 
-jordyn goes back over hugging levi tightly lightly crying- 
 
Jordyn; thank you levi. happy birthday 
 
Levi; happy birthday big sis -levi has a few tears in his eyes hugging her- 
 
Mom: cake time 
 
Chris/Jordyn; CAKE! 
 
-levi chuckles- 
 
Justin: yep, chris is like joordyn 
 
-they sits down and eat jordyna nd levi's fovaorte, german choclate ice cream 
cake- 
 
Joey: Thankfully we have people like Becca and Levi in the world. 
 
Levi: thanks again lance -he still has a few tears in his eyes- 
 
-Joey sticks his whole face in the cake- 
 
Lance; it was no trouble at all. 
 
-levi hugs him tightly shoving his face into his cake at the same time as jordyn- 
 
Levi/Jordyn: WE LOVE CAKE! 



 
Dad: they do that every dang year 
 
Joey: Cake good! 
 
Lance; That's how they are. And we have to deal with Chris and Joey doing that 
every day. 
 
-later that night levi falls asleep in the grass next to jordyn- 
 
-lance watches them- 
 
Justin: they are so alike. its sad she was diagnosed with that 
 
Mom: it was hard on all of us 
 
Lance; yeah. I can imagine. Levi is a nice kid. 
 
Dad: she is getting better. most of the way she acts is how she always acts, but is 
hard to know which is the disease and which is our jordyn 
 
Lance; Still a little improvement is better than nothing at all. 
 
Mom: levi is so wonderful. thank you again for doing this for her 
 
Jc: It was nothing. She was great. She's a nice girl. 
 
Dad: we would let her go to a concert but we are worried she might have an 
attack there 
 
Justin: she is cute 
 
-they looks at justin weird- 
 
Justin; what? she's hot what can i say 
 
Lance; That is ture. She's not bad looking. 
 
Joey; We were gald to help. if you guys ever need anything don't hesitate to ask. 
 
-jordyn suddenly wakes up screaming ehr eyes wide eyed- 
 
Justin:w aht the hell? 
 
Lance; Is she haveing an attack? 
 



-levi wakes up grabbing jordyn and hugging her- 
 
Dad: yes 
 
Levi: shh jordyn is oaky 
 
Lance; How often do these happen? Sorry if I seem rude for asking. 
 
Jordyn; there attacking me i can't i won't make it! 
 
Levi: yes you will. tell them you will not lose 
 
Dad; its getting less nad less, but at most it happens three times a day. 
 
lance: Poor kid, 
 
Jc: still like you said she's improveing. 
 
Mom: once she was just cutting tomatoes and suddenly began screaming running 
around hte house 
 
Jordyn: you will ot defeat me i am storng 
 
Levi; yes you are. you are strong and wsie ad no one can hurt you unless you let 
them 
 
Joey; So these are pretty random. Looks like she's doing good in handleing them. 
 
Dad: she and levi were bullied all their lives in school. 
 
Lance; It couldn't have been easy. 
 
Mom: jordyn was always comforting levi playing hte older sister all the time, 
hten suddenly she snapped and levi made it his goal he would make her weel 
again 
 
Joey: He's pretty dedicated to her isn't he. 
 
-jordyn stops screaming and levi still holds her face into his chest as she soobs- 
 
Dad: he can't be apart from her. he hates having to be far from ehr on tour but he 
always talks to her on the phone and he dopes live only a block away froom us 
 
Lance; She'll be okay. If she's anything like her brother then she'll pull through 
this. 
 



Mom: it seems he can't do anything without making sure it doesn't effect her 
 
-justin is watching jordyn- 
 
inner justin: she seems so innocent 
 
Joey: We need to get going now. Thanks for haveing us over. 
 
Lance; yeah. It was great coming here. 
 
Dad: we think that she needs soomeoone to lvoe her, but no one has ever wanted 
her in that sort of way. she believes she is a punching bag and will never have 
love 
 
Lance; I don't know about that. Juju here seems to have a thing for her. 
 
Justin: lance i do not. i just thinks she's cute 
 
Chris: she'll find someone. 
 
Lance; You never know. It might turn into something else. 
 
-jordyn lies back doown on the grass and levi brushes her hair back, watching ehr 
sleep- 
 
inner levi: i want you to stay with me sis. i don't want to leave your side any more 
 
-jordyn falls asleep and levi coems back over- 
 
Levi: mom dad i want jordyn too come with me on tour. 
 
Dad: that isn't smart 
 
Levi; dad i can't leave her! she needs to get out and the guys love ehr you know 
that! she feels safe with me 
 
Mom: how long is the tour 
 
Levi: six monthes 
 
Lance; Maybe being on the road could help her. She could learn how to better 
interact with people. 
 
-his parnets looks at each other. levi smiles at lance- 
 
Mom: if she wants to........ 



 
Dad: as long as she has everythignand you stay by her side at all times 
 
-levi hugs his parnets and goes back to jordyn- 
 
Joey: even then we'll help watch her. 
 
JUstin: yeah... wait how? 
 
Joey; she's gonna have eleven guys and one girl helping her. 
 
lance; yeah. We can all pitch in. 
 
Chris; we are basically on the sma etouring sceduale as BSB. we just play 
different days as them 
 
Mom: she'll be happy 
 
-she sighs and heads inside- 
 
Dad: good night boys. it was nice meeting you -he shakes their hands and goes 
inside as well- 
 
-The guys all nod and go back to thier hotel- 
 
-the next day- 
 
Becca: Okay so we're takeing a girl with serious socail problems on tour with us? 
 
Jc; Well technically bsb is going to be takeing her with them. she's Levi's older 
sister. We're just going to be helping her out. 
 
Becca: Guys we're not social workers. We don't know the first thing about this 
kind of stuff. 
 
Joey: But you had major socail problems when you were younger right? maybe 
you can help her out? 
 
Becca: I'm not sure how i feel about this but alright. I'll try. 
 
Justin: levi does! he can help ehr out too a know and bsb knwos her alot 
 
inner justin: besides since britney is cheating on me maybe i can dump her 
FINALLY and help jordyn find her true love or whatever 
 
Becca; You're pretty adamant about this aren't you justin. 



 
Justin: she's cool -he shrugs and heads in the back- 
 
Becca: He likes her. 
 
Chris: that might be bad see ing he is with BRITNEY SPEARS 
 
Becca; Not with the way things have been going between those two. 
 
CHris: true 
 
Becca: Well I'm gonna go back to the bus. All my stuff is there alreayd so I'll be 
waiting for you guys. 
 
-chris kisses her and grabs his stuff from the hotel- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Levi:a re you ready sis? 
 
Jordyn: Um.. Yeah.I didn't forget anything did I? 
 
-she's standing in the doorway with her bags- 
 
Levi: you have everything sis 
 
Jordyn: Oh....Okay. Are you sure the guys will like me there? 
 
Levi: come on the bus i parked right there -points out at the road- hurry so girls 
don't start to swarm it 
 
Levi: they will lvoe you oaky? now come sissy please! -he pouts- 
 
Jordyn; Yes Brother. -she picks up her bags and runs in- 
 
-he gets in and they ran off- 
 
brb 
 
Howie: Hi Jordyn. long time no see. 
 
Jordyn: yes. It has been a while.....Um...do you have wi-fi? 
 
Kevin: Yeah. This place is fully equipped. make yourself at home. 
 
Jordyn; Oh okay. -she sits down slowly and then takes out her laptop and begins 



typing- 
 
Levi: glad your working with school sis -kisses her head nad unpacks his nad her 
stuff- 
 
Jordyn: Need to keep up. 
 
Howie: Well we're off. The next leg of the tour. 
 
-they drive off- 
 
-at next concert justin comes over- 
 
Levi: hey justin fron NSYNC 
 
Jordyn: Oh...Hello....Umm...Thank you for coming to my birthday.....I'm sorry for 
haveing an attack in front of you. 
 
Justin; tis okay alright? lets just say it helps me get to know you better 
 
inner justin: did that sound okay? 
 
Levi: don't worry sis. they all really liked you and your attack didn't affect how 
they liked you 
 
Jordyn: Yes that makes a litle sense. he would have found out sooner or later. 
 
Levi: so do you want to stay back hear and watch us from the stage camera or do 
you wan tto be out in the audience? 
 
jordyn; I want to stay here. I don't want to be out there. if I have another attack 
I'll only embarrass myslef. 
 
Justin: i'll stay with you if you want 
 
Levi: you'll be fine 
 
-kisses her hea dnad gets ready ksiping off- 
 
Jordyn: Oh...Um...Thank you Justin... 
 
Jordyn: Um...Are you still...With Britney? 
 
-justin smiles and sits down oon the couch watching as BSB scrambles around 
getting ready. jordyn watches and makes fun of thema nd gets her hair tasled 
now and thena dn toungues stuck out at ehr playfully- 



 
Justin: well...... we are having some relationship problems right now. i don't know 
how long it will last -justin feels the fuzz on his ehad- curse your brother foor 
shaving me 
 
-Jordyn sticks out hers at him grinning- 
 
Levi: YOU DESERVED IF FOR JC WAXING MY EYEBROWS AND TYING ME UP! 
 
Jordyn; I like it. 
 
JUstin; thanks -he smiles at her- 
 
Jordyn: You look more mature without the curls. 
 
Levi: why can't people hate it and make fun of him for it?! 
 
jordyn: It's Justin. we can;t hate him. 
 
Levi: they did to me....... -pout and puts on his pnats- 
 
Levi: i can -he tackles justin to the ouch pinning his face down- 
 
Justin; ahg! 
 
jordyn; You needed to pluk those caterpillers anyways. 
 
Jordyn; Levi! 
 
Levi; but sissy! 
 
Justin; save me -voice muffled- 
 
jodryn: No Levi. 
 
Jordyn; Don't. 
 
-levi gets off of him, smaking him on the back of the head- 
 
Guy; BSB IN FIVE! 
 
Jordyn; Levi! Be nice! 
 
Levi; got to go. wish me luck! i will get you -poooints at justin- later 
 
-he runs off- 



 
Jordyn; I'm sorry. I'll tell him to leave you alone. 
 
Justin: its oka jordyn, we always do this. we're really good friends, we just mess 
around alot 
 
Jordyn; Friends shouldn't hit eachother though. 
 
JUstin; its playfully hitting each other. we mess around like that, its was guy do i 
guess. i've always done that with my friends. 
 
Jordyn: Oh.....Okay... 
 
Jordyn: so how are things with you and the rest of nsync? 
 
-justin smiles at her- 
 
Justin; you never saw your brother playing with other guys like that? 
 
Jordyn; No. Not even on tv. 
 
JUstin: oh. 
 
Jordyn; I guess You could say i was sheltered in that sense. The only hitting I've 
ever known was the kind the bullies used. 
 
Justin; levi does it alot. even on stage. look watch his tackling nick now! -points 
at the tv. levi jumps on nick who falls to teh ground being flatened out. elvi stands 
up continuing his singing. nick glares and keeps singing- 
 
Jordyn; oh...Mom said boys often roughouse like that. 
 
Justin: i was told you and levi were always bullied growing up. what your brother 
does is what he always does. he plays with the guys alot like that, and its all part 
of the act and fun. i've never seen your brother hit someone on purpose. i've seen 
him getpunched by chris, but thats it 
 
Jordyn; We were. I had to protect him...Wait...Chris hit Levi? 
 
Justin: chris was angry and levi pushed him a bit. they're fine now, both of them. 
 
Jordyn; Levi has a habit of pushing peoples bottons but I've never heard of him 
getting hit because of it. When did it happen? 
 
Justin; i while ago. we all forgot about it. don't worry 
 



Jordyn; No. You didn't forget. You're still talking about it. 
 
-justin groans- 
 
-Jordyn grins- 
 
Justin: its just a saying, meaning we all don't worry about it! -justin sighs- forget i 
said it 
 
-jordyn's grin fades and she looks hurt- 
 
jordyn: I'm sorry... 
 
Justin: i didn't mean to hurt you -justin rubs his face- please i'm sorry. your alot 
like yourr brother 
 
-justin goes over and sits down next to her- 
 
Jordyn; I get that alot. 
 
Justin: your both really unike -justin puts his arm on the back of the coouch 
behind her and watches the bsb on stage from the tv- 
 
-justin laughs as levi jumps on aj's abck- 
 
Jordyn: You guys were fantastic! 
 
Levi: i know i know i am great 
 
-brian shoves him- 
 
Howie; Thanks. 
 
Brian: don't feed his already new york size ego 
 
Jordyn; really you all were good. 
 
Kevin; Come on Brian. She's his sister. He needs family support. 
 
Levi: yeah because everyoe hates me. WAAA! 
 
Howie; Yeah and tomorrow Nsync gets to perform and you can see Justin in 
action. 
 
jordyn: Oh? 
 

-after the show-



-justin smiles- 
 
Justin: oh i'm not that good. but freally i rock the stae 
 
-Jordyn smiles and nods- 
 
Howie; If you think Levi has an ego just look at juju. 
 
Levi: we battle for the stage -holds up his fists at justin- 
 
Justin: and i always win -also holds up fists at levi- 
 
-Jordyn giggles- 
 
Kevin; Come on guys. Lets head back to the bus. We're gonna need all the rest we 
can get. 
 
Levi: -mimikes her giggles. justin and levi jump back and forth around pretending 
to punch each other- 
 
Levi; fine. bye bye bye justin timberlake! 
 
Jordyn; okay. Come on levi. 
 
Justin: bye levi wood! by jordyn -he kisses her cheek and jogs out- 
 
Jordyn; Bye Justin. -waves- 
 
Howie: Someone's got a crush. 
 
Levi: wow. that was sweet 
 
Brian: i believe it 
 
Jordyn: -blushing- He was....nice... 
 
AJ: that happened really quick, but i think you and juju timberlake would be 
great together 
 
Kevin: Come on guys. Romeo and Juliet can meet up later. 
 
Jordyn: You really think so? I don't know if we'd do well together. I'm not 
grilfriend material. After all with my attacks and..... 
 
Kevin: You'll find someone. You never know. Give it a chance kay? 
 



Jordyn: Alright. 
 
-they go to the bus- 
 
Howie: Hey does anyone have a newspaper nearbye? 
 
Levi: i used it as toilet paper -is reading the newspaper- 
 
Howie; Lovely. whe you're done can I se it? I want to know if thiers been any 
updates on the case. 
 
Jordyn: what case? 
 
Levi: very ologn stor sissy. 
 
-levi flips the page- 
 
Jordyn: It's not that late. And I like stories. 
 
Levi: its not apropriate 
 
Levi: and no it doesn't. man that guy is sneaky 
 
Jordyn: Oh...Okay. 
 
Howie: They've searched everywhere for him. It's left Becca and Chris paranoid. I 
can tell those two haven't done anything for a while. 
 
Nick: its best you didn't know 
 
Jordyn: Does it have anything to do with that time when Levi called and he was 
talking about Chirs's butt? Wait don't answer that. 
 
Kevin: Maybe. Now get some sleep kay? 
 
-levi giggles- 
 
Jordyn: Okay. 
 
Levi; coem on sis 
 
Jordyn: Uh huh -twitchy- Come on brother  tellemetellmetellme. 
 
Jordyn; I wanna know pleasepleaseplease? I'm a big girl right? 
 
Kevin: No. Now go to bed. 



 
Jordyn: Poopy. -gets up ans sits on the bed- But i'm not gonna sleep. 
 
-levi takes her to bed going to sleep next to her- 
 
Nick: they are attached 
 
-Finally Jordyn succumbs and goes to sleep- 
 
Howie; Yeah. 
 
kevin: I'm suprised she didn't stay up longer. 
 
-the next day- 
 
Levi; come on your first NSYNC concert 
 
Jordyn: Yay! So excited! -sees Becca.- Who's that? 
 
Levi: chris's girlfriend 
 
Levi: the girl who took him 
 
Jordyn: Awww. She got to him first. -pouts- 
 
-jordyn twitches and levi rubs ehr back- 
 
Levi: you can have justin how about that 
 
Jordyn: That sounds nice. 
 
-levi smiles and they head out intot eh audience hwere jrodyn stays close to levi 
who watches lance closely grinniong- 
 
Jordyn: Fun! 
 
Levi: lots of fun -keeps watching lance. lance looks at them and grins to doing his 
crotch grab in bye bye bye- 
 
Inner Justin: Jordyn looks so cute out there in the audince. And what the heck is 
Lance doing? 
 
inner joey: hot damn e are having fun 
 
-the show goes really well and for once Becca is hanging out in the audience- 
 



-afterwards- 
 
Lance; That was awesome! 
 
Becca: You did so good out there chris! -kisses him hard- 
 
Levi; nice moves in the final song lance 
 
Lance; Thanks. 
 
-levi smiles holding his sisters hand- 
 
jordyn: Awesome! So cool!  
 
JUstin: i'm glad you have fun Jordyn 
 
-he pats her shoulder- 
 
inner Jordyn: Should I? no not here. Too many people. 
 
Levi: hey lance can i talk to you privatly? 
 
Lance; Mkay.  
 
-levi's sister doesn't know he is gay- 
 
-levi and lance go down the hall- 
 
lance: So what is it you wanted to talk to me about? 
 
-levi pins him to teh wall kissing him hard- 
 
Levi; god yoou were hot up there 
 
Lance; Thanks. You were really hot yesterday. 
 
Lance; So does Jordyn know about you being gay? 
 
Levi; i'm scared to tell her. it was one of things i was bullied for, for acting 'gay' 
and my sister was very keen on making sure they new i was straight. i don't 
know how she will handle it 
 
Lance; She's your sister. She might have a hard time dealing with it at first but 
she'll be okay. She'll understand. 
 
Levi; no one in my family knows oaky? don't make me come out yet please! 



 
-levi puts his ahnds on lance's hipos- 
 
Lance; Okay. It can wait. 
 
-levi kisses lance tilting his head to teh side- 
 
Lance: so you wanna hang out in my bus tonight? 
 
Levi: well we aren't rolling out for a few more days and neither are you. sounds 
nice -leans doown kissing lance's necl repeatidly- 
 
Lance: Okay. Meet me in an hour. 
 
-Lance pulls away and walks to his bus- 
 
-levi smiles and turns around- 
 
Levi: JORDYN! 
 
Jordyn: WHAT!? 
 
Levi; did you see that? 
 
Jordyn: What? 
 
Levi: me and lance........ just now 
 
Jordyn: Ummm....Depends. What were you doing? 
 
Levi: we were doing somethign secret. did you see anything and if you did what? 
 
Jordyn; Well Lance wants to meet you. That's about it. I think you were hugging. 
Nothing really important. 
 
Levi; yes. we were hugging because i was. congragulating him on the show. you 
saw him, he was very good. we have to talk later about soemthing thats been 
going on with chris and becca. the thing we wouldn't tell you yesterday ya know? 
 
Jordyn: Oh. What was it anyways? I'm nineteen. I can handle it? 
 
Levi; its about porn 
 
-levi starts to head back to bsb bus- 
 
Jordyn: You mean when people have sex on tape? Ooohhh. are they gonna go into 



that? 
 
Levi: no  no NO! 
 
Jordyn: oh...Okay...Sorry. -she looks upset- 
 
-levi hugs her tightly- 
 
Levi; lets put it this way -it doesn't concern you and its hard to explain 
everything 
 
Jordyn: But I want to help. is there anything I can do? 
 
Jordyn: Please Levi. I like them. I want to help. 
 
Levi: just....... staying out of it will help. they hate it when we talk about it so 
just.......... be yourself that will make them happy 
 
Jordyn: Okay. 
 
-they get back to their bus- 
 
-on the nsync bus- 
 
Justin;s o levi is comign over 
 
Chris: ever since the incident i just don't trust hotels. i stay on this bus and 
always sleep on this bus 
 
Becca: Okay. I'll be sure to keep Lance's area clear. Chris baby. can we talk for a 
bit in private? 
 
-chris nods and follows becca- 
 
Becca; Chris....It's about what happened. I think we should really take action 
against this. 
 
Chris: how? 
 
Becca: If we're sitting around acting like scared puppies we're only going to be 
showing that they've won. 
 
-off in the distance and gun shot is heard- Chris: okay that was weird but it is a 
city so...... 
 
Becca: We need to think of something. I don't know what but we'll have alot of 



time to think about it. 
 
Chris: becca you've been the one freaking out. i want to have sex again but your 
scared and i'm fine with that 
 
Becca; We don't have to be anymore. At this point i really don't care. The world 
can feast thier eyes on us. 
 
Chris: i'm fine with that. but not tonight, levi and lance? 
 
Becca; Yeah. it's gonna be akward enough for the guys with one couple in the act. 
 
CHris: come on lets just try to get some sleep 
 
Becca; Okay. i love you baby. -kisses him- 
 
Chris: i love you too -kisses her back. they head to bed- 
 
-lance sits staring oout the window waiting for levi- 
 
Justin; when did he say he would be here? 
 
Lance; In an hour. 
 
Lance; That was half an hour ago. 
 
JUstin: porobably jordyn is holding him up 
 
-meanhwile- 
 
Jordyn; Pwease don't go Levi! PWEEEEEEEESE! 
 
Levi: jordyn i hae to okay? you'll be perfectly safe sis 
 
Brian: come on jordyn we can go watch a movie in teh back 
 
Jordyn; But AJ scares me. -pouts- 
 
Howie: AJ's not gonna eat you. We'll protect you. 
 
Jordyn; Okay. -she goes in the back with them- 
 
Kevin: We'll take care of her Levi. 
 
-aj is passed out in bed- 
 



Levi: i know 
 
-nick pats his shoulder going into the back. levi gets off the bus walking allo the 
way around to the other side where nsync was at- 
 
Lance; He's here! He's here! Finally! 
 
Lance; Oh wait no it was a bug. 
 
Joey; Dude relax. He's gonna be there. 
 
-levi wlaks along the sidewalk seeing the bus- 
 
Levi; why we park so far apart still tickles me 
 
-lance finally sees him in the distance- 
 
Lance; He's over there! It's not a bug this time! 
 
Jc; Congrats. The back area is all yours. 
 
JUstin: go get him 
 
-Lance runs out- 
 
-a car comes speeding down the corner witha cop car roight behind it- 
 
Levi; cool a live speed chase! 
 
Lance; Come on lets get out of the way. I don't want any trouble. 
 
-levi stops walking and when the car apsses by him and gun stifcks out from the 
driver's side and fires- 
 
Lance; LEVI! 
 
-he was trying to aim for the police but was WAY off- 
 
-he ffalls down tot eh groound gaspsing- 
 
Levi; so THAT is what a shot in teh chest is like. how sweet of them to think of me 
like that 
 
-levi covers the wound gasping- 
 
Lance; Crap! No cellphone! Someone call 911! Now! 



 
-the guys on the bus hear and do so- 
 
Lance; Someone call 911! Hurry! 
 
Joey: What? We heard gunshots. 
 
Lance; Levi got shot! We need to hurry! 
 
JUstin: i'm calling 911 now 
 
-levi was on his side holding the wound gaspsing- 
 
Levi: i think -gasp- i had this coming, karma 
 
Lance; Hang on levi hang on. It's gonna be okay. 
 
-levi moans rolling onto his back. his white shirt is mostly red now- 
 
-Jordyn runs out- 
 
Levi: don't worry joordyn. dont let ehr know how -gaps and wionce- it is 
 
Jordyn; levi! What happened! 
 
Lance; it's gonna be okay. Just relax Jordyn. 
 
-levi groans- 
 
-jordyn flips out- 
 
Jordyn; Is he gonna die!? Please don't die levi! No! NononononononoNO! 
 
-The ambulence arrives and takes Levi away- 
 
-justin runs out holding on to jordyn who sobs- 
 
Jordyn; No no he can't. he can't die no. 
 
JUstin: he won't he is strong levi is very strong -he pets her head- 
 
Jordyn; I don't want to be alone. -sob- 
 
-Becca and Chris come out- 
 
Becca: What happened? 



 
Joey; Drive by shooting. Levi got hit. 
 
Becca: Oh my god. 
 
-justin takes jordyn out onto her bus holding her on the couch. bsb stand on the 
bus scared- 
 
-meanwhoile- 
 
Lance; He's gonna be okay isn't he? 
 
Doc: We have him in surgury now. It's too soon to tell. 
 
Doc: he's a fighter. lost alot of blood and a severe bullet wound, but he'll be fine 
 
Doc; Come Dr. McDreamy. Lets go! 
 
Doc: he's in surgery now. we have excellent doctors. 
 
Lance; Thank god.  
 
Lance; I'll call his family. They're gonna want to know. 
 
-the doc smiles and walks off- 
 
-Lance calls levi's parents.- 
 
Dad: oh thank god. why was he going over to your bus? 
 
Lance; Well...It's hard to explain... 
 
Dad: was it important? 
 
Lance; In a way. It could have waited but... 
 
Dad: well i'm just glad he's gonnabe okay. 
 
Dad: his moom is too 
 
Lance; Me too. Jordyn is haveing a rough time with this but she's gonna be 
alright. Justin is watching her. 
 
Dad: justin... justin.. that kid who thought she was cute? 
 
Lance; That's the guy. 



 
Dad: mmmmm. well i have to go. thank you lance for telling me,a dn tell levi to 
quit being facinated with guns 
 
Lance; Or just avoiding drive by shootings. I'll be sure to tell him. Later. -hangs 
up- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Justin; its okay jordyn 
 
jordyn; Is he gona live? I want my brother. 
 
Joey; i just got a call from Lance. He's in surgury but he should be fine. 
 
Justin: see? he is a fighter, ust like you 
 
Jordyn; Fighter. Right. 
 
-justin kisses her cheek running his hand through her hair- 
 
Jordyn; stay with me Justin. 
 
JUstin: well this is BSB bus. i don't know......... 
 
Howie; You can stay here for the night. 
 
Justin: okay, i'll stay with you. we can see levi tommorow 
 
Kevin; yeah. he's gonna want to see you. 
 
Jordyn: Okay. -hugs him and snuggles into his chest- 
 
-justin hugs her back- 
 
Nick: i think someone has found love 
 
Justin: shut up -glares at nick smiling- 
 
Kevin; She likes you and it's clear the feeling is mutual. 
 
-justin holds her and the bsb guys go to bed- 
 
Justin: jordyn can i ask you something? 
 
Jordyn: Ask. 



 
JUstin: have you ever had someone.... love you? 
 
Jordyn; Mommy and Daddy love me. Levi loves me. 
 
Justin: anyone outside your family? that like....... they kissed you and held 
you......... possibly made love to you? 
 
Jordyn: What? No. Never. Virgin. 
 
Jordyn: Why do you ask? 
 
Jordyn; Do you love me? 
  
 The following message could not be delivered to all recipients: 
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Jordyn: Why do you ask? 
 
Jordyn; Do you love me? 
 
Justin: um........ uh.............. 
 
Jordyn: i want to know. I'm gonna know the trth sooner or later so you should tell 
me. 
 
-justin tilts jordyn's face up kissing her lips, mooving over each one slowly before 
pulling away- 
 
-Jordyn sits there suprised blushing- 
 
Jordyn; is that a yes? 
 
JUstin: i like you yes, care about. but i don't think its full love quite yet 
 
Jordyn; Okay. Mom said these things take time. I can wait. 
 
Justin: relationships are complicated when you've never been in one before 
 
jordyn; Well yeah. it's like trying to play a game when you haven't practiced. 
 
-justin kisses her again- JUstin: i guess i can help you with that 
 



Jordyn: Please? I don't want to mess up. 
 
Justin: iots hard to screw up with this stuff. and i won't take advantage of you or 
else levi will beat the fuckin shit out of me 
 
jordyn: It's not him you should worry about. -smiles- 
 
-justin kisses her more poutting his hand son her face- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Lance; Can I see him now? 
 
Doc: yeah right this way 
 
Lance; Thank you so much. 
 
Doc: he might still be asleep 
 
Lance; i just want to see him. 
 
-the doc leads Lance to levi who is in the hospital bed with an IV- 
 
-levi is asleep- 
 
Doc: there he is. let him sleep 
 
-he leaves- 
 
Lance; i'm just glad he's alive. -holds his hadn- 
 
Levi: the doc gone? 
 
-levi mumbles- 
 
Lance; Yeah.  
 
-levi opens his eyes- 
 
Levi: is Jordyn okay? 
 
Lance; Thank god you're okay. Yeah. Jordyn's fine. She's scared for her brother 
but she's fine. Justin's takeing care of her. 
 
-levi smiles- 
 



Lance; How do you feel? Aside from the obvious. 
 
Levi: numb 
 
Lance; That's good. Do you want me to stay here with you for the night? 
 
Levi: kiss me bass. we didn't get to do what i wanted to do 
 
-lance nods then leans in kissing Levi- 
 
Lance; Anything else you want? 
 
-levi kisses him back- 
 
Levi: god more lips 
 
-levi pulls lance dowon next to him on the bed- 
 
-Lances kisses Levi again- 
 
-lefi puts his hands oon the back of his head, kissing down along lance's law line- 
 
Lance; I'll stay with you. 
 
-levi smiles kissing lance more- 
 
Levi: i'd ask for sex but i can't feel my chest very well. you can still rub me and 
suck me though -he grins- 
 
Lance; What if someone sees us? 
 
Levi: god come oon Bass live o the edge 
 
Lance: Fine fine. -goes down and lifts up Levi's hospital gown fishing out his cock- 
 
-levi smiles moaning- 
 
-Lance grins and put's him in his mouth sucking hard and swallowing several 
times- 
 
-levi arches a bit and grabs at the bed moaning loudly- 
 
Levi: mmm don't stop please 
 
-Lance uses his hand on Levi's balls and sucks him harder- 
 



Levi: shit fuck yes 
 
-lev moans and cums arching- 
 
-lance swallows it all and gets back up next to Levi- 
 
-levi grins kissing lance hard shoving his tongue deep into his mouth- 
 
inner levi: hot and salty 
 
Lance: You taste nummy. 
 
Levi: god you do too 
 
-they stay like that the whole night.- 
 
-the next day bsb and nsync arrive at the hospital to visit Levi- 
 
Jordyn; He's okay right? 
 
Becca; yes Jordyn he's fine. 
 
Jordyn; Okay.  
 
Becca; Just relax okay. If you stress to much you'll put wrinkles in your forehead. 
 
Jordyn: Ummm. 
 
Becca; It's just a joke I use with a lot of people. Don't worry. 
 
Jordyn: Even Chris? 
 
Becca: Yup. Even with him. 
 
Jordyn: How long did you know him? 
 
Becca; We were dateing since junior year of highschool. 
 
Jordyn; Wow... 
 
-the doc comes in- 
 
Doc; You can see him now. But try to keep it breif. he's alerady had one visitor 
today. 
 
Jordyn: brother! -runs in- 



 
Becca; Slow down Jordyn! 
 
-Jordyn runs into the room hugging Levi- 
 
Lance; I think someone's glad to see you. 
 
Levi: hey sissy! 
 
Howie; Hey Levi. How ya feeling? 
 
Jordyn; Levi don't scare me I don't want you to die. 
 
Levi: i won't die. and i'll be up and ready for the next concert i believe 
 
Kevin: Good to hear. The docs want you to take it easy though. So we're gonna 
tone down some of the dance moves. 
 
Lei; ahh, poopy. does that mean i can't have meetings with lance anymore? 
 
-justin groans- 
 
Howie; Nope. You can meet him still. He just dosen't want you doing anything 
extreme. Waling is fine but running and major danceing should be kept to an 
absolute minimum. 
 
Levi; walking? 
 
Levi: good cause i don't want to miss any more meetings with lance -smiles at 
him- 
 
Howie; You have a very dirty mind levi. 
 
lance; And i love him for it. 
 
-jordyn was extremly lost- 
 
Jordyn: What's wailing? What meetings with Lance? why are you smileing Levi? 
 
Nick; tell her Levi 
 
Brian; she can handle it okay? 
 
Lance; She needs to know. 
 
Becca; Don't keep her in the dark. 



 
-jordyn looks at levi funn- 
 
Jordyn: We don't keep secrets from eachother Levi. Remeber you promised. You 
said you tell me everything. 
 
Levi; does that mean telling you i am really gay, soo those guys kicking me and 
punching me for being gay was true 
 
Jordyn; You are? Why didn't you tell me sooner? And even if they were hitting 
you for being gay I would have kicked them into next week anyways. Nobody's 
allowed to hit my brother! Nobody! 
 
Levi: you were so keen on making everyone know i am deathly stright 
 
Jordyn: Because I didn't know. If I had known it would have been diffrent. I'd 
have kicke them harder for being mean to you over something you don't have 
control over. Like I didn't get to decide to have schizophrenia. 
 
Levi: and i didn't really know that i was gay until a while back 
 
Jordyn: Well I still love you levi. You don't need to hide it from me. 
 
-levi hugs jordyn- 
 
Levi; family still doesn't know, and you know how much dad hates gays 
 
-Jordyn hugs him back.- Jordyn: We won't tell him. He dosne't need to know. 
 
Levi: they need to know someday, but not soon 
 
-Jordyn, Justin, and Lance stay in the room. The others all leave so they can give 
Levi and Jordyn some space- 
 
AJ; can we talk about something else? 
 
Nick: how about jordyn and justin kissing! 
 
Levi: WHAT?! 
 
Levi: your first kiss? by JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE? 
 
Jordyn: Justin's nice. He really likes me Levi. -she's beaming- 
 
Becca; Most girls would die to be in her shoes. 
 



Levi: i am very happy for you. JUstin? 
 
Justin: yes levi? 
 
Levi: hurt my sister i will chop off your dick and shove it so far up your ass.... 
 
Becca: Yes yes we know that old threat. so that every time he sits down he'll be 
fucking himself. 
 
Levi: bingo. then i'll kill him 
 
JUstin: *gulp* 
 
Jordyn: I told him you'd be the least of his problems. Daddy's the one who'll do 
some real damage. 
 
JUstin: i would never hurt her 
 
Jordyn: Good. 
 
-justin holds onto her hand- 
 
-jordyn finally gets what alnce and levi were meeting about- 
 
Jordyn: Oooh. So that's what you were doing...Kinky boy. 
 
-levi smiles grabbing lance's hand- 
 
Lei; you should see what me and nick have done 
 
Lance: heheheh. 
 
-later on everyone but lance leaves- 
 
Levi: more alone time 
 
Lance; Yup. what do you want to do? I alreayd filpped through the chanels and 
there's nothing good on. 
 
-levi reachs over unzipping lance's jeans pulling out lance's hardening cock- 
 
Lance: We can do that. 
 
-levi leans over lance standing up and begins sucking- 
 
Lance; Oh god! Damn that feels good. 



 
-levi keeps going flicking and tip and making swallowing motions a few times- 
 
Lance; Don't stop Levi. Please don't stop. 
 
-Lance throws his head back and grips the nearby table to keep himself from 
falling over- 
 
-levi keeps gooing- 
 
-lei feels himself getting hard 
 
-With a lod groan and shudder Lance cums- 
 
Levi: yummyfful 
 
-levi reachs downa nd rubs his oown cock- 
 
Lance; Glad you like it. 
 
-levi moans- 
 
lance; Want me to take care of that for you? 
 
-levi nods letting it stick out from his gown. his blanket was at teh end of the bed- 
 
-Lance kneels down and sucks in hard swalloing several times an useing his 
hand- 
 
-levi moans and cums- 
 
-Lance swallows and stands up- 
 
lance: Well that was fun. 
 
Levi; hell yeah 
 
-there is a knock at the door- 
 
-lance tucks himself back in- 
 
Lance: -while zipping up his jeans- Come in. 
 
-a man enters the room looking around- 
 
Lance: Can we help you? 



 
-levi looks at him funny- 
 
Guy; Yes. I'm looking for Rebecca? I was told she was here visiting a friend? 
 
Levi: may i ask who you are? 
 
Guy; I'm Joel Taylor. -holds out hand.- I knew Becca from highschool. 
 
-lance shakes it- 
 
Levi: she left a while ago joel 
 
Joel: Is she still with Chris? 
 
Levi: yes indeedy do 
 
Joel: Damn. Well i'll keep looking for her. I ment damn about her being gone not 
about her being with Chris. 
 
Levi; uh-huh -levi is tired- 
 
Joel; Well I'll get going. Bye. -he leaves- 
 
Lance; That was a strange guy. I wonder if Becca really did know him. oh well. 
 
Levi: me sleepoy after eating cum and cumming. 
 
Lance; Sleepy time for levi. -Tucks him in and kisses his forehead- 
 
-levi smiles and passes out- 
 
-the next day levi is released from the hospital and the tour resumes.- 
 
Becca; HE'S STILL CALLING ME! -slams down phone- GOD HOW THE HELL DID 
HE GET MY NUMBER!? 
 
Chris: becca? whats wrong? 
 
Becca; He found my number. Remeber Joel? That kid from highschool who used 
to stalk me and who hated your guts? 
 
CHris: dear god yes 
 
-lance is listening to this- 
 



-and is also talking to levi on his cell- 
 
Becca; Well guess what! Not only did he find me on practically every networking 
site imagineable but he also found my personal email and my cell number and our 
house number and our address! He wants to reconnect with me! I TOLD HIM I 
WANTED NOTHING TO DO WITH HIM EVER AGAIN! 
 
Chris: dear god 
 
Levi; lance what is becca boitching about in the backround? 
 
Becca; He nearly killed you Chris. I don't want it to happen again. 
 
-levi was lying in his bunk bored as hell- 
 
Lance; Something to do with this Joel guy. 
 
Levi; wiat the dude who showed up at the hospital?! 
 
Lance; Wait....Oh god.... 
 
Levi: his nae was Joel 
 
Chris: what lance? 
 
Becca; what was that Lance? 
 
-chris looks at lance who is at his laptop- 
 
Lance; Belive me Becca I had no idea. 
 
Chris: what!? 
 
-chris is confused- 
 
Becca: Lance. You need to understand that Joel is mentally unstabel. He was 
obsessed with me and used to be on okay terms with Chris. But when we started 
dateing Jeol became creepy and violent. He followed me everywhere even when 
Chris and I were on dates and wouldn't leave me alone. I changed my number god 
knows how many times. And then it got to the point where we had to change 
locks on my On my house. But he kept on getting in. And on top of that he nearly 
killed Chris intentionally. Not once but at least three times. He was finally 
arrested but by the time he was released I ws with Chris all the way across the 
country. I figured with the amount of traveling we'd be doing he'd have one hell of 
a time finding me but it looks like that is out of the question now. 
 



Levi; dear god he does sound creepy. io wish he could go get some help 
 
Lance; Becca I'm so sorry. 
 
Becca; He refuses to admit he has a problem. 
 
Levi: i wish i could help him. he seemed so nice 
 
Becca; Looks are deciveing. Why do you think it took so long for me to trust you 
guys. 
 
-there is a knock on levi's bus. everyone else is out- 
 
Levi; hey hold on bass 
 
Lance: Okay. 
 
-he puts the phone to his chest going to the door. lance ehars levi screaming on 
the other end- 
 
lance; LEVI!  
 
Levi: dude let me -the phone clicks off- 
 
Chris; what?! 
 
Becca; Chris....Baby you don't think....Oh god...It was him who put the camrea's in. 
 
Chris: it probably was. 
 
Chris: lance whats up with levi? 
 
Lance; i don't know. But I'm going over to that bus. -grabs his coat and runs out 
the door- 
 
-when he gets there he sees the door tot eh bus wide opena nd a little blood on the 
ground- 
 
-loevi's phone is smashed- 
 
Lance; Oh dear god! We need to call the police! 
 
-he runs back to the bus- 
 
Chris: lance what happened? 
 



-chis is anoyed of all these mishaps happening- 
 
Lance; Levi was kidneapped! He's gonna get killed! 
 
-Becca runs to the phone and calls 911- 
 
Chrios: fuck on a monkey stick -he smashes his head on teh table- 
 
Justin: what did you say? -justina dn jordyn walk on- 
 
Lance; i can't belive this! Why? 
 
Jordyn: Where's brother? 
 
Justin: whats happening 
 
Becca; Jordyn just stay in the back room. 
 
CHris: levi was kidnapped 
 
Jordyn; No! 
 
Justin: god. first the gun shot then kidnapping 
 
Lance; Could this get any worse!? 
 
-Becca hangs up- 
 
Justin: come on jordyn -holds her hand walking into the back- 
 
Becca; The police should be here any minute. 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Joel: Wakey wakey Levi. 
 
Levi:g od my head -levi feels the back of his head. his hand comes off of it bloody- 
 
Levi: where am i? -he ffelt dizzy- 
 
Joel: Hey sorry about you head man. I really didn't mean to hit you that hard. I 
didn't want to hit you at all really. 
 
Levi: um... okay then. where am i? 
 
-levi winces looking up- 



 
Joel: My place. Actually my basement. Not much but it's home. Film industry 
pays well thogh. Especially adult videos. 
 
Levi: wait, do yoou work for -wince. elvi was shocked he could think clearly- hotel 
creeps? 
 
Joel: Part time. I work as a techinitan for a few companies. But I must admit hotel 
creeps pays well. 
 
Levi: you were the one you sold the tape of becca and chris weren't you? you did 
it on purpose i'm sure 
 
Levi; with your history with them.... 
 
joel: Well I had to. Chris would be humiliated. And Becca? Well a little mouse like 
her would never want to be seen in public. I really didn't want to have to make it 
come to that but you know alls fair in love and war. 
 
Levi: you love her alot don't you? -levi winces tryoing to sit up. he is tied to a 
chair though- 
 
Joel; Of course. What is there not to love? Even a gay guy like you hasto admit 
she's loveable. Beautiful, smart, one hell of a writer. -sigh- I loved her to death. 
Still do. But that son of a bitch took her from me. He's no good for her you know. 
He'll only break her heart. -walks to other side of room- 
 
Levi: fromn what i've seen he's really good to her. he's helped her out and is a 
strong guy. don't you want her to be happy? she can be happy with him, you 
could ahve been friends but you...... well......... 
 
Joel: Of course I want her happy. I want what's best for her. But he's not that. 
After he gets out of the pictue she'll obvisous be crushed. And then I'll swoop in 
and play the hero and end all her pain. just like off the silver screen. 
 
Levi: wouldn't after all the things you did to her, wouldn't she scream and most 
likely blame you for everything 
 
Joel: maybe. But she's an understanding girl. she'll forgive me. I know it. 
 
-Joel looks totally crazed at this point- 
 
-levi sighs- 
 
Levi: can i ask you one more tiny question? 
 



Joel: Sure ask away. You're a guest here. 
 
Levi: WHY THE FFUCK DID YOU KIDNAP ME AND SHASH MY HEAD AND TIED 
ME TO A CHAIR?! 
 
Joel: Well I was trying to nab Chris but I got the wrong bus. Sorry man but how 
was I gonna explain showing up at your door with a basball bat. 
 
Joel: But you see i need to have someone here that Becca cares about so that 
she'll listen to me. 
 
Levi: can i ask why you haven't checked out other girls before? 
 
Joel: Why? Every other girl I've seen is either a hooker looking to get rich or just 
blew me off. I wasn't exactly the best looking guy in school you know. Becca was 
the only girl who showed me kindness in highschool. But then when she started 
dateing him she became so cruel. 
 
Levi: how was she cruel: she showed you kindness when no one else did, probably 
wanted to become friends, then gets a boyfriend 
 
Joel: She never answered my letters and calls. And threw away all my gifts. And 
then she stopped talking to me altogether. 
 
Levi: i don't fully understand. how much did you call her? 
 
Joel: Every spare minute I had. if I wasn't doing homework or at work I was 
trying to contact her. 
 
inner levi: i cans ee soomething here. joel just wanteda friend and becca gave it to 
him - then chris came into the picture. he needed help, he needed it long ago 
when it all started to show 
 
Levi: how was your house life? like your parents and stuff 
 
Joel: My parents were intelectuals. I was encouraged to follow in thier footsteps. 
You know. Surgon or laywer. Something of the high education type of profession. 
But I longed to be behind a camera working to record all that was beautiful. 
 
Joel: You understand don't you? 
 
Levi: joel. -he leans forward a bit- let me go and i can help you. i won't call anyone. 
i can help youn get into teh profession of beign a director. i can help and you just 
goot to leave ebcca dna chris alone, become their friends! in can be your friend, 
and can help you find someone to love. just please joel i hate to see when people 
are like this, struggling 



 
Levi: i promise i won't run, i sort of can't when my head is bleeding and have a 
monster headache 
 
Joel: NO! HOW DARE YOU! I CAN'T BE WITHOUT HER! THE PAST YEARS HAVE 
BEEN NOTHING BUT AGONY! I CAN'T BREATHE WITHOUT HER! -a poundin and 
the sound of a door breaking down. Joel looks paniced and he runs out the side 
door dissapearing before the police can run down- 
 
Cop: He's in here! -goes over to Levi- are you okay? 
 
Levi:f fi'm fine, but joel he needs a friendjust let me goa nd i can help him! 
 
Cop: They're searching the area right now.-unties him- Are there any other 
injuries that you know of? 
 
Levi: i need to help hiom! i need to be his friend! 
 
-levi has always been attached to people with mental problems, all because of his 
childhood and his sister- 
 
Cop: Hang on -unties him- Come on we need to get you out of here. 
 
-the cops search the area but joel is nowhere to be found- 
 
Becca; Levi I'm so sorry. This is all my falut. 
 
Jordyn: Are you okay Levi? 
 
Lance; Thank god you're safe. 
 
Levi: it isn't! god i want to help him he isn't bad i know it, he wants to be a 
director he wants to love someone but he's jsut..... 
 
-levi rubs his face, his ahdn still covered in damp blood- 
 
paramedic; Hold still. I need to bandage your head. 
 
Levi: god i'm really dizzy, i think i'm.. i want to.........     -levio falls tot ehg round 
vomitting- 
 
Levi: everyt higns really spinny -levi fals to his side unconcious- 
 
Paramedic: We need to get him to the er now! -puts Levi in a gurney and they 
wheel him into the ambulence- 
 



Lance; Please we want to come with him. 
 
Paramedic; Alright! Hurry up! 
 
-lance and the other come in and the ambulence speeds off towards the hospital- 
 
-levi ismubling shit about helping joel he's like his sister he needs love just like 
her- 
 
Jordyn: I feel sorry for him. I want to help Joel too. 
 
Becca; How can you say that!? 
 
Jordyn; I know what he's done is wrong. Trying to kill people isn't the answer but 
he just needs a little help. Like me. 
 
-Becca is silent the rest of the trip. Lance his holding Levi's hand and is on the 
verge of tears- 
 
Chris: becca you have to udnerstand they both have phycological minds. because 
of jordyn's life and never havinf anf riends and never having love...... levi has to 
help him just like he is helping jordyn 
 
Chris: levi feels it is his duty 
 
Becca; But he tried to kill you! The bat and then that time when he left you to die 
of carbon monoxide poisoniong in your garage! 
 
CHris: affter going through college and stuff......... i can't hold a grudge becca. he's 
mentally ill 
 
Levi: i want to help..... my sister... she is like....... -suddenly levi stops his mumbles 
and goes intoa  seizure- 
 
Paramedic: hold him on his side asap! 
 
Becca: I just wish he'd give up. He's grown up and if he just tried he could find a 
girl.  
 
-they rool him over and lance is about to burst into tears- 
 
lance; Please don't die baby. 
 
Chris: rebecca, you gave him something he never had - friendship. try to be his 
friend. he's mentally ill! you cannot hold a grudge against the mentally ill! 
 



Becca; I can't be his friend. Not when he wants you dead. 
 
-chris groans and lets go of becca's hand, staring out the back window- 
 
-they reach the hospital taking levi in- 
 
Doc: We need to take him into surgury! We don't have much time! 
 
-levi gets stitches and suffers and concusion- 
 
Lance; is he gonna be okay? 
 
Jordyn: Good news please. 
 
Doc; He should be fine. But he won't be able to have visitors till morning. 
 
-jordyn hugs lance- 
 
Chris: he's a fighter is an understatment 
 
Lance; It's gonna be okay Jordyn. -pats her head- 
 
Justin: he is iommortal 
 
Jordyn: He's got luck tattooed to his ass says daddy. 
 
AJ: he actaully wants to get a tattoo, if anyone is wondering 
 
Jordyn: owie. 
 
Becca; They're not that bad. But everytime Chris gets one he has to hold my 
hand. 
 
-they all head backa dn for once jordyn stays with lance talking about levi- 
 
-justin stays nearby- 
 
Lance; He's stubborn. But I love him nonetheless. 
 
Jordyn: Yes. 
 
-next morning jordyn takes hte car to see him and nearly crashes on ehr way. 
lance is trmatized- 
 
JUstin; dear go why did you get you lisences?! 
 



Lance; can I drive next time? 
 
Jordyn; I got my licence from daddy. And sure you can drive. 
 
-they head inside and levi is in 'a coma' as hte doctor said- 
 
Lance; oh baby please live. 
 
Justin; yeah that makes everything better 
 
Jordyn: Wake up Levi. Please. 
 
-justin sits down next to jordyn holding her hand- 
 
Jordyn: I want my brother. -cries- i want him back. 
 
-justin holds her- 
 
Levi w/ ees shut: err........ uhg..... head poounding...... 
 
News Reporter: In pop culture new the pop idol Levi Wood is still in the hospital 
and is in a semi comatose state. The athorities have not yet released informaiton 
about how this happened. But the tours for the backstreet boys and nsync have 
ben canceled until further notice. People will get refunds for thier tickets. 
 
Lance; Levi? 
 
Lance; Baby? Can you hear me? 
 
-levi opens his eyes looking at him- 
 
lance; How're yu feeling? 
 
Levi: yeah i an hear you, but can ia sk you a question? 
 
Lance; What is it? 
 
Levi: who are you people? 
 
-levi's facial expression shows no joking- 
 
Lance; what...Oh god...Can't you remeber us? 
 
Justin: um........ 
 
Jordyn: Levi...It's me Jordyn. -she's crying again.- Don't you remeber me? 



 
Levi: jordyn? thats a nice name. why are you crying? 
 
Jordyn; You don't remeber me. Your own sister. And you don't remeber your own 
boyfriend. And you don't remeber Justin. 
 
Levi: justin? which one of you is justin? 
 
Justin: me! justin timberlake, the guy you always rival against and tease. YOU 
SHAVED MY HEAD! 
 
Levi: why would i do that? and who are you again? -looks at lance- 
 
Lance; Please levi. You must remeber something? It's me Lance. You're 
boyfriend. 
 
Levi: boyfriend?! why would i have a boyfriend. i'm gay? 
 
Justin: dear god YES you are gay 
 
Lance; yeah. But you haven't come out of the closet all the way. You're friends 
and sister here know but the general public and your parents don't know. You're 
a pop star. You're in a band called the backstreey boys. They're not here right 
now but they should be here soon. 
 
Levi: huh. that means i'm rich? 
 
Lance: yeah. 
 
Justin: i can't believe you have amnesia 
 
-the doc enters the room- 
 
Levi: so you mean that a ton of stuff happened, then i just forgot the jist of it? 
 
Jordyn: Please Levi. 
 
Doc; The cuncussion caused some damage to his memory. You've obvisously seen 
this. You never know how long it'll last. some of it'll be permanant. It's going to 
take time but he'll start to rember some stuff. 
 
Jordyn: So he'll never remember us again? 
 
JUstin: you just said it could be permanate! 
 
Justin: i am so lost here! 



 
Levi; your telling me -scratches his head- 
 
Doc; I'm sorry. 
 
JUstin: please explain again slowlyer this time 
 
-justin rubs his face- 
 
Doc: He could rember everything he could not. 
 
Justin: wow. a BSB who doesn't remember being a BSB ever before 
 
Levi: whats a bsb? 
 
-justin slaps his face- 
 
Jordyn: Backstreet boy. 
 
Levi: oh now i get it BackStreet Boy 
 
Jordyn: Um...Yeah. 
 
Doc; Just be patient. 
 
Levi: so you r my sister? -pooints at jordyn 
 
Jordyn: Yes. I already said that. 
 
Justin: you are twins. she was born three hours before you were 
 
JUstin; you are the youngest member of Backstreet BOys, 19 years old and your 
birthday is in august somewhere 
 
Lance; She has schizophrenia. You've been helping her out and you're letting her 
live with you. 
 
Justin: you are dating Lance Bass who is a amemebr of the boy band Nsync you is 
better then Backstreet BOys 
 
-jordyn shoves justin- 
 
Jordyn; Don't tell him that! Both group are of equal talent. 
 
Justin: -grin- Nsyn cis also a boy band. i am in it along with lance and three other 
guys 



 
Levi: yeah.. okay........ i sort of get it. how didnthis all happen anyways, with teh 
amnesia 
 
Jordyn: Nick Carter one of the Backstreet boys is your best friend. 
 
Lance; You were hit in the head. By a man you wanted to help. 
 
Levi: thats odd -chuckle- why would someone i wanted to help hit me in the head? 
 
Jordyn; He dosen't know he needs help. He was trying to hurt our friends and he 
kinapped you by hitting you on the head. 
 
Justin: well that happens in alot of cases where someone who wanted to help 
someone else they get hurt 
 
levi: with what? 
 
Lance: We don't know. i think it was a bat. 
 
Levi: owie -levi winces- 
 
Levi: so are these ffriends of yours........ my friends? 
 
Lance; Yes. 
 
-levi nods. suddenly a migrane hits and he cryies covering his eyes from the light 
and trying to get everythign to shut up- 
 
Justin:w aht's happening?! 
 
-levi cries more at that noise- 
 
Doc; Migrnane. It's common with these things. Just keep quiet. 
 
Doc; Levi we're gonna give you some medication to dull the pain. 
 
Levi; ti hurts so bad. i can abrley. ahhhhhhh 
 
-levi cries more grabbing at the sheets- 
 
-The doc injects him with pain medications- 
 
-it doesn't do much good- 
 
Levi: please make it stop....... -levi cringges up in bed- 



 
Doc; We need to leave him and keep quiet for now. there's not much more we can 
do. 
 
-lance holds onto levi's hand- 
 
Lance; it's gonna be okay Levi. Just breathe okay? Breathe. 
 
-levi whimpers- 
 
Doc; It looks like it's subsideing. 
 
Jordyn: Levi... 
 
-lance climbs into the bed and holds levi to his chest. levi has tears pouring down 
his face and the light is blidning him horribly- 
 
Levi: the light. god it...... please it hurts so uch! 
 
Lance; Shhh. Just close your eyes. Just relax. 
 
-levi is whispering it- 
 
-the doc turns the lights out- 
 
-this last for a few hours- 
 
-afterwards levi is fast asleep- 
 
-Lance stays with him the whole night and Jordyn and Justin head back to his 
place.- 
 
Justin: poor guy 
 
Jordyn: I want him to remeber so bad. 
 
Jordyn; Do you think he will Justin? 
 
JUstin: like is aid before, hes a fighter. deep down he wants to know everything 
 
Jordyn: I just hope his luck hasn't run out on him. 
 
-'his place' meaning the nsync bus- 
 
-justin takes jordyn into the back sitting ehr down kissing her- 
 



-the tour got canceled so they're just useing the bus for a road trip back home- 
 
Justin: trust me he is one eager dude. he puts his mind tosometign ther eis no 
going back 
 
Jordyn; I don't know if it's too soon to tell but I think I might be in love with you 
now. 
 
-justin holds onto her face- 
 
Justin: yeah i think i love you too 
 
Becca; So how was he? -she enters the room- 
 
Justin: you might want the others to come in here too. try to get bsb over here too 
 
Becca: Alright. This can't be good news. 
 
-for some odd reason justin thinks about when jordyn will be ready for sex- 
 
-a few minutes the guys are all assembled- 
 
JUstin: levi wood woke up from his coma 
 
Jc: And? 
 
Howie: How was he? 
 
Justin: he has amnesia. he doesn't rememebr any  one or any thing before he 
woke up.  on the lgihter side, everything else is fine 
 
Nick: dear god, my  best friends is....... -nick is shoked- 
 
Kevin; Oh god.... 
 
AJ: whoa. man i want Joel dead now! 
 
Joey; I can't belive it...That little squirt can't rember a thing? 
 
Justin: nope. he's really lost 
 
Becca; it's all my falut. 
 
Justin:a dn also he gets these reall bad migranes that an last a coouple hours or 
more. its hurts hi really bad and you have to hve no noise and no lights. he 
seemed a little better when lance held him but.......... 



 
Chris: maybe deep in his mind he rememebrs lance, thats why its is better 
 
Howie: So basically all that's left to do is help him out and hope he gets his 
memory back. 
 
Justin: yeah 
 
jordyn; Pretty much. 
 
becca; When's he going to be released. 
 
Justin: that i do not know 
 
Brian; damn this sucks. what are we gonna do with teh tour we canceld?we have 
to start it up again sometime 
 
Jc; Well the guys here alreay talked it over. Nsync is going to take a short break 
and then continue on. 
 
Nick; i guess wwe could try to get Levi to rememeber the songs or at elast re 
memorize thema dn the moes 
 
Howie: I think we should do that to. We'll take a few months off and then start the 
tour up again. We can help Levi as much as possible during that time off. 
 
AJ; at least we are getting a plan in action. we should go see levi tomorrow 
 
Kevin; Yeah. 
 
-the next day- 
 
-lance is sitting next to the bed. he looks like he was crying- 
 
Nurse: Hello Levi. You have some more visitors. Should I send them in? 
 
Lance; Sure. The migrane seems to have gone. 
 
Levi: um... okay 
 
-the guys and Becca walk in- 
 
-levi looks at lance- 
 
-Jordyn following close behing- 
 



Kevin; Hey Levi. How're you feeling? 
 
CHris: hey dude. i'm chris. i'm one of the nsync boy band memebrs 
 
Lance; And that guy over there is Kevin. 
 
Levi: okay i guess. are you guys all backstreet? 
 
Kevin; yeah. I'm one of the backstreet. and so are these guys. -points to them- 
 
Levi; who are them? -points at the others- 
 
Jc: And I'm Jc. Nsyncer. And that guy there is Joey. You already met Chris and 
Justin. 
 
Becca: I'm Rebecca. 
 
Levi: and you guys are of nsync, including the irl 
 
Becca; No. I'm just chris's girlfriend. I'm a writer. 
 
-levi nods scratching his scalp- 
 
Becca; Levi I'm so sorry. It's my falut Joel attacked you. 
 
Jc: For the millionth time Becca it's not you falut. 
 
Levi: why would it be her fault? 
 
-Becca explains the whole thing- 
 
Levi: yeah i got lost in the middle of that, after you said 'heres the thing joel is......' 
 
-becca explains it only in simpler terms- 
 
Levi; still lost 
 
Brain; don't try becca. 
 
Becca: You'll figure it out. 
 
-levi scratches his head again looking at lance- 
 
Levi; why r your eyes red like that? 
 
lance; I was up all night worried about you. 



 
-levi nods- 
 
-the doc enters- 
 
Levi: why are you worried about me when they aren't? they didn't cry 
 
Jordyn: We did. We just took sleeping pills. 
 
Levi: hi doc 
 
-levi waves at him- 
 
Doc: Levi we're transfering you to another hospital closer to your home in 
orlando. 
 
Levi: hoow am i getting there? 
 
Doc: Heilocoptor. 
 
Levi: i get to fly! =levi smiles- weeeee! 
 
Brian; that is definatly levi 
 
Kevin; Yup. 
 
Howie: Glad to see some of him is still there. 
 
AJ: if he wasn't so lost he probably act more himselff 
 
Doc: Probably. 
 
-affter the transffering the guys are still on the road so levi is at teh hospital all 
alone- 
 
-he had a 'attack' in the helicoper so it was pure hell- 
 
-his parents come every day with photo albums trying to help him out- 
 
-levi is still lost, liking the picture and questioning them, but still not 
rememebring. he knows now wht his childhoood was like and how his siter 
became to be like she is now- 
 
L-Mon: Levi. That nice boy Lance is coming over tomorrow to visit you. He's going 
to help you out with remeber ing. 
 



Levi: he helped me out when i had my first migrane attack. he said something 
about being my boyfriend -levi forgot that he was out to them- 
 
Dad; wait what?! 
 
l-mom: Levi you don't mean. Please daer- turns to her husband- Try to remain 
calm. he's not himself! 
 
Levi;booyfriend he -levi rememebes what he said- he also said i wasn't 'out of hte 
closet' to you gys 
 
-levi's mom looks shocked and a little scared- 
 
Dad: you are definatly not yourself. you are not gay okay? you like girls and only 
girl ou hear? 
 
Levi: okay. your my dad so oi have to beleive you 
 
mom: We should go now. We'll see you later Levi. -they leave- 
 
inner levi 
 
inner levi: why would that guy lnace tell em he was my boyfriend while i am 
straight? 
 
-the next day- 
 
Lance: How'e you feeling levi? 
 
Levi: okay. don't remmeber anything though 
 
-levi's dad comes in- 
 
Lance; Hey sir. How are you? 
 
Dad: you, i want you to stay away from my son while he is trying to regain his 
momeory 
 
Lance: Why? 
 
Lance: He told you didn't he. 
 
Dad; your poisoning his mind, trying to make him beleive thigns which aren't 
true! 
 
Levi; i'm straight, thats what my dad said 



 
Lance; He came out to us long before he lost he memory! The only reason he's 
beliveing you is because you're telling him because you hater gays! -stands up- 
You can't accept your own son! You sick excuse of a human being! -storms out- 
 
Lance; He didn't want to come out to you because he knew you'd react this way! 
 
-levi scratches his head- 
 
Levi: so he isn't my boyfriend or he is? 
 
Dad: he is not! you are straight you hear me?! 
 
Levi: yes dad 
 
-his dad leaves. a while later lance comes abck in- 
 
Levi: my dad said you can't be in here! 
 
lance; Levi you need to listen to me. 
 
Levbi: why should i?! my dad says i am striaght and you say we are dating! i am 
so lost here who is telling the truth! 
 
lance; Levi you told me your dad hates gays. He thinks you're acting like this 
because of your memory but you are gay belive me. You told me. You told your 
sister. You told all of us. You didn't want to tell the world though because you 
knew your dad would hate you for it. And now he's trying to keep us apart. 
 
Lance; Your dad is lying. He dosen't know who you are and is trying to deny the 
truth. 
 
Lance: I'm telling you the truth Levi. You are gay. You like men. 
 
Levi: please, how can i trust you i don't even know you 
 
Lance: You do you just don't remeber. 
 
-levi whimpers, his ehad starting to pound again- 
 
Lance: Another attack? 
 
Levi: my head hurts. i don't want anoother migraine! 
 
Lance; It's gonna be okay. Levi trust me it's gonna be okay. Just relax and close 
your eyes. -crawls into the bed with him and holds him- 



 
-levi shoves lance away- 
 
Lance; Are you going to just belive him blindly1 
 
Levi; get away from okay?! my dad said for you to stay away. he is my dad i have 
to trust him! 
 
Levi; my mom agrees with him! 
 
Levi: why is he - ooh god -everything starts to hurt extremly bad- i just want 
relife i want to know things 
 
lance: HE'S LYING TO YOU! YOUR MOM IS LYING TO YOU! THYE CAN'T ACCEPT 
WHO YOU ARE! AND YOU'RE JUST BLINDLY FOLLOWING THEM! 
 
-levi starts to cry- 
 
Levi: i'm so confused i don't know what to beleive any more, please i'm so -he 
gasps- god my ehad hurts too. let me die 
 
Lance: YOU'RE ONLY BELIVEING THEM BECAUSE OF WHAT THEY TELL YOU! 
WHAT DOES YOU'RE HEAD TELL YOU TO BELIVE!? 
 
Lance: You are not going to die on me you hear me! 
 
-levi sobs more at his yelling. a nurse comes in draggin lance opout- 
 
Lance: You need to belive me Levi! 
 
-Lance gets kicked out of the hosptial. Finally giving up and feeling like a total 
dickhead. But he's really pissed at Levi's dad and wants levi back. He drives home 
praying that things only get better from there- 
 
-the nurse shuts off the lgiht and gives levi some medication that is supose to 
knock him out- 
 
-the next day- 
 
-levi doesn't want any visitors- 
 
-and nobody wanted to come- 
 
-except for Levi's parents but they didn't get to come- 
 
-enter doctor- 



 
Doc; I'll be out of here before you know it Levi. Don't worry. 
 
Levi: okay -he was staring at the tv. apparently house was hios favorite tv hsow. 
he was sort of liking it so far- 
 
-the doc starts rummageing around and takeing some tests- 
 
Doc; So how are you feeling today? 
 
levi: like crap 
 
Doc: What's on yhou mind? 
 
Levi: several people are telling me what i am supose to rememebr before the 
accident, and its all different 
 
Doc; Can I tell you a secret? 
 
Levi: like i care go ahead 
 
Doc; I suffred from amnisiea when i was twenty five. 
 
-levi doesn't look away from the tv- 
 
Levi: so what 
 
Levi: that ain't a secret 
 
Doc: I was in a smiliar situation like you. And it's a secret or at least it was 
becuase I didn't tell you. Anyways I tried hard to remeber and people kept on 
teling me what to do. 
 
Doc; But after a time I realized I just needed to do things on my own. I took a year 
long trip and eventually figured things out. 
 
Levi: doc can you just leave and stop trying to tell ME  what to do? 
 
Doc; Alright. -leaves- 
 
-levi goes to sleep wanting out of the hospital, but also wanting to know who the 
hell he was and where the hell he came from- 
 
Doc: -one he's gone- He needs to find things out for himslef. 
 
-the next day.- 



 
Jordyn: So he still doesn't want visitors? 
 
Doc; Fraid not. 
 
Jordyn: Okay. 
 
Nick; damn it. lance why did you have to snap like that?! 
 
-he wasn't there. he didn't want to come back- 
 
Lance; I can't take it anymore. I just couldn't handle it. His dad wants me away 
from him and he's following his parents like a lemming. 
 
Lance: And it's obviosu that nothing I do is going to work at this point. 
 
(becca he isn't there. i put that right after nick said what he said) 
 
-Lance was talking to himslef in a bar miles away- 
 
Jordyn: I wanted him to come but he said no. 
 
CHris: nick levi can't help but want to trust the people who have physical 
evidence that they are his parents 
 
Jordyn: I'm not trusting my parents anymore. They're hurting my brother and I 
want nothing to do with them. 
 
Nick:c ome on we have physical evidfence he is a backstreet boy! 
 
CHris: jordyn don't say that! they are your parents and they are confused about 
this too 
 
Chris: we just need levi to rememebr everything then he can talk to his family 
about it 
 
Jordyn; They're hurting Levi! They can't accept who he is and are useing his 
memory loss to thier advantage! 
 
AJ: the best thing we can do now i teach levi how to be a backstreet boy 
 
jordyn: He can't remeber though! We tell him all that's happened but everytime I 
look at him it's always that same blank and hurt look1 
 
Howie; We can try though. 
 



AJ: its hard. it is very hard. we need him to remember the song and dance of BSB 
at least, just ask him to do this one thing. i'm sure his parents will agree to that. 
 
Jordyn: Fine. 
 
Jordyn; But we can't tell him if he dosen't want visitors. 
 
Brian: doc when is Levi allowed to leave the hospital? 
 
Doc; Dunno. It's iffy. Probably in about a month. We'll need to put him onto some 
heavy migrane meds. 
 
Howie: Okay. Just as long as we get them back. 
 
-the docs pager goes off saying levi code blue- 
 
Doc: Damn. EVERYONE HURRY! 
 
-doc and some other people run off into Levi's room- 
 
Brian: whats going on?! 
 
Doc; Migrane. 
 
-brian sighs and hits his head against a wall- 
 
-hours later- 
 
Doc: Okay. We've got him stableized.  
 
-levi is staring at the ceiling- 
 
Levi: i want my mom 
 
-he is still in tears- 
 
Nurse: Do you want me to call her? 
 
Levi: please. i just want to talk to her 
 
Nurse; Okay. -she leaves- 
 
Jordyn; They're calling mom. We're leaving. -turns to go- 
 
Joey: No Jordyn. 
 



CHris: jordyn stay here. we can talk to her, she isn't like your dad is she? 
 
Jordyn: No but she follows his every word like a puppy. 
 
-soon ehr mom arrives- 
 
CHris: Mrs. Wood! 
 
Mom: Oh Jordyn. How are you sweetie. Is Levi okay? 
 
Mom: Christopher. How are you? 
 
CHris: levi wants to talk to you, but can we ask you to tell him something? 
 
Mom; Of course. 
 
Mom: But I need to get to Levi so if you could make it quick. 
 
Nick: we just ask him to learn the bsb songs and dance moves once he gets out. 
we won't do anything else but that. we really need him to do this 
 
Mom: We're thinking about keeping Levi home for a year or two actually. Actually 
my husband thinks it would be in Levi's best interest but I'll let him know. 
 
CHris: um.... -he looks at bsb who look like they are fuming- 
 
Nick: that is so fucking stupidn-he says it to himself- 
 
Mom: Is something the matter? 
 
-nick shakes his head sitting down, aj sitting next to him trying to alm him down- 
 
CHris: go see levi 
 
Mom: Well I'd better be going so I'll talk to you boys later. Jordyn be home from 
Justin's by nine okay? Bye now. -smiles and leaves- 
 
-he sits with becca. jordyn is looking at her mom like she is nuts- 
 
Jordyn: See what i mean. She obeys him without question. 
 
-justin kisses jordyn's cheek- 
 
Justin: we really can't do anything right now Jordyn face it 
 
Jordyn: We'll never be able to do anything. Not when my dad is pulling the 



strings. 
 
-justin puts hsi arms around jordyn's waist, putting his face into her neck. he is 
behind ehr- 
 
Justin: i love you 
 
Jordyn; I love you too. 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Mom: Levi? How're you feeling sweetie? 
 
Levi: mommy i am so lost. i don't know who to beleive anymore. i can't trust 
anyone, even dad. 
 
Mom: Levi...Your father....-she looks conflicted. As if she wants to say something 
but is scared to- 
 
Levi: what is it? please mommy i know deep down i can trust you at least. please 
don't lie to me too -he whimpers, his head still slightly hurting- 
 
Mom: Your father is lying to you about your sexuality. 
 
Mom: Ever since you were little I knew you were diffrent from other little boys. 
But your father hates gays. I don't know why. 
 
-levi has tears in his eyes- 
 
Levi: so i.......... am gay? 
 
mom:Levi you will always be my baby boy no matter waht. your father might be 
angry and may even disown you but know that you will still always be welcome in 
my home. Your home. I want you to make your own decisions Levi. I only want 
you and your sister to be happy. And if for you that means loving another man 
then so be it.  
 
Mom: Yes Levi. You are. 
 
-levi nods slowly- 
 
Mom: -hugs him- I'll always love you. 
 
Levi: anything else? 
 
Mom: That's it. Other than that nice boy you were with is really upset right now.I 



just hope he dosen't hurt himself to badly. 
 
Levi: i don't remember him. so he is my boyfriend? 
 
Mom: From what i understand yes. From waht your sister has told me you were 
together for at least a couple months right up until the accident. 
 
-levi scratches his head. it always starts with a scrtchy scalp, then a bit of pain in 
his forehead, then more pain, then the migraine. sometimes it happens far apart, 
sometimes close together- 
 
Levi: okay mommy. 
 
Mom: Well I'll be going now. 
 
-levi hugs his mom tioghtly- 
 
Levi; can you tell those people who i know are waiting outside that they can come 
in now? but one at a time, i don't want a headache again. they hurt really bad 
 
Mom: -hugs him back- I love you baby boy. If you need anything don't hesitate to 
ask okay? 
 
-levi nods- 
 
Mom: Alright. I'll let them know. 
 
-she leaves and goes back out- 
 
Mom: You can visit him. But one at a time okay? 
 
Nick: how did it go? 
 
Jordyn; Yes mom. 
 
Nick; oh thank god. what changed his mind? 
 
Mom: He's doing a little better. I'm going to have a talk with his father. As to what 
changed his mind I think he just heard the truth from someone he could trust. 
 
-she goes- 
 
Jordyn: So who goes first? 
 
Nick: um..... i don't know 
 



Chris: if lance was here i'd send him right in to talk to him 
 
Jordyn: Nick why don't you go. lance isn't here and you were his closest friend. 
You should go. 
 
-nick nods and heads in. a while later he comes back out- 
 
Jordyn: So how did it go? 
 
Becca; Any good come of it? 
 
Nick; great! i talked to him about some things we did together in school and stuff 
and he tried ahrd to remember things. i think he really wants to listen to us now. 
what did his mom say to make him better? 
 
Chris: well whatever she said he's letting us see hiom 
 
Jordyn; Who wants to go next? 
 
Joey: Um...Shouldn't you Jordyn? 
 
Justin: go jordyn. 
 
Jordyn: I don't know. 
 
Becca: Do it. 
 
-Jordyn sighs and goes into the room- 
 
-justin kisses her cheek again whispering something into her ear that makes her 
smile- 
 
Jordyn: Levi? 
 
Jordyn: How are you? 
 
Levi: hey sis 
 
Jordyn: Just thought I'd give you an update on everyone. We just wanted to 
check in on you. 
 
Levi: i know. where is....... uhg whats his name? -levi scratches his head- uhg 
sometimes my head hurts when i think too much 
 
Jordyn: Lance.He's out. I think at one of the local bars. 
 



Levi: oh 
 
Jordyn: He's really hurting. He misses you. 
 
Levi: oh.... yum okay. so its my fault he's hurting? just because i can't remember 
him and all of you guys?! 
 
-levi snaps out at her- 
 
Jordyn: No! -she looks hurt her eyes wide. She's not used to Levi snapping at her- 
He blames himself. 
 
Levi: yeah HE was the one who was yelling at me and crap 
 
Jordyn: He was frustrated. He didn't know what to do. 
 
Levi: yeah NO ONE knows what to do any more 
 
-levi goes under the sheets- 
 
-levi winces- 
 
Jordyn: Should we? 
 
Levi: god damn it not another one COME ON! 
 
Jordyn: Oh god no. Levi. 
 
-levi looks at jordyn- 
 
Levi: no one can do anythiong i have to do this on my oown! -then levi cries as his 
head becomes one big world of hurt- 
 
Jordyn: Okay. -she nods- Good luck brother. -she sits and waits for him to ride it 
out- 
 
-some time- 
 
-some time later- 
 
-levi is lyign on the bed breathing hard holding tightly to his siter's hand- 
 
Jordyn: Is it over? 
 
Levi: most of it -he is panting- 
 



Jordyn: It's going to be okay. Trust me. 
 
Jordyn: Do you want me to get you some water? 
 
Levi: i'd like juice. waters bland 
 
Jordyn: What kind? 
 
Jordyn; i can ask one of the nurses to bring it. 
 
Levi: you know me more then i do 
 
Jordyn: Cranberry sound good? 
 
-levi nods- 
 
-Jordyn nods and asks the nurse to bring some and in five minutes the nurse 
comes back up with a small glass- 
 
Jordyn; Here. -hands it to him- Drink up. 
 
Levi: thanks you -he drinks it up quickly, then burping- 
 
Jordyn: There are so many things about you that just refuse to change. I guess 
that's a good sign. -grins- 
 
-levi smiles then it falls- 
 
Jordyn: I'll call you if anything exciteing happens. okay? i need to go now. who do 
you want to come in next? 
 
-she squeezes his hand- 
 
Levi: that guy............ -levi dozes off- 
 
Jordyn: Okay. -she gets up and leaves- 
 
Joey: so who does he want next? 
 
Justin: you were in there a long time. is he okay? 
 
Jordyn; He had another migrane. But I think in a way it's good that he's getting 
them. Maybe it's his meory fighting to come back. And one of us needs to pick up 
Lance. 
 
Becca; Chris? He'll listen to you and Joey. You guys should do it. 



 
Joey: Okay.  
 
CHris: goody. car ride with Fatone 
 
Joey: Come on crazy. -gets up and starts walking to his car- 
 
-hris follows- 
 
-about an hour later they come back with lance. He looks a little buzzed but not 
totally drunk.- 
 
Chrios: just don't yell 
 
Jordyn; Lets wait till he sobers up then we can send him in. 
 
Lance; Fine. 
 
-he walks into the room- 
 
Lance: -whisper- Levi? 
 
-levi moans- 
 
Lance; if you want i'll leave. I just wanted to apologize for earlier. I shouldn't have 
yelled. 
 
Levi: your buzzed 
 
Lance; yeah. But not totally wasted. 
 
-levi opens his eyes slowly eyes red- 
 
Lance: Oh my god...Are you okay? 
 
Levi: i've been crying. didn't i do that before? 
 
Lance: Yeah. 
 
lance; I was told you wanted to see me? 
 
Levi: i said i wanted that guy and she knew i meant you 
 
Lance: Is there something you want? 
 
Levi: i just wanted you to stay with me for a while. 



 
Lance: Okay. I can do that. -sits in a chair next to Levi- 
 
-levi reaches out a hand grabbing lance's and lacing his fingers through his- 
 
Lance: I was hopeing you'd do that. Don't ask me why. 
 
Levi; my mom..... i didn't want visitors and i wanted to se eher. she told me......... 
what you told me..,.... my dad lying and hating gays. she said she always knew i 
was different 
 
Lance; Mother;s instinct probably. 
 
Levi: she looked scared 
 
Lance: Well your dad is pretty scary when mad. 
 
Lance; I just hope everything turns out alright. 
 
-levi nods- 
 
-they stay like that for several hours. Occasionally talking about stuff- 
 
-time skip to one month later- 
 
Jordyn: Well he's finally coming back. Mom and Dad are still argueing and i think 
mom finally got a spine implant. 
 
Jc: Don't say that Jordyn. 
 
Jordyn; But it's true. She's finally takeing a stand. 
 
Justin: man you are like your sister 
 
brother 
 
Jordyn: Nope. I just crawled out of my shell and smashed it to a million tiny 
pieces. 
 
Becca; Glad to hear it. 
 
Joey: So what time was levi supposed to get back? 
 
Howie; I think some time around three. 
 
AJ: nick went to get him 

brother



 
Lance; Lets just hope he handles all of this well. 
 
Jordyn: Here he comes. 
 
Becca; Right on time. 
 
-nick and levi drive up to the house, parking and walking in- 
 
Nick this is your house levi 
 
Lance; Welsome back. 
 
Jordyn; Hey there. 
 
Becca; Nice to see you out of the hospital. 
 
Levi: this is MY HOUSE?! its huge and i ahve a giant piano! 
 
-levi goes over feeling it- 
 
Howie: Yup. And the game room and theatre. Basically is a mansion. 
 
Levi: A THEATER?! 
 
Kevin; yeah. You spent alot of your spare time in there when you weren't 
writeing. 
 
Howie: Come on we'll give you the grand tour. 
 
Levi: what do i write? 
 
AJ: both stories and music 
 
Becca; I helped you with a novel you wrote one time. 
 
-they show Levi around the house- 
 
Levi: this is my room?! 
 
Lance; Yup. There's at least six gest rooms. 
 
-he tires to get oonto his very high and large black bed- 
 
Levi: why -grunt- black? 
 



Lance: You liked that color. 
 
Levi: and why is it - grunt- so big? 
 
Nick: you like that color 
 
Howie; It was your first house and you were spoling yourself at the time. 
 
Nick: you still kept spoiling yourself -points at the large flat screen- 
 
Lance; This room concludes our tour. We hope you enjoyed and will continue to 
enjoy your stya here. 
 
Levi: how do you get up onto this thats what i want to know 
 
Kevin: I think there's a stool you stand up on somewhere. 
 
-levi stands by the door, running and jumping up on his bed- 
 
Nick: heh you always did that! 
 
Howie; Yup. Always jumping around. 
 
Becca: I should get going. Chris has some charity event going on and he wants me 
to be there. I'll see you guys later. 
 
Jordyn; Bye Becca. 
 
Joey: Later. 
 
-Becca leaves- 
 
Levi: bye 
 
Lance; So now what? 
 
Levi: i guess i jsut want to get use to this place. see if i can rememebr anything 
 
Howie: It's worth a shot. 
 
-levi jumps off the bed and wanders through his place. everyone leaves- 
 
-as Becca is driveing home she can't help but get a bad feeling. Figureing it's 
because she didn't have breakfast that morning she goes to one of her favorite 
Japanese resturants. She orders a hot brown rice tea with her meal. As she 
reaches for it though the clay cup cracks- 



 
-levi changes into sweats and checks out everything very closly- 
 
Becca; I'm not superstitious but I think this is a bad omen. Ah who am I kidding. I 
am superstitious. 
 
-meanwhile at Chris's place the door bell rings- 
 
-chris goes to answer it scratching his butt and only wearing boxers- 
 
CHris: becca isn't here so........... 
 
-he answers it- 
 
-the doorbell is ringing incessantly by this time- 
 
Joel: Hello. 
 
CHris: WHAT IS IT?! 
 
Chris: joel? 
 
-hris steps back a bit- 
 
Chris: hey dude 
 
Joel: That's no way to speak to a guest. 
 
CHris: um..... hello there. 
 
-Joel is wearing a black trench coat and a black tshirt and black jeans. His dark 
hair is greasy and slicked back and he looks like he hasn't slept or shaved in 
weeks- 
 
Chris: you want ot come in and have some coffee? you doon't look too good 
 
Joel: Hello Chris. It's so good of you to let me in. Yes coffee does sound good. Glad 
to see you know how to treat guests. -he enters.- 
 
-chris takes him intot eh kitchen watching him as he prepares the coffee- 
 
Chris: so how do you like your coffee? 
 
-Joel is watching him closely- 
 
Joel: Black. 



 
-chris nods and gives him some- 
 
Chris: i take it black when i'm hungover 
 
Joel; Thank you Chris. 
 
Joel: I'm cold sober thank you very much. Though for the moment I think it 
would have mad e more sense for me to be drunk. Tell me. How does it feel being 
with her? The warpth of a woman's flesh must be exilerateing. 
 
Chris: um... she really is great. womens flesh is nice to feel -chris looks into his 
coffee cup funny- 
 
Joel: I can only imagine. It's been so long since i actually felt a woman. But then 
again you don't know what that feels like.You plan on makeing it permanant do 
you not? 
 
Joel: It's only a simpe question. No harm really. 
 
Chris: some day i'm sure i want to become her husband and start a family with 
her 
 
Joel: Oh really? Well this will be a real dissapointment for you won't it. -gulps 
coffee- 
 
CHris: you remember when you hit Levi on the head witha  abt? why did you do 
that? 
 
Joel: Oh that? I never ment to hurt him. In all actuality that was for you. 
 
Chris: oh well that makes it all better. he got amnesia 
 
Joel: What!? -he stands up knocking the coffee mug to the ground- I can't belive 
this. No. Not Levi. I didn't want him hurt. Oh god Rebecca will hate me for this. 
She'll never for give me. No. No. Nononononono. -Joel is slowly becomeing 
hysterical- 
 
-chris goes over and hugs him tightly- 
 
Chris: he's gonna be fine. he is trying hard to rememebr everything 
 
Joel: LET GO OF ME! -pushes Chris violently out of the way- THIS ENDS NOW! 
 
CHris: joel i want to help you! 
 



Joel: there's nothing you can do. -laughs manically- But wait. There is one thing 
you can do. -reaches into his trenchcoat and pulls out a revolver- You can die. I 
can't tell you how long i've wanted to do this. -again with the hysterical alughter- 
 
-Joel has officially lost it- 
 
Chris: please joel you don't want to do this -he is sweating- please, levi wants to 
help you i want to help you. joel calm down! you kill me becca will come and end 
up killign you! trust me i know how bad she gets when mad....... 
 
Joel: No. I'll make it look liek a suicide. I've got your note all read yso you don't 
need to write it. Now. Goodnight. -fires. the first bullet hits Chris in the shoulder 
and the other one near the chest. None of them hit his organs and aren't really 
insta kill  but he's bleeding heavily. Joel drops the gun and picks up the broken 
pieces of coffee mug. then he places the note in Chris's hand -c- 
 
-Joel then helps himself to a soda out of the fridge and then leaving the can on the 
counter calmly walks out- 
 
-half an hour later Becca arrives home 
 
-chris is plae and gasping- 
 
Becca; CHRIS! NO! -she runs over to him- Baby what happend? Tell me. 
 
Chris: becca? 911.......... quick 
 
Becca: Yes. -she goes over and shakily calls 911. She's crying the whole time and 
by the time the ambulence and poliece arrive she's soaked in blood- 
 
-chris is unconcious- 
 
-Becca finds the note on the floor as they're getting Chris on the gurney- 
 
Becca; Suicide? No....It can't be...He'd never do this. 
 
Officer: Ma'm we think that someone made an attempt on your boyfriends life. 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
-a man in a alot of black is stadning there- 
 
Levi: hello sir. may i ask who you are? 
 
Joel: So he was right. You really don't remeber. Levi I'm so sorry. -he falls to the 
ground at Levi's feet. there's blood still on his hands- I never ment for you to be 



hurt. Not like this. Never like this. it's all falling apart. 
 
Levi: sir you have blood on your hands. let me help you -takes jeol intot eh 
kitchen cleaning him off- 
 
Joel: I did it Levi. -he's half crying half grinning- I get rid of him. She's all mine 
now. 
 
Levi: i don't understand. who are you? 
 
Joel: That's right. I knocked your memories out when I hit you in the noggin. 
Sorry agian. Joel. Joel Taylor. Chris -shudder- I can't tell you how much the very 
sound of that name sickens me, he's finally out of the picture. More room for me 
at last. 
 
Levi: i don't understand. you were the guy i was trying to help but you hurt me? 
 
Levi: someone told me i was hit in the head by someone i was trying to help 
 
Joel: That's right. You wanted to help me. That's it. Now I do recall you offeringt 
to help me. Well that won't be nessecary. I'll finally have her. 
 
Levi: have who? 
 
Levi: what about hris? i'm really lost i think i rememebr a chris. he's an NSYNC 
guy and my friend 
 
Joel; Rebecca. Now that Chris is dead. Well even if the shots didn't kill him he's 
probably died of bloodloss. 
 
Levi: wait why would you kill him? you killed chris,an NSYNC member? 
 
Joel: I can't tell you how good it feels. I saved her you know. I got him away from 
her. she wouldn't realize that he's not good for her so I had to get her away from 
him. So I killed him. Now i can show her that I'm really what she needs. 
 
Levi: chris was bad to her? they were dating? 
 
Joel: i would have thought that humiliation via that tape would have donethe 
trick. But no. They stayed together -again with the rambleing- She loved him. No 
he never laid a finger on her. Which supried me. If he had ever raied his hand to 
her i would have killed him sooner. 
 
Levi; so he didn't hurt him, but you killed her? 
 
Joel: yes. He's not good fer her don't you see? 



 
-levi scratches his head- 
 
Levi: i really deon't see but i'll take your word for it. 
 
Levi: so Chris is dead? 
 
Joel: He was going to take er away from me forever. I couldn't allow that. 
 
Joel: if not when i left then he'll be dead soon. If he's still alive he's gonna needs 
serious medical help. i hope no one ever finds him. And if they do they 
 
Joel: Well they'll think it was suicide. 
 
-levi grabs his cup of watter wincing- 
 
joel: You alright? You winced. 
 
Levi: my head........ god it hurts. the lgiht......... ow..... god the noise uhg -the tv was 
on in the kitchen- 
 
Levi: migrane. god i get them from the injury. ahhhhhhhhhg! 
 
Joel: Oh man....-runs and turns off the tv- levi I can't tell you how sorry I am. 
 
Levi: just help me to a room. or soemthing.... no noise no light 
 
Joel: Right. -helps Levi into one of the guest room and sits him down on the bed- 
 
-levi falls down begining to cry- 
 
Joel: Is there anything else you want? 
 
Levi: medication.... bathroom somewhere.. god please it hurts -levi grabs at the 
sheets- 
 
-Joel nods and grabs it from the medicine abinet along with a glass of water- Joel: 
Here. 
 
-levi stands up struggling to take the pill. joel helps him drink the water and 
holds onto levi's hand as levi tries to make it through- 
 
-a couple hours later- 
 
Levi: i'm better. almost 
 



Joel: Listen. I need to go find Becca now. I really hope you get better levi. And I 
really am sorry for hitting you. 
 
Levi: thank you joel. your a good friend ya know? 
 
Levi: here can i go with you? i need some fresh air after this 
 
-Joel is about to get up but freezes in his tracks. He starts shakeing and falls to 
the ground sobbing- 
 
Levi: god joel are you okay?! 
 
Joel: F-f-friend? 
 
Levi: ye friend. we were friends before? 
 
Joel: Nobody ever called me that. 
 
Joel: You wanted to be friends...You wanted to help me. Oh dear god what have I 
done!? -he looks at his hands- So much blood. i'm gonna go to hell aren't I? 
 
Levi: joel come here -levi goes over hugging him- god forgives 
 
Joel: I killed a human being. So much blood. So much blood. He didn't scream. He 
just fell to the ground. The gun's still there. I need to end this all. Rebecca will 
never forgive me. 
 
Levi: joel calm down okay breath 
 
Joel: Turn me in Levi. Please i'm begging you turn me in. I can't be a free man. so 
much guilt. It's weighing on me. Crushing. -he slowly takes deep breths and 
though he's stil shakeing and had tears running down his face he's considerably 
calmer- 
 
Levi: come on i don't know what i am supose to do. lets just go watch a movie 
 
Joel: No. -stands up- I have to leave now. Thank you Levi. I'll try to come back 
later but I need to take care of some things first. 
 
-Joel leaves- 
 
Levi: let me go with you please 
 
-levi goes after him putting on flip flops and a shirt- 
 
Joel: Alright. Lets check the hospital first. I need to wash the blood off my hands- 



 
-levi nods and drives joel there- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Joey; Becca calm down. He's going to be okay. 
 
-He's sitting next to becca who's sobbing uncontrolably- 
 
Justin: -chokes a sob- 
 
Jordyn: He can't die. He just can't. His nickname is Lucky right? 
 
Justin: eyah iot hink -justin begins to cry- 
 
Becca: Yeah. -sob- I just can't belive someone would want to do that. 
 
Joey: Did you call the others? 
 
Justin: yeah but levi didn't answer 
 
Becca: I don't know where Jc and Lance are. I think they went to this meeting. 
thier cellphones were turned off and when i called Levi he didn't answer. As for 
the other bactstreets... 
 
Justin: he's probably still there. just couldn't find it 
 
-Becca breaks down again- 
 
Inner Joey: It dosen't help that the doctors haven't given us any updates in the 
last hour. When i came in they had just gottne him into surgury. 
 
Becca: I know he didn't do this to himself. That note is fake. 
 
-just then levi comes in with joel- 
 
Levi: they are right there 
 
-becca looks up and her face goes from miserable to angry- 
 
Joel: Becca.. 
 
Becca; YOU! -stands up suddenly- YOU DID THIS DIDN'T YOU!? -punches him 
hard in the face- 
 
Levi: WHY DID YOU DO THAT?! 



 
Joel: rebecca -falls to the ground his nose bleeding severly- Becca I know you 
probably never want to see me again. And i had that coming. But i came here to 
apologise. and ask for your forgiveness. 
 
-levi helps joel stand up- 
 
Becca; i wish I could Joel. But at this point it's just to little too late. Now the man I 
love is dying and you're the one who has blood on his hands. Just leave me alone. 
 
Levi: you okay levi? 
 
Levi: its going to take time right? you'll forgive him right becca? 
 
Joel: I'm fine. -wipes his nose- Becca. I know you're angry. And I kinda figured 
you wouldn't forgive me. But just know that I truly am sorry. I'm gonna turn 
myself in now. And thank you for being my frined back in the day. 
 
Levi: joel i really don't understand why you are turning yourself in. can't it be an 
accident? ask chris for forgivness? 
 
Becca; Levi....It's been a long road for me. You've only seen a tiny piece of the hell 
i've been through. Maybe I'll forgive him. But at this point it's too soon to tell. 
 
Levi: joel don't go yet okay? i know chris will make it he will come out alive and 
you can talk to him 
 
Joel: no. I can't do that. I pulled the trigger with an intent to kill. I need to be 
taken off the streets. 
 
Levi; talk to chris joel please talk to him! 
 
Joey; that all depends on whether Chris get out of that operateing room with his 
life. 
 
Jordyn; We haen't gotten any updates. 
 
Levi:w hat about that doctor coming over here now? 
 
-Becca turns around seeing the Doc come over to them- 
 
Becca: Is there any news? Is he going to be okay? 
 
Doc: he's gonna make it 
 
Becca; Thank you. Oh thank you. -breaks down crying again- 



 
Doc: if you wish to see him he is asleep 
 
Joey: Well whatddya know. Stubborn son of a bitch isn't he? 
 
Levi: stubborn so of a bitch............... thats interesting 
 
Becca: You have no idea Joey. And yes. I want to see him. -goes into the room 
where they're just now finishing setting up an IV on him- 
 
-levi folows holding onto joel's hand who is squeezingf really hard- 
 
Joel: He won't forgive me. Neither of them will. 
 
Joey; Dude those two are the least of your problems. 
 
Levi: yes they will 
 
-Joey is still pissed at Joel- 
 
Levi: joel you need help, like doctor help you know for your mind? your not evil i 
can tell 
 
Joel: Hang on a bit. -turns to doc- is there an atm anywhere here? 
 
Doc: outside yes 
 
Levi: what are you going to do? 
 
Joel: Okay. I want to pay them what i owe. I'm gonna probably spend alot of time 
off the streets so it's not liek I'm gonna need the money. Besides. I can mooch off 
my parents if i ever get put out on the streets. -goes outside and comes out with a 
huge wad of hundereds- 
 
Joey; Holy crap. 
 
Jordyn: Justin you're better at math than me. How much is that? 
 
Levi: wow 
 
Justin: a shit load 
 
Joel: This only a little of it. 
 
Levi: your rich. why didn't you ever put this to good use? 
 



Levi: or did you? 
 
Joel: i did. Cameras. and lots of them. I made alot of films all throughout my life. i 
never released any of them out.  
 
Joel; What can i say? I love things that are beautiful and i want them as my own. 
So I make films of them and take pictures. 
 
Jordyn; Guys...Chris is awake now. 
 
CHirs: joel.......? 
 
Joel: yeah... 
 
-Becca is sleeping her head resting on Chris's chest- 
 
CHris: oh becca.... -pets her head- 
 
Joel: I'm sorry. Sorry for all I've done to you guys. 
 
Leevi: joel go on talk to him 
 
-Joel hands Chirs the money- 
 
Joel: Part of my life's saveings. I'll send you the rest later this week. 
 
CHris: joel i refuse to take this moeny -hands it back- 
 
Chris: if you want to apologise, i want you to go get yourself some help 
 
Joel: Please. It's not like I'm going to need it. Anyways. I came here to ask 
forgiveness. And can you promise me this one thing? If and when you marry 
Becca...Can you send me some pictures? If you don't I'll understand but well.... 
 
CHris: i would love it if you were at the wedding as a friend. you oviously good 
friends with levi right now 
 
Joel: Friend...It feels good to hear that word again. I don't know if I'll be there but 
I'll try okay.  
 
Levi: i'm happy that i'm your friend 
 
inner chris: man joel was always a great guy. levi likes him 
 
Joel: I'd better go now. your other friends will be arriveing and I don't think 
they'll want to see me. I think they're still mad at me for giving Levi amnisia.  



 
Chris: what did he do levi to make you so nice to him? 
 
Joel: He....He told me what I needed to hear. 
 
Levi: he helped me through an attack. he is my friend right? 
 
Joel: Well...If you want us to be. 
 
Levi: i want to be ffriends 
 
Joel: Okay then. friend. Can you drive me to the police station? I want to turn 
myself in. Don't worry. I'll probably be sent to a mental institution. 
 
Levi: okay. i'll take you 
 
-levi takes him there- 
 
Joel: Later. 
 
Levi: your going to get hte right help. this is ffor the best okay? we will be friends. 
 
-Joel leaves the money on the table- 
 
Joel: I want to get better. I don't want to be that horrible person. 
 
Levi: i know this saying... what is that saying?! uhg... 
 
Joel: Don't sweat it.  
 
-and hour later everyone else arrives at the hospital. They're not letting anymore 
people in to visit but Becca tells them what happened.- 
 
howie: So he turned himself in? 
 
Becca: From what Chris told me. 
 
Kevin; Wow. 
 
Jordyn; He seemed okay when we met him. But he really needs help. 
 
Chris: levi and him are good friendfs 
 
Jc; Even with the fact that Joel was the one who bashed Levi on the head? 
 
CHris: he said joel was htere during an attack. if levi didn't call hima  friend........ 



well who knows what would ahve happened 
 
Lance; Levi's just like that. 
 
Jordyn: I think he might still be wandering around. 
 
-levi comes into the room- 
 
Lance; Hey Levi. 
 
Levi: hi........... lance? lance yes alnce 
 
Lance; yeah. that's me. 
 
Levi: i'm learning names. the doc said i would ahve a ahrd time rememebring 
things. shor tterm emroy 
 
Howie: the point is that you're makeing progress. that's better than nothing. 
 
Levi: yeah i guess 
 
Jordyn: So how's Joel doing? 
 
-levi goes over standing behind jc- 
 
Levi: the police were really surprised and had me take him to a mental hospital 
immediatly. they excorted me and we got him settled. he told me he would write 
 
Jordyn: okay. 
 
joey; We should probably get going. All of us. We're in the way of the doctors. 
 
CHris: becca you should go too. i'll be fine baby 
 
Becca; No. I don't want to leave you. 
 
Chris: if levi can survive a gun shot int eh chest so can i 
 
f-levi goes wide eyed and stumbles backwards hitting the wall- 
 
Becca: Okay.-is about to kiss chris's forehead when she sees Levi- Leviare you 
okay? 
 
Lance; Levi! -goes over to him- Levi whats wrong? 
 
Levi; i thought it was cool that it was a live action high speed chase 



 
Levi: i....... i remember being shot. you were  right there and he called 911 -points 
at justin- 
 
Lance; You mean that....Oh my god. -starts danceing around the room- Yes yes 
YES! YOU GOT IT! IT'S COMING BACK!  
 
Jordyn: Levi this is fantastic! -hugs him- 
 
Howie: We've hit a milestone people! 
 
Levi: huh? 
 
Levi: i rememebr being shot and a few thigns after that! 
 
Kevin; You remebered dude. it may not be much but for us this is a huge chunk. 
 
Levi: nothing else........... just being shot. lance was right there, crying worried i 
was gonna die 
 
Joey: Still man you got some of your memory back! It's something to celebrate! 
 
-levi goes over hugging lance tightly- 
 
Lance; I love you so much Levi. 
 
Joey; Come on! Everyone whos not hospitalized is coming over to my place for 
drinks! 
 
Levi: i remember you. my boyfriend........ you my boyfriend. god i love you too 
 
CHris: damn you joe 
 
Becca; Sorry babe. I won't go without you. 
 
Nick: chris if you didn't say that levi wouldn't have rememebred! thank you 
chris! -kisses his cheeks- 
 
; ewww man don't please bleck 
 
Becca; Hands off my man Nick. 
 
Nick: sorry but i' happy 
 
-pulls away- 
 



Jc: Becca you should come. you need to get some air and on top of that change 
clothes. I'm sorry but that darkness from the dried blood. I'ts really not your 
color. I think you should go for a more wine color. 
 
AJ: come on lets get drunk 
 
CHris: honey go and change. seeing the blood freaks me out a biot ya know? -he 
kisses her softly- 
 
Becca; okay. I'll come visit you in the morning okay? 
 
CHris: okay baby 
 
-they go over to Joey's place.and end up drinking and partying the night away- 
 
-the next morning- 
 
Nurse: Mr. Kirkpatrick? You have a visitor. 
 
Chris: send it in 
 
Becca; Hey Chris. 
 
CHris: hey baby 
 
Becca; how're you feeling? 
 
Becca; Aside from the obvious. 
 
Chris: really horney at that outfit -groans- 
 
Becca; I'm not doing you in here. Sorry. babe but you're in no state to be haveing 
sex. When you get home then we can have some real fun. 
 
CHris: i'm still getting ahrd 
 
-chris bucks his hips pouting at becca- 
 
Becca; Fine fine. So what do you want oral? Or all the way? 
 
-Becca takes her jacket off and closes the door and pulls the curtains so that 
noone can see- 
 
CHris: whatever you want 
 
Becca: Okay then. I'm feeling a litte adventureous. -she strips down and pulls the 



blanket back mounting onto Chris and sliding down onto his cock- 
 
-chris moans rubbing her back- 
 
Chris: you feel so good. i thought i'd never feel this 
 
-Becca starts riding him fast and hard panting- 
 
Becca; it's been too damn long. 
 
-chris moans bucking up and grabbing at her oobs- 
 
-Becca speed up and a few minutes later has to bite down to keep from screaming 
as she climaxes- 
 
-chris moans lowly and cums- 
 
Becca; I'm gonna have to take a plan b pill. -gets off him and quickly dresses- Well 
that was sneakier than our first time. Remeber? 
 
CHris: totally. hurry with the pill b i'm not ready to be a daddy 
 
Becca; Got it. -reaches around in her purse and swallows the little pill dry- 
 
Becca; What was it exactly that you and Joel talked about when I was asleep? 
 
Becca: I noticed he left a wad of cash there on the table when i woke up. 
 
Chris: just....... he gave me some money i didn't want. and he was saying he wants 
pictures at our wedding and wants me to send pictures if he can't make it. 
 
Becca; He shouldn't hold his breath on that. I don't think that's gonna happen fora 
while. 
 
Becca: -while re-opening the curtains- Is there anything you want me to get you? 
 
Chris: um............ 
 
Becca; What is it? -looks at him- 
 
-he pushes a small box acorss hte table and looks at becca- 
 
Becca: You didn't. -opens the box- 
 
Chris: i'm not ready to lose you becca. 
 



Becca: -wipeing her eyes- You tell anyone i cried when you proposed to me and i'll 
never forgive you. Yes you fool. yes. -hugs him- 
 
-he hugs her back kissing ehr and putting the ring on the right finger- 
 
Becca: Now I just need to tell mom. -sighs- that's gonna be insane. You know how 
much she over reacts to things. 
 
Chris: good thing i'm already in a hospital 
 
Becca; yeah. 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Levi: i'm hungover 
 
-he and lance wer in a bed...... hungover- 
 
-and naked- 
 
lance: Meh. Me too. Lets just stay here for a while. man last night was fun. 
 
Levi: i don't remember it 
 
Lance; Me neither. That's how I know it was fun. 
 
-the phone rings in Joey's house where nearly everyone is- 
 
joey: Ugggh. -partially gets up. He got up an hour ago but is really hung over- I'll 
get it. 
 
Levi: lance show me what sex is like with you? 
 
Lance; Okay. As soon as the evil ringing stops. 
 
Joey: -answers phone- Hello? 
 
Lance: Okay. Now we can start. grabs Levi kissing him hard- 
 
-levi kisses lnace back moaning feeling lance's dick pressing against his- Levi: oh 
my god that feels........ 
 
Lance: Good right? 
 
Levi: very good 
 



-Lance reaches down and rubs Levi's cock....hard- 
 
-levi arches his back- 
 
-Lance goes down at that point and begins sucking Levi- 
 
-levi throws his head back. a memory slowly floods intoo his head.... him at the 
hospital..... after gettting shot......... lance was sucking him.........- 
 
Lance: You like? 
 
Levi: you've done this to me before 
 
Lance; Yeah the day after you were shot. 
 
Levi: yes... i.. i remember -graon- 
 
-Lance rubs levi a little while rubbing his own as well- 
 
-levi throws his head back- 
 
Levi: oh my god yes 
 
lance: You close levi? 
 
-levi moans his yes- 
 
Lance: Okay. -sucks and rubs harder- 
 
-levi grabs at the sheet- 
 
Levi: i'm gonna........ i'm really close...... 
 
Lance; That's good. cum for me. 
 
-levi arches his back cumming- 
 
-Lance licks it all up and get back to Levi's face- 
 
Levi: damn 
 
Lance; Yup. I think we might have done more last night but I'm too hungover 
right now. 
 
-levi kisses lance putting hsi fingers through his haior- 
 



-Joey hangs up the phone and flops over- 
 
Jc: Meh. What was that? 
 
Joey: Chris grew a set and asked Becca. 
 
Lance: Huh? What are they talking about? -the door is closed in thier room- 
 
Levi: i don't know -levi has lance pinned tot eh bed and is rubbing his cock licking 
his neck- just fuck me already i want to know what its like 
 
Lance; Okay. Face to face or doggy style? 
 
Levi: what do i like most? 
 
Lance: We never went that far I don't think. And i don't remeber what position we 
were in last night. 
 
Levi: we might have never did it last night. i see a garbage can and i don't see 
anything 
 
Lance; Okay. Lets do face to face. I've heard it's easier, 
 
-levi nods and kisses lance falling next to him- 
 
-lance gets out a condom and some lube from the drawer next to him- Lance: 
damn joey thinks of everything. 
 
-levi smiles- 
 
-slipping on the condom Lance gets on top of Levi and lubes up his fingers before 
slipping one then two in- 
 
-levi gasps- 
 
Lance: You okay? I'll go as slow as you want. 
 
Levi: it feels good 
 
Lance: Okay. -he gets into position and takeing his fingers out he slowly begins to 
push in- 
 
-levi groans- 
 
-lance smiles a bit and pushes farther in till he's all the way- 
 



Levi: dear god yes 
 
Lance: Okay. -smiles and kisses levi before starting to move and thrust.-  
 
-levi grabs lance's back dropping his head back- 
 
-levi grunts and gasps- 
 
lance: want me to speed up? 
 
Levi: fuck yes 
 
-Lance speeds up being careful not to go to fast- 
 
lance: you feel so good Levi. 
 
-levi moans- 
 
Levi: fuck i love tis alot 
 
Lance; Me too. best I've had in god knows how long. 
 
-a few minutes later Lance is panting and close- 
 
Lance: I'm almost there Levi. 
 
-levi reaches down and strocks himself- 
 
-Finally with one last thrust Lance lest out a loud moan and cums- 
 
-olevi gasps and cums again- 
 
-Lance pulls out and throws the condom away before falling down next to Levi 
kissing him again- 
 
Lance: So how was it? 
 
Levi: shit 
 
lance: Good to know. 
 
Levi: that was great -levi rolls over kissing lnace- 
 
-Lance hugs Levi like a teddy bear before falling back to sleep- 
 
-levi falls back asleep- 



 
-the next day after everyone has recovered from thier hangovers ad gone home 
they aere all waiting for Chris to be released from the hospital- 
 
CHris: i am glad to be back -he walks out holding onto becca's hand- 
 
Joey: ooh shiney. -is looking at the ring- 
 
Jordyn: What that? -is looking at Justin- 
 
Levi: holy crap how much did that damn thing cost?! if i was a chick i'd hate 
having a ring like that 
 
JUstin: its n engagment ring. chris asked becca to marry him 
 
Becca: you'd be suprised how much wemon like haveing giant spakley rocks on 
thier hand. 
 
Joey; Nice to see you finally mannd up Chris. 
 
CHris: it cost alot but i have the money 
 
Jordyn: Oh.... 
 
Levi: i'd probably be a tomboy if i was a girl 
 
Jordyn: Like me! 
 
Joey: Yes. Like our faveorite little tomboy. 
 
jc: So how did your mom handle the news Chris? 
 
brb keep writeing. 
 
Chris: she cried, saying her baby boys is going to hae his own family 
 
-meanwhile in a different universe jordan glenn and her high school boyfriend 
lance are talking and she is telling him if you give me any jewelery i will sell it 
and he is glad he doesn't have to blow out his moeny and stuff for her- 
 
Chris: she's glad and wants to help with the wedding.  its gonna be huge right 
becca because our parents will pair together to do it 
 
Becca: god I hope not. You know how my mom is. 
 
-and in another alternate universe Becca is writeing this and can't belive how 



much of a sap she's made herself- 
 
Jordyn: No...How is Becca's mom? 
 
Joey: She's nice but kinda weird. 
 
Becca; Enough of this talk. Lets just get back to the house. And remeber Chris the 
docs said no strenuous activity for at least a month until you've fully recovered. 
 
Chris: as long as becca enjoys the wedding its jsut one of those thigs a man has to 
suffer through 
 
Chris: okay 
 
-Becca and Chris head back to thier place and evryone else disperses to thier own 
residences- 
 
-Lance and levi hung out at Levi's place 
 
Chris: i love you becca 
 
Becca; I love you too Chris. 
 
Lance; Lets scram before they get it on right here. 
 
Levi: yes let -levi gets back into his car- 
 
Joey: right behind you. 
 
Jordyn; What does Levi mean? 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Justin: huh? 
 
Jordyn: Lance I mean. What did he mean when he said 'get it on right here' 
 
JUstin: before becca dn chris had sex 
 
Jordyn: They'd do that right there in front of all those people? 
 
Justin: its just a ffigure of speech. just joking 
 
-they were at justin's house- 
 
Jordyn: Oh...they're not shy at all about thier personal lives are they. 



 
Justin: not really no -justin puts his arm aroound jordyn turning on the tv- are 
you okay? 
 
Jordyn: I don't know. is it normal to be thinking about sex alot? i've never really 
given it much thought but lately i've been thinking about it alot. 
 
Justin; well....... if you are in a healthy relationship and you love each other, sex 
is a natural thing 
 
Jordyn: Oh okay. You've been thinking about it alot too. i can tell. 
 
Justin: sort of. -he kisses her cheek- what do you want to do now? 
 
Jordyn: Lets do it. You want to and I think I do to. We;ve been 'going out' in a 
sense for a while. I think it's okay. 
 
Justin: um.......... okay.inner justin: i don't want to hurt her 
 
Jordyn: You don;t want to? 
 
Justin: i do 
 
Jordyn: okay. -pulls off shirt and bra- 
 
-justin leans over kissing her and slowly pushing her down to the couch- 
 
-Jordyn wiggles out of her jeans and tries to move her underware off while 
working on unzipping Justin's jeans- 
 
Justin: slow down jordyn we have a long time to do this ya know 
 
Jordyn: Um.. Okay. Do you have a condom with you? Mom said she'd put me on 
the pill if i asked but I haven't yet. 
 
inner justin: she is going really fast i don't think we should. man she has changed 
me alot 
 
-Jordyn look up at him- Jordyn: What's wrong? Something's on your mind I can 
tell. 
 
JUstin: jordyn i...... i love you and i don't think we should. sex isn't just something 
you doa nd look forward to in a relationship. i was actually raised by my mom to 
not just rush into these thigns depsite hte fact i've been in too many relationships 
and rushed things 
 



-justin grabs jordyn's clothes giing them back to her- 
 
Justin: i care about you and i don't think you really ready for this. you are going 
really fast here 
 
Jordyn: oh. Okay. -dresses- What makes you think I'm not ready? Just curious. 
 
Justin; well for one thing you really rushed and jumped into it. every other girl 
i've been with didn't do that. and also just because of you past 
 
Jordyn: I'm not like everyother girl. And my atacks have gotten better. I don't 
have them nearly as often as i used to. 
 
Justin: i don't want to do it yet. it fdoesn't mean i don't love you any less, it 
probably means i love you alot more. i think you made me alot better of a guy 
 
Jordyn; But if you don't want to that's okay. And i'm glad I could help you. If you 
not wanting to means you love me then that's alright. -kisses him and goes 
upstairs to the guest rooms she's been staying in- 
 
-justin follows her and lies down in bed with her- 
 
Justin: you can be in my room ya know 
 
jordyn: Okay. 
 
-jordyn holds onto Justin not letting go for a good hour and a half- 
 
-meanwhile- 
 
Lance; So are you gonna call Joel and tell him or wait till the wedding happens? 
 
Chris: i'll send him a letter 
 
Lance: Levi calls him every other day to check in.  
 
Levi: i can tell him 
 
Lance: How's he doing anyways? 
 
Chris: thanks man. you've became really good friends with him and you don't 
even remember all the bad thigns he has done 
 
Levi: he's doing good, but talks about becca ALOT but not in like 'i'm coming for 
ya' but more like 'o'm really sorry becca i don't deserve to live' 
 



Lance; after seeing him I think he's an okay guy but he's got some emotional 
problems. Didn't the doctors there diagnose him with scizophenia and biploar 
disorder and possible multiple personalities? 
 
Levi: i don't know he just says they are treating him for this thing. he doesn't 
really understand oit 
 
-levi scratches his head smiling- 
 
Levi: i'm glad he's okay 
 
Lance; Same here. He's in a good hospital so he should be fine. 
 
Levi: i'm gonna head home guys. i need to get some bsb songs in my head 
 
lance; Okay. I need to get back to my place too. I'll see you tomorrow Chris. I'll 
save you from your mom and soon to be mother in law? 
 
-Lance grabs his coat and heads for the door- 
 
Chris: see ya lance. se eya levi 
 
-they wave and drive off- 
 
-in levi's car he scratch his head some more and heads on home. he lives oout 
along the beach so he goes down sort of a baren road. he doesn't know why he 
wanted to get a place out there. he begins to get a headache but he doesn't think a 
migriane will show up. then it does show upa dn the light blinds him and the car 
noise hurts him so much he lets go of the wheel and drives down into a ditch. -c 
 
-he hits his head on the wheela nd unbuckles falling down into teh seat covering 
his ears and shoving hios face intot eh passenger seat crying in pain not only 
from the heac ache but from when he hit his head. he lies there in the car in seere 
pain and doesn't know his head it slightly bleeding. from teh paina d the blood 
levi ends up going unconcious, his worse migriane yet- 
 
-Lance tries to call Levi but he dosen't pick up. The same goes for bsb guys- 
 
Lance; This isn't like Levi at all.  
 
Nick: i'm gonna head over to levi's place, help him with the music stuff 
 
Brian: mkay. he's probably asleep or something 
 
Howie: Yeah. 
 



-nick gets in his car driving out- 
 
Nick: levi loves being out away from civilization so much 
 
Nick: it fun jus to get HOLY SHIT! 
 
-nick pounds on the brakes and scrmbles out of his car- 
 
NIck: oh dear levi are you there?! 
 
-he jumps intot eh ditch seeing levi lying in teh front seat some blood on his 
forehead- 
 
-this ain't good- 
 
Nick: dear god quit getting hurt like this! 
 
-nick gets the door opena nd goes in shaking levi. he has been in the car now for a 
couple of hours- 
 
Nick: wake up levi god damn it wake up! -he checks his breathiong a pulse- come 
on man please 
 
-nicks cell rings but it's on silent- 
 
Nick: come on man! please wake up -nick begins to cry- 
 
Nick: god you've pushed your luck too much levi 
 
-nick puts his head on the wheel sobbing- 
 
-the cell phone rings again. still on silent- 
 
Levi: god nick you sobbing like that time we were in germany and you missed 
your brother 
 
Nick: yeah that was.. wait levfi?! 
 
-nick wipes his eyes looking at levi. he groans and sits up- 
 
Levi: ahh man. i pushed my luck so many fucking times haven't i nick? 
 
Nick: you sort of had man. nice to have you back -nick grabs his jacket and spits 
on it wiping off levi's forehead- 
 
-again with the cellphone- 



 
Levi: i am back? i'm back, i remember. i was driving and i got migraine, and i got 
into the ditch and the light blinded me and the noise... god it hurt so much 
 
Nick: you must have hit your head. it probably was a mix of the paina dn another 
concouion or something. we should probabl;y take you tot eh doc and make sure 
your okay 
 
Levi: mkay. man i feel bad for lance. i just want to see him again. 
 
Nick: you will. here let me get my cell -nifck pulls it out- 
 
-again with the rining- 
 
Nick; man they've been calling alot. thats what i get for putting it on silent 
 
-nick answers it- 
 
Nick: sorry it was on silent 
 
Joel: Nick I'm so sorry but I didn't know who else to call. Levi hasn't called yet 
and i 'm worried. please tell me is he okay? 
 
Nick: yes he is okay. he got into a car accident, actually drive himself into a ditch 
-levi smakes nicks head- long story short from the mirgriane he was having and 
the hit on his head he got his memory back 
 
Joel: Thank god. Listen i need to make this quick since the docs want me to take 
my meds now but can you tell him I'm sorry? 
 
Nick: here talk to him 
 
Joel: Levi? 
 
-levi takes the phone. nick holds his jacket to elvi's forehead- 
 
Levi: hey joel. i'm glad i remember everything 
 
Joel: Levi I'm so sorry. 
 
Levi: joel i promise its okay! don't hold anything to you at all. i'm just glad we are 
friends 
 
Joel: Me too. i have to go now. Tell everyone I said hi. 
 
Levi: mkay i will. bye joel.... oh wait i ahve to tell you something! 



 
Joel: What? 
 
Levi: chris proposed to becca this morning when she came to see him 
 
Joel: Oh...Send me pictues okay? 
 
inner nick: god damn it levi you ow me a new jacket 
 
Levi: i think it will be a while till they get married so you might have a chance to 
come to it 
 
Joel: I dunno. I don't want the evil me to come out again. 
 
Levi: as long as those doctors believe you are healthy and sane. but if you can i 
will send a bazilon pictures. i'll even try to video tape some stuff 
 
Joel: Okay. Bye. 
 
Levi: bye joel 
 
-Joel hangs up- 
 
Doc: Is he okay? 
 
Joel: yeah.  
 
-levi hands the phone back to nick- 
 
NIck: you ow me a new jacket 
 
Levi: yeah yeah yeah 
 
-they go to the hospital- 
 
-nick take levi tot eh hospital. full physical and he is in perfect health except for 
the cut on his head that gets a ffew stitches- 
 
Levi: see i probably couold do a back flip 
 
NIck: do that you gonna be glad your in a hospital 
 
Doc: Yes. You might want to take it easy for a couple days. Maybe even a week or 
two. 
 
Levi: all i'm gonna be doing is lifting weights and going for a jog. i gained weight 



der god there all gonna call me fatty mic fat fat 
 
Doc: As long as you don't push yourself to much. Then again from what i've heard 
from my co-workers you never take no for an answer. 
 
Nick: dork -nick shoves hima nd levi laughs- 
 
Levi: I'M BACK! 
 
Doc; Okay. -finishes last stich- you can go now. 
 
Levi: yay! 
 
-doc wraps levi's head and nick and him drive back to try to get levi's car out of 
the ditch- 
 
Doc: And maybe invest in a helmet. 
 
-Lance drives by to check on Levi- 
 
Levi: come on nick count of three! 
 
Nik: alright! 
 
Levi; one two three! 
 
-out goes the car- 
 
-nick pushed the car up while levi puts it in reverse. its get back on the road- 
 
Levi: horrya we won! 
 
-levi gets out of the car and lance pulls along hte side of the road- 
 
Lance; Hey. Just thought I'd check in to see if everything was alright. Levi what 
did you do to your head? 
 
Nick: and your damn car 
 
Levi: oh shut up! 
 
Lance: Seriously dude. How's you get it all bandaged like that? 
 
Lance: Nick tell me what happened? 
 
Levi; had a migraine light and noise killed me drove into the ditch hit my head on 



the wheel 
 
Lance: Well as long as you're okay. Need me to call a tow truck for the car? 
 
Levi: ti still works. nick and i crashed a car in germany and we had to get it out of 
the ditch just like we did now 
 
Lance; Luck tattoed to your ass. Like everyone says. 
 
-lance just realized that levi remember something about germany- 
 
Lance: you remebered...Again. -hugs Levi- YES! FINALLY! 
 
Lance: Anything else you remeber? 
 
Nick: actually he has his full memory back. the combo of all the pain and shit he 
caused to himself got it all abck 
 
Lance; Oh my god.....That's great! -hugs Levi again- 
 
-levi hugs lance back tightly- 
 
Lance; We need to tell the others! 
 
Levi: yeah and i feel really bad for everything that happened and stuff with us 
before 
 
Lance; Not a problem. It's acient history now. 
 
Levi; sheild your eyes nick 
 
Nick: deal -nick goes and covers his eyes- 
 
-levi kisses lance hard putting his arms around his waist- 
 
-Lance kissies back holding Levi's face- 
 
-finally he pulls away- 
 
Nick: are you two done yet? 
 
Lance; Nick while you're looking away please call the others and tell them the 
good news. 
 
Nick; fine 
 



-Lance goes back to kisisng Levi- 
 
-nick turns around and called up people- 
 
-one hour later- 
 
-levi kisses lance slipping his tongue into his mouth. levi puts his hands in lance's 
bak pockets- 
 
Kevin: Hey. We heard what happened. 
 
Howie: Good to have you back man. 
 
Jordyn; LEVI! -GLOMPS- 
 
-levi hugs her tightly- 
 
Levi: god i am glad i can remember you. i missed you 
 
Joey; Hey man. 
 
Jordyn: I'm happy I have my brother back. 
 
Becca; And right on time. I thought my mom would never shut up. 
 
Levi: hey can i talk to you jordyn privatly? 
 
Jordyn: Yeah. 
 
Joey; We'll all head back to the house. 
 
-the others all head over there leaving Jordyn and levi alone- 
 
Levi: so.... how are you and justin doing? 
 
Jordyn; Okay I guess. He thinks we should wait longer but I guess I can wait. 
 
Levi: wait you want to have sex with him but he isn't ready? 
 
Jordyn; He is but says I'm not. 
 
Levi: i believe it 
 
Jordyn; Why? Why am I not ready? I want to do it. I'm not scared. 
 
Levi: jordyn i don't think you ffully understand relationships. turst me it took me 



a while to really understand what loves actually is 
 
Jordyn: How can i learn though? It's not like i can just go to the liberary and 
learn. 
 
Jordyn; I can wait. It's not easy but I can. 
 
Levi; talk with justin a bit more. expllain your feelings to him. have you tried to 
have sex? 
 
Jordyn; We tried. But he stopped. He said I was rushing.  
 
Levi: how naked did you get? 
 
Jordyn: i was just wearing my underware and I was trying to get Justin's jeans 
off. he was still dressed. 
 
Levi: um.... yeah you rushed it 
 
Jordyn; Oh. Okay. 
 
Levi: let me guess in your head you were saying 'i want this now i want this 
NOW'? 
 
Jordyn; Yeah. 
 
Jordyn; What's wrong with that? 
 
Levi: probably in justin's head he was thinking 'i want this to be special for her 
and i don't want to hurt her'. you've never been in a relationship before and you 
haven't had sex either. justin is your ffirst 
 
Jordyn: I know that. Isn't the first time supposed to hurt a little though? 
 
Levi; he wants what is best for you and you just striping inf ront of hiom makes 
him think you aren't ffully ready for this like he is 
 
Levi: yes but everything eolse should be great. want to just get naked and have 
him take your virginity with you thinking 'just let this end' 
 
Jordyn: When will I be fully ready? 
 
Levi: i don't know when you arent striping naked in front of him  
 
jordyn; Alright. I'll wait. 
 



Levi; how do you feel for justin? 
 
Jordyn: I really like him. Like really really REALLY like him. 
 
Jordyn: Is that right? 
 
jordyn: I want to do better but it's hard. 
 
jordyn; so i should talk to him more? what else? 
 
Levi: talk to him is all i can tell you, tell him how much you want this and stuff. 
maybe think about your relationship with justin 
 
Jordyn: Okay. I'll consider it carefully. 
 
-levi kisses her hceek hugging her- 
 
Jordyn: I think the others are waiting. 
 
-She hugs him and then starts back down the path- 
 
-levi smiles and follows her- 
 
Jc: Hey man. We just ordered Pizza. 
 
Joey; We got a couple.  
 
Levi: goody do you have my favorite?! 
 
Howie: Of course. 
 
Kevin: The chicken stuff right? 
 
Levi: garlic chicken 
 
Kevin: Yeah that's the stuff. 
 
-levi goes and eats up a coupole slices- 
 
Levi; i'll need to run this off for sure 
 
Jc; Becca had to leave. Chris was being swamped by Mother and the In-laws 
 
Chris: man i just hope this is gooing to be okay 
 
Becca; it will. The parents just need to get rid of all the excitement. They've been 



bugging us to tie the knot ever since college. 
 
-chris left with becca- 
 
Chris: well we wil get married soooon. we are going back on tour soon so........ 
 
Becca: I'm in no rush. I just want to be back on the road. I don't know it just seems 
more comfortable to me. 
 
-chris puts his arm aroudn becca kissing her- 
 
-back at Levi's place- 
 
Levi;w hat do we do now? -he has his ehad in lance's lap- 
 
Lance; we ate all the pizza and now everyone is gone. Wanna put in a movie? You 
get to pick. 
 
Levi: i don't wanna get up -levi rolls over burying his fac ein lance's crotch- 
 
Nick: i'llf ind one 
 
lance: Okay. 
 
-lance hoolds back a moan- 
 
-nick finds a movie and puts it in- 
 
-levi rolls over watching it. lane pets levi's head- 
 
Lance: what movie is this? 
 
Nick: the reel nsync 
 
Levi: OH MY GOD LANFE YOU LOOK SO DORKY! 
 
Lance; yeah I did. 
 
-lance is showing off his pink pillow and the door that is cusioned- 
 
Levi: i am dating a freak 
 
Lance: I was kind of a goody two shoes when I was younger. 
 
Lance; Yup. You're dateing a freak and you can't get rid of me. 
 



Levi: if i tried......... 
 
-they show off the scene where lance is giving the tour in the african house and 
chris is in the shower- 
 
Justin: i had to live with them. 
 
NIcvk; justin you shoved your face to a window and blew out your cheeks. your 
worse then them 
 
Lance; I think becca was filming this. Or was she back in the states at the time? 
 
Justin: i think ehr and joey switched off 
 
Lance: that's right. She refused to show her faceon camera. this film would've 
been alot longer olnly she refused to have any clips of her in the thing. 
 
Levi: isn't that something 
 
Lance; a total of six time. 
 
Brian: well ti is the reel NSYNC not the Reeal nsync plus girlfriend 
 
Lance: yeah. that was what she told us. 
 
Levi: i would have loved to fucked you on that bed. you look so suductive lying 
there and stuff 
 
Lanc: Don't I though? 
 
Levi; yes you do 
 
-levi moans bucking his hip a bit against the couch. he was on his stomach and 
facing the tv- 
 
-lance has to hold back a moan again. He ruffles Levi's hair playfully- 
 
Nick: keep it together levi, for all of us 
 
-they keep watching and bsb makes ffun of nsync- 
 
Lance: Oh i remebered this scene. Jc got so pissed at us. 
 
Levi: heh heh you are such dorks. 
 
Brian; we did that to kefin 



 
Lance; oh yeah this is the one where Joey was jumping on his bed. Chris was 
calling Becca and his mom at the time. i think Becca was sick and couldn't go. His 
mom was checking in. 
 
-the movie finally comes to an end- 
 
Movie: Jump Lance Jump! 
 
Levi: dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork 
dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork 
dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork 
dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork dork 
 
Lance; Yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes. I know I 
know I know I know I know I kow. 
 
Kevin: You guys were the one who did that to my head? 
 
Howie: Yes. 
 
-levi smiles and lifts up lance's shirt shoving his head under it- 
 
Nick: levi is high 
 
Kevin; Lets go leave those two alone shall we? 
 
Howie: Yes. Come on Nick. 
 
-the rest of bsb leaves- 
 
-levi giggles- 
 
lance; Keep it up. 
 
-levi licks lance's stomach dipping his tongue into his belly button- 
 
Lance; That's good. 
 
-levi pins lance tot eh couch pushing off his shirt- 
 
Lance; That's even better. -pulls levi's shirt off.- 
 
-off lance's shirt not levi's- 
 
-levi bucks his hips against lance's- 



 
Lance; So how far you wanna go tonight? 
 
Levi: i want you to play bottom on your knees -levi slaps lance's thigh- 
 
Lance: yes daddy. -rolls over and gets on his knees- 
 
-levi slaps lance's ass reaching around and unbuttoning his jeans- 
 
Levi: you are too sexy 
 
Lance: maybe a scar would make it better? But I've heard scares are often kind of 
attraction. 
 
lance: Fuck me Levi. 
 
-levi moans pulls off lance's jeans and boxers- 
 
-Lance wiggles his ass a bit- 
 
Levi: can i just stare at it -levi slaps lance's ass again- 
 
Lance: Okay. Stare all you like. 
 
-levi goes down giving him a rim job- 
 
Lance: Oh fuck yeah. 
 
Levi: mmmm, here suck on my fingers a bit while i do this -levi puts his hand 
near lance's mouth- 
 
-his other hand sqeezes lance's ass cheek- 
 
-Lance takes them geddily into his mouth sucking hard- 
 
-levi soon pulls his mouth and hand away sliding a finger inside lance pulling ina 
nd out- 
 
Levi: like that? 
 
Lance; Mmhmm. -nods- 
 
-Lance is still sucking Levi's fingers- 
 
Lance; Love it. keep it up. 
 



-levi pushes in another finger- 
 
-Lance shudders and moans with pleasure- 
 
-levi moves his fingers faster- 
 
Lance; Don't stop. Please baby don't stop. 
 
-levi reaches around strocking lance's cock slowly while moving his fingers 
faster- 
 
Lance: Fuck me. Oh god Levi fuck me! 
 
Levi: with what alnce. what do you want me to fuck you with? -levi pushes in a 
third finger- 
 
Lance; Anything! Everything! Just fuck me! 
 
-levi laughs and gets off the couch watching lance and slowly droping his jeans 
and boxers- 
 
Levi: mmmm you are so smexy 
 
Lance; Thank you. You are too. 
 
-levi gets back on the couch fucking him with three fingers again- 
 
Lance: Yes. Fuck me Levi. Faster. 
 
-levi fucks him faster and slowly strocks his cock- 
 
Levi: do you want my cock in you? 
 
Lance; Oh god yes! Please slam it in me! 
 
-levi spits on his hand strocking up his cock- 
 
Levi: you ready baby? 
 
Lance; Yes! Yes fuck me! 
 
-Lance is really excited now- 
 
-levi positions himself and slowly pushes into lance- 
 
-Lance lets out a lod moan of pleaseure- 



 
Levi: you like that? what do you like lance? 
 
Lance: Oh hell yes. 
 
Levi:w aht do you like lance? 
 
Lance: I like haveing your dick inside me. I love it! 
 
-levi moves slowly grunting andf moaning- 
 
Levi: you are so fucking tight and hot 
 
Lance; You're huge. Faster please. 
 
Levi: should i? i think i should touture yoou 
 
Lance; No torture please. Please faster. 
 
-Lance is whimpering- 
  
-levi keeps going slowly and reaches around running his finger along his dick- 
 
Levi: i love watching you whimper. i love it 
 
Lance; so good. You feel so good. More Levi. 
 
-levi smiles and slams into lance hard and fast- 
 
Levi: ahh fuck yes fuck fuck fuck 
 
Lance; Oh fuck yes! 
 
Levi: touch yourself lance. come on 
 
-Lance reaches up and strokes himslef- 
 
-levi fucks him harder and gasps- 
 
Levi: shit i'm gonna cum. 
 
Lance: Me too! -With a loud moan cums spraying everywhere- 
 
Levi: fuck! -levi cums into lance- 
 
Lance; Hell yes! 



 
-levi moans and pulls out slowly- 
 
Lance; That was awesome. 
 
-Lance collapses down onto the couch- 
 
Levi: yes it was -levi falls and lies down on top of olance kissing his neck- 
 
-four months later at the wedding. the guys we're gonna e on tour the next day- 
 
Levi: damn becca you look really nice in that. chris is one lucky basterd 
 
-levi goes into the little rooom becca was in- 
 
Joey; I just wanna get drunk and embarrass Chris. 
 
Becca; Thanks. Chris is gonna want to rip it off though. 
 
-jordyn was hiding scared to come out in ehr dress- 
 
Levi: if i was straight i would too 
 
Becca; Jordyn come out. You look fine. 
 
Jordyn: But it's a dress! 
 
Levi: come on i hate wearing them too 
 
Jordyn; Couldn't I at least wear a tux? 
 
Levi: you are her maid of honor 
 
Jordyn: Only cause she dosne't hang around any of her old friends anymore. 
 
Becca; you forget Jordyn I don't want anything to do with half the peole I used to 
know. 
 
Justin: hey where is jordyn? -he comes intot he room- 
 
Becca: Hideing. 
 
Jordyn: Don't look at me! 
 
Justin: jordyn: come on out please 
 



Jordyn:Fine. But next time something big like this happens I'm wearing a tux got 
it? 
 
-she comes out- 
 
Becca; Hey at least it's not pink. 
 
Jordyn; Point taken. 
 
Levi: deal -looks up- wow 
 
Becca:  You look beautiful Jordyn. Now spin around for your brother and Justin 
to see. By the way Justin Chirs hasn't chickend out yet has he? 
 
Justin: you look........... well................... -justin is blushiong- no he hasn't. he's 
actually very happy 
 
Becca; Good. 
 
-the ceremony goes well. the mom's won't stop crying and when Becca and Chris 
kiss Joey screams out "GET A ROOM"- 
 
-justin is watching jordyn the entire time- 
 
-at the reception- 
 
Jc; That's Joey's third beer in half an hour. He'd better not embarass those two. 
 
Levi: jordyn you look lovely! justin has been staring at you this entire time 
 
Jordyn: Really? I thought he was checking his shoes. 
 
Levi: no he's really falling for you more i think. now if you'll excuse me i need to 
try to get that stubborn bass ass to dance with me. 
 
Jordyn; Oh...Okay. Have fun. And remeber what the priest said. Keep it pg at 
most! 
 
Lance; He was talking to Chris and Becca! Not us! 
 
-levi starts begging lance to dance who refuses saying he can't dance- 
 
-justin goes over to jordyn- 
 
-he sits down next to her as she watches lev and lance- 
 



Jordyn: I hate dresses. 
 
Justin: if you don't mind me saying you look dead sexy in that dress 
 
Jordyn; I don't mind. i just want it off. 
 
Justin: i can help you with that -justin slaps a hand on his mouth blushing- 
 
Jordyn; If you want. I thought you said it wasn't a god idea? 
 
JUstin; well that was a couple months agoo too ya know 
 
Jordyn: well the majority of us are staying at the hotel since tomorrow we're 
starting up the tour again. Is Joel here? 
 
JUstin: sadly no. he is still in the hospital 
 
Justin: levi's been video taping. he taped the wedding for him and wil send it 
unedited 
 
Jordyn: oh. 
 
Jordyn: He might want to get rid of Joey's speech though. Hopefully you'll be able 
to stop him. You we're Chris's best man weren'tyou? 
 
Justin yeah 
 
Jordyn: Good. Just stop him in mid sentance and try not to let him get to drunk. 
 
-justin smiles- 
 
-Jordyn grins and pats him on the shoulder- 
 
-later on- 
 
Becca; Finally i thought that was never going to end! I swear mom could have 
filled a swimming pool. 
 
Chris: so would my mom 
 
Becca: I'm just gald to be away from all that. Help me out of this dress would you? 
Here's a little memo if you restart that clothing line of yours. Never make these 
things. 
 
-chris nods and kisses her ripping off ehr dress and pulling off ehr nylons- 
 



becca: Frisky are we? 
 
Chris: why do you wear nylons? 
 
Becca; Do i need a reason? 
 
Becca: You know I'm impulsive. 
 
-chris rips them off too and she works on stirpping chris who kisses her- 
 
-She pulls out the clips holding up her hair and shakes it down- 
 
Chris: sexy sexy hair 
 
Becca; Thank you. You're not so bad yourself. I love it when you spike it like that. 
 
-soon they are both naked- 
 
-Becca goes down and starts sucking Chris like there's no tomorrow- 
 
-chris moans and once she's done leaving him ahrd he pins her to the bed sucking 
on ehr and pressing his tnouge deep inside her- 
 
Becca; Oh god.  Right there. Perfect. 
 
-Becca has her fingers buried deep in his hair- 
 
-chris pulls awaya dn reaches ffor a condom- 
 
Becca; Good boy. 
 
-he puts it on and kisses her sweetly- 
 
Becca; Fuck me baby. 
 
-chris puhses into her slowly- 
 
-Becca moans and arches back- 
 
-chris pushes into her and pulls ina nd out- 
 
Becca; You're allowed to speed up.  
 
Chris: i know -he picks up speed and sits up spreading ehr legs more- 
 
Becca; Oh god Chris yes! 



 
Chris: god i love you soooooo much becca 
 
-finally after several minues Becca arches back and lets out a scream as she 
cums- 
 
-chris groans and orgams kissing becca- 
 
Becca; We should get some sleep. first day of tour tomorrow. 
 
CHris: they get under the sheets and spoon- 
 
Chris: yeah -they get under the sheet and spoon- 
 
-the next morning- 
 
joey: Okay. How bad did i embarass them? 
 
Justin: you okay jordyn? 
 
jordyn: yeah. 
 
Levi: i have it on tape if you want to see 
 
Jc: Lets watch it. 
 
Lance; Levi are you sure you want to show that part of it to Joel? 
 
Levi: i'll put int eh letter 'this is what realy happened- 
 
Lance; Yeah. We can watch it on the flight. we gotta get going. We're supposed to 
be in germany in twenty hours. 
 
JUstin: are you really sure you want to do it tonight? -he whipsers it into jordyn's 
ear- 
 
Jordyn: yes. I'm ready. 
 
-he kisses her cheek and goes onto his bus- 
 
Levi: jordyn want to go with me or them? -points at nsync- 
 
Jordyn; Them. 
 
Levi: fine -levi kisses her and heads onto his bus. jordyn follows lance- 
 



Jordyn: So should we wait for the newly weds to get out of the back room? 
 
-Becca and Chris were already on the bus- 
 
Justin: we will tonight mkay baby? 
 
Jordyn; Okay. -smiles- 
 
Joey; We'll be at the hotel by then. 
 
Jc: Aah. Germany. So much fun. Got your pasport? 
 
Jordyn; Yup. 
 
-they take off- 
 
-that night- 
 
Justin: okay son we have what we need 
 
okay so we have what we need 
 
Jordyn: Condoms, room, everyone else is busy. Yup I'd say we have what we 
need.. 
 
jordyn: so wanna start this? 
 
Justin: yeah -justin walks over and stands in front of jordan- 
 
-jordyn leans in and kisses jordyn putting his hands on ehr waist- 
 
-Jordyn kisses Justin back and starts working on her shirt pulling it off- 
 
Inner Jordyn: I hope I'm not going to fast. 
 
-justin slides his hand up her stomach helping ehr lift off her shirt- 
 
-slowly Jordyn starts to work on his shirt- 
 
-justin lfits up his arms and she gets them off- 
 
Jordyn: Should i take my jeans off now? 
 
Justin: welo i want to kiss you some more 
 
jordyn; Okay. We can do that. -kisses justin- 



 
-justin feels up and down jordyn's back- 
 
Jordyn: Can I work on your jeans? 
 
Justin: you don't have to ask 
 
Jordyn; Just don't want to go to fast is all. -she starts to unbotton them- 
 
-justin reaches around and unhooks jordyn's bra letting it fall off- 
 
Justin: i don't think your rushing anything 
 
-at the same time Jordon undoes his pants and puses them down- 
 
Jordyn; Okay. 
 
-justin pushes jordyn down ontot he bed and kisses up her stomach- 
 
Jordyn: help me with my jeans please? 
 
-justin nods and unbuttons them pulling them off- 
 
Jordyn; Thank you. -smiles- 
 
-he kisses back up her body reaching her breat and licking each nipple. this 
drives her crazy- 
 
Jordyn; Damn that feels good. 
 
-justin sucks and licks and kisses moving back up kissing her. she works off his 
eans- 
 
-Jordyn gasps and sighs pushing off her underware and spreading her legs wide- 
 
-justin kisses her- 
 
Justin: do you want oral sex? 
 
Jordyn: Okay. 
 
Jordyn: sounds like it'll be fun. 
 
-justin smiles and goes down between her legs- 
 
-Jordyn gasps and grips the sheets- 



 
-justin pushes his tongue in and out of her lapping at her juices- 
 
Jordyn: oh god that's good. 
 
jordyn: Don't stop. 
 
-justin sucks on her pushing a single finger inside her- 
 
Jordyn: Oh god. That feels good! 
 
-he presses his finger against her walls pushing a second fingering in going and 
pressing fast and harder agaisnt ehr walls- 
 
-Jordyn lets out a moan arching her back- 
 
-justin smiles and pulls away going back up her body- 
 
Jordyn: That was so good. 
 
Justin:it was nice  -he rubs her side- 
 
-justin kisses her neck and rubs at her clit lightly- 
 
Jordyn: That's nice. 
 
Justin: you have a lovely body. are you ready? 
 
jordyn: yes. 
 
-justin grabs a condom and puts it on spreading her legs and getting into position- 
 
Jordyn: start slow okay? 
 
Justin: i will babe -he kisses her alot using his hand to guide his cock slowly 
inside- 
 
-Jordyn fliches but nods for him to continue- 
 
-justin keeps kissing ehr sliding his tongue inside and pushing in farth putting bot 
hands on ehr waist- 
 
Inner Jordyn: It hurts a little but it won't be that bad. 
 
-soon justin is all the way in. he is panting- 
 



Jordyn: You okay? 
 
Justin: you feel............ so wodnerful. really hot and tight 
 
Jordyn: You feel huge and hot...and pulseing. 
 
-justin moans and sucks on jordyn's breast- 
 
Jordyn: You can move now. 
 
-justin pulls ina nd oout slowly, grunting- 
 
-Jordyn gasps and holds onto him- 
 
Jordyn: It feels good. 
 
Justin: yes its very good. very very........ gosh fuck yes 
 
-after a few minutes- 
 
Jordyn; I think I'm hitting my climax. 
 
Justin: i'm close -he is going fast and hard- 
 
Justin:g od yes -justin moans cumming- 
 
-Jordyn lets out a loud moan and cums a few seconds later- 
 
-justin smiles and kisses her again pulling out and wiping off the little blood 
between her legs 
 
Jordyn: that was amazeing? 
 
Justin: this is normal. something broke..... i can't remember the name i'm a guy 
so............ yesd that was amazing 
 
Jordyn: Hymen. It's supposed to break after the first time. 
 
Justin: ahh. it sometimes can break other times from what i've read................ 
please don't push me on what i read 
 
Jordyn: Thank you Justin. 
 
Justin: i love you 
 
-he lies down next to her rubbing her stomach- 



 
Jordyn: I love you too. -hugs him- 
 
-meanwhile in microville- 
 
Justin's sperm: GO GO GO! 
 
Jordyn egg: god damn it STAY AWAY! 
 
Jordyn egg: i thought he used a condom?! 
 
Justin's sperm: miroscopic holes. that and jonston here is good with c4. 
 
Jordyn egg: god damn it! 
 
Justin'ssperm: ATTACK! -CHARGES EGG- 
 
-FERTILIZATION- 
 
Jordyn egg; i hate you sperm 
 
-in real world- 
 
-the next day- 
 
Jordyn: It feels like my stomach is doing the tango. 
 
Brian: probably something you ate 
 
Jordyn: ugh. excuse me. -runs into bathroom to throw up- 
 
Justin: hope she'll be okay. stomach flu or something maybe 
 
Becca: We can hope. 
 
Levi: hope for what? -levi walks up- 
 
Justin; jordyn ate something bad she'll be fine 
 
Levi: mkay -walks away- 
 
Becca; Jordyn's not feeling so good. 
 
Jordyn; Ugh. 
 
Becca; How're you feeling? 



 
Jordyn; Okay I guess.Other than the fact that my stomach is killing me. 
 
Levi: you ate something bad. 
 
-levi leans against the doorway- 
 
jordyn: No the steak at the wedding was perfectly cooked and I barely ate 
anything yesterday. 
 
Levi: huh. probably caught something 
 
Becca: Justin...Tell Chris I'll be back in half an hour. 
 
JUstin: mkay 
 
-walks off fdown the hall- 
 
-she leaves and comes back- 
 
-levi went off to 'play' with lance- 
 
Becca: Jordyn this is probably an overreaction on my part but just in case. -
hands Jordyn a box- 
 
Jordyn: A pregnancy test? You don't think? 
 
Becca; Again it's probably not something to worry about but still just in case? 
 
Jordyn: Okay. -goes to the bathroom- 
 
-two minutes later- 
 
Jordyn: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHH! 
 
Becca; Oh dear. 
 
-levi comes out of the room where lanc eis now sleeping and heads down the hall 
to peak in on jordyn- 
 
Levi: hey how ya doing.. jordyn are you oaky?! 
 
-he sees her sobbing and freaking out on the bathroom floor- 
 
-Jordyn is holding hte piece of plastic and shakeing- 
 



-levi takes it and stand sup- 
 
Levi: becca watch my sister -he grumbles- 
 
Becca; Will do. Chris stay outside. 
 
CHris: um...... okay 
 
Becca; Jordyn sweeite it's gonna be okay. It's not the end of hte world. 
 
-levi runs out of the room and down the hall. he bursts intot eh rooom where 
lance woke up and everyone else is- 
 
jordyn: It is. I can't be haveing a baby. I can't 
 
-jordyn is having an attack basically- 
 
Lance; Levi? What's wrong? 
 
Levi: how dare you fucking do this to my sister! 
 
Jc; What? 
 
Joey: What's going on? 
 
-levi shoves justina gainst the wall punching him in the face- 
 
Justin: what the hell i didn't do anything! 
 
Levi: bull shit -punches again and shoves him fflat agaisnt the wall- you didn't use 
a damn condom you fuckin jack ass HOW COULD YOU BE SO FUCKING 
CARLESS!? 
 
jc: I'd liketo remind you Levi that those things aren't 100% 
 
Justin;w aht i did i used a ouff! -is thrown to the ground- 
 
Joey: So what you're saying is that you're sister is now pergnant? 
 
Levi: you ass hole with the condition my sister is in now she is freaking out! did 
you know my sister can DIE from an attack if she goes into fuckin shock! 
 
-levi kicks justin several times- 
 
Lance: Levi! Stop! It's not going to help Jordyn any iof you kill him! 
 



-kevina nd joey pulls him off of justin- 
 
Levi DAMN YOU TO FUCKING HELL JUSTIN! 
 
-justin groans on the ground. chris rushes to his side- 
 
lance; Levi I know you're angry. But you need to go to your sister. 
 
-levi rips out of their arms runing back down to jordyn who is shaking and 
sobbing and screaming- 
 
Levi: jordyn! god its all going to be okay! 
 
Jordyn: No. It's not happening! It's not happening. 
 
Levi: those tests aren't all 100 percent, just like condoms 
 
-levi holds her to his chest- 
 
Becca; turst me that brand is really accurate. 
 
Levi: shhh i took care of justin okay? its gonna be okay 
 
jordyn: Don't hurt justin. Please don't hurt Justin! 
 
Levi: um........... uh........ -he looks at becca- too late? 
 
Becca; For beating Justin up? 
 
Becca; Smooth. Levi he's gonna need to be alive. That baby is gonna need a father. 
Unless Jordyn gives it up for adoption. 
 
Becca; And knowing her i doubt that would happen. 
 
Levi: whatever you do jordyn i'll be right here 
 
jordyn: I want Justin. 
 
Levi: when he isn't groaning in pain 
 
Jordyn: okay...-calms down a bit- 
 
Becca; We should get her to bed. Or at least a couch. Let her rest a bit. 
 
Levi: i had to beat the shit out opf him. i'm worried that with this baby your 
emotions are going to go everywhere with your scizophrenia 



 
Jordyn: I'll be okay. I'll do my best. 
 
-levi holds her close- 
 
inner levi: the doctors even said being pregnate is a seriuos issue. 
 
Inner Becca: Main reason I never want kids. I can't afford to lose control of my 
emotions. 
 
-they move Jordyn out onto the couch and let het rest- 
 
Levi: i think some of your meds you can't take while being pregnate! i'm scared 
for you. i don't want you hurt trying to have a child 
 
Jordyn: I'm pregnant. And that's how it is. I'll be okay. 
 
Levi: you could kill yourself. 
 
Jordyn: LEVI! 
 
Jordyn: what do you suggest I do then? 
 
Levi: i don't know! i don't want to lose my baby sister 
 
Jordyn: I don't want to leave you. but I'm going to be fine. It'll be hard no doubt. 
But I'll try. 
 
-justin walks up with an ice pack on his eye and his lip bleeding- 
 
jordyn: Justin? Oh my god. 
 
-in micro villie specifically the sperm base- 
 
Sperm 1: We're getting a signal! 
 
Sperm 2: What is it? 
 
Sperm 1; JONSTON AND HIS TEAM! THEY MADE IT! 
 
-back to real world- 
 
Levi: see? i did beat the shit out of him 
 
Jordyn: I'll be okay Justin. I promise. 
 



JUstin: uhg i can't really control what the hell my sperm do they have their own 
minds and natural institics 
 
Becca: No shit sherlock. 
 
Levi: do you want to talk with justin jordyn? hate me forever ofr beating him? 
 
Jordyn: Okay. 
 
-Becca already left the room- 
 
Jordyn: Justin? I don't hate you for doing this. 
 
-levi leaves- 
 
-justin struggles to sit next to her- 
 
Justin: i hate myself. i didn't want to hurt you but i did. i heard the stuff about 
your meds and how with your scizophrenia and being pregnate horomones....... 
 
Jordyn: I'll be okay. But I'm going to need all the help I can get. 
 
JUstin: i rpomise i won't leave you at all. i want to be here to get you everything 
you need and to help you through it as much as i can 
 
Justin: i love you and don't want to lose you 
 
Jordyn; And i don't want to leave you. Please help me through this? I know i can't 
do it alone. 
 
-justin hugs her depsite the pain and kisses her cheek- 
 
Jordyn: I love you. 
 
JUstin: i love you. if you have an emotional problem i will be right here and help 
you through it. and i want you to move in with me at my house. is that okay or do 
you want ot be with your...... parents? -justin gulps at the idea- 
 
Jordyn; No! I want to be with you. I can't bear to be back there. 
 
-justin nods nad holds her rubbing her back- 
 
-nine months later- 
 
Justin: i'm goign to be right here holding your hand 
 



Becca: So are they gonna do it normally or have to do a c-section? 
 
Jordyn: Okay. 
 
jordyn: c-section. 
 
Levi: i'm going to be in there too 
 
Becca; I'll be outside. 
 
jordyn: Okay. 
 
Doc: Okay. Were gonna get the baby out now. 
 
Levi: come on father -he is still a bit angry at justin- 
 
Doc: Okay. You're gonna feel a little bit sleepy. now we're gonna make the first 
incision. 
 
-levi kisses jordyn's cheeka nd goes around to watch- 
 
Doc: Okay. And it's gonna come out in three...two...and it's out. -pulls out baby- It's 
a boy. 
 
-levi smiles and justin grins- 
 
Justin: i'm a father 
 
Doc: Cut the cord mr. Timberlake. 
 
Justin: okay 
 
-justin goes over cutting the cord. the baby is clean and justin holds him- 
 
Justin: hi baby 
 
Nurse: Have you picked out a name yet? 
 
Jordyn: Tyler sound nice? 
 
Justin: tyler timberlake. a middle name? 
 
Jordyn: Levi? Tyler Levi Timberlake? 
 
Levi: huh? 
 



Justin: i love it 
 
Jordyn: It's settled then. 
 
Levi: wait you want my name? 
 
Jordyn: Why not? 
 
Justin: you deserve it. here hold your nephew 
 
-justin hands him over and levi looks down at him- 
 
Levi: you look like mommy you know that? 
 
Tyler: -baby noises- 
 
Jordyn: He's got his dad's nose though. 
 
-levi walks over and shows him to jordyn- 
 
Jordyn; Yup. Definately his dad's nose. 
 
-Jordyn takes him and holds him- 
 
-levi smiles- 
 
-Levi eventually forgave Justin for knocking up Jordyn. He and lance did 
eventually marry and then adopted a little girl. Angelica- 
 
-she and tyler are best friends- 
 
-Joey hooked up with an old flame from highschool and had a little girl to. 
Brihanna. Jc hooked up with Nick- 
 
-jc and nick adopted two kids, twin to be exact- 
 
-chris and becca had triplets- 
 
THE END! 
 
EL FIN! 


